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of the grandest demonstrations ever made here. The
places of business and residences of the
Republicans and
sound-money Democrats were brilliantly

illuminated,

and
many were elaborately
The march of the procession
was in a continual
glare of light from the
illuminations of the houses and lawns, tireworks and bonfires, while the
ringing of
bells, the reports of bombs and firearms, the
tooting of the steaui whistles and horns,
made music not in the least discordant to

decorated.

patriotic

move of the celebration was on
arrival of the 6 20 train, which brought
about 100 passengers from Brooks ami other
points up the line. The Brooks delegation,
headed by an impromptu drum corps of Belfast boys, formed' on the platform, with
flags, baskets of flowers, transparencies and
torches and marched up the street directly
to the residence of Hon. Seth L. Mil liken,
where their spokesman, John H. Gordon,
addressed our Congressman as follows:
Mu. Millikex : Your constitutents from
the little village of Brooks have made this
visit to you to return you their thanks, and
to express to you their appreciation of the
earnest and patriotic course you have taken
in the campaign which
has just closed
in victory, a victory only second to the victory which was won and sealed at Appomattox. The boys who fought in 61 have a
warm spot in their breasts for you, who have
fought for them in ’iHj. They recognize that
your vote and your voice has always been
with them and for them. Their sons and

he first

daughters appreciate your services and labors for them, and these two young ladies,
old soldiers’ daughters, have brought these

flowers and present them to you as an offering of their kind wishes and regards. If you
shall receive them with the same pleasure
that we present them we shall feei that we
ate well repaid.
Mrs. Marie M. Hobbs and Miss Vesta Rose
then advanced and presented two baskets of
beautiful flowers. Mr. Milliken responded
as follows:
Mr. Gordon, Ladies and Gentlemen: I
wish I could summon language adequate to
express my deep and earnest gratitude for
this graceful expression of your good will.
Shakespeare says that “the man who hath no
music in himself is fit for treasons, strategerns and spoils.” And I say that he who
hath not the love of flowers in his heart is
devoid of those delicate feelings and that refinement of nature which make most attractive both men ami women.
These floral offerings, so beautiful iu themselves, more beautiful in their conception
and most beautiful iu what they signify,
could not but touch my feelings very deeply from whatever source they might come:

the people have declared by an overwhelming majority at the polls that what our
armies achieved thirty years ago shall be
conserved now ; that, tin* anarchist aud socialist shall not accomplish what the southern
rebel failed to do.
An insidious attack upon our institutions
has been repulsed.
Again the enemies of
the republic have been most disastrously
beaten. They have this time met their Appomattox at the ballot box. They have
been routed in almost every great State of
the country. Wherever thrift has followed
enterprise they have gone down like the
unrighteous hosts iu the battle of Sennacherib before the avenging breath of the
Lord. More than eight-tenths of the great
industries and the progressive forces of the
nation have been against them.
The people feel as they did when Gen. Lee
surrendered his battered armies to the invincible forces of the Union, that an imminent danger has been passed, that a wide-
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Bradman has associated himse f
in the manufacture of cigars with Mr. Paul
Carnes of Pennsylvania, one of the best
cigar makers in New England. Mr. Carnes’
father, who has been a large cigar manufacturer for over thirty years, buys ail their
leaf tobacco, thus ensuring not only a good
cigar, but one that will run even in quality.
This firm are now placing on the market the
Swan Hake cigar, named for the sheet of
water which has become so widely known
Mr. Bradman has
as a resort for sportsmen.
been engaged in business in this city for
is
well
and
and
favorably known.
many years
The factory is clean and pleasantly located
and the new firm starts out with every asOther brands will soon
surance of success.
be ready for the market.
Mr. H. E.

ruin has been

escaped.

To-day hope

the hearts of the people, where doubt
and grave apprehension existed a month
Confidence has been restored. Idle !
ago.
bands are beginning to be employed. Prosperity is dawning. The foundations of the
republic are yet unmoved and the governWhat the old
ment still stands unshaken.
soldiers fought for and conquered is still
tills

triumphant, and we may all well rejoice
with exceeding joy to-night, and from the
depths of our hearts be glad. Ladies and
gentlemen of Brooks, this your generous
greeting, l shall ever cherish in my memory
as one of the happiest occasions of my life.
This stirring address was received by the
Brooks delegation with applause and cheers
They then formed in line and marched down
Franklin street to take their places in the

procession. A high mtire was blazing on the
Crosby Inn lot as they passed. By this

■
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rules hinders the brain work.
for poor work in numbers lies
ih the parents, partly with the
»
Parents are anxious to have
Iren advance and be smart, hence
them to hurry through the hook.
ier too often fails into the same
may, by a little tact, overcome
•nee.
The text hooks are at fault
too much stress upon the rules,
"hers should be better educated;
>w
the subject, and a Primary
number work needs more ability
u her in the Grammar school.
The
teacher develops the mind and lays
oulation for the future education,
y Y tnethods will follow’ better teachers.
•~iue would have pupils learn the num-

one

enters to a greater or less extent
but l cannot teil you how much more prointo every department of industry.
Every- foundly they affect me, presented as they are
thing is now made from drawings. Draw- by the daughters of old Union veterans of a
ing educates the hand, the eye, the head town whose patriotic sons, so many of them,
ami heart. There is only one way to learn
went with alacrity to the battle front a gento draw, and that is to draw.
It should he
eration ago to meet and vanquish their
taught not for practical results alone, but as country’s enemies.
a
means of
development. In connection
And yet J am not entirely surprised by
with drawing she w-uld use paper cutting this beautiful tribute. The. brave are
always
and iay modeling. A drawing or a model the. most
generous. They who magnanimousgives a far better idea than words alone can. ly make great sacrifices for others are ever
In drawing mure than in any other study
the most grateful foreven the smallest kindthe teacher must use eummon sense. We ness done to th ‘nisei
ves, and it is not strange,
must develop the intellect, ami the mstliet- j
though perhaps on my part undeserved, tiiat
ie, as well as the practical. The love of the the daughters of the heroic men of lsfll and
beautiful is one ot the most helpful features
lS'io should recognize in the tasteful way
of our public school system, ami drawing
they have to-night the small services which
tends to develop it, as well as to lay the 1 have
rendered, as it has been anil always
foundation for work m useful channels.
will be my duty to do to those who by their
The business meeting was then continued
valor have deserved for themselves, and
and tin following ul'iieers elected: President,
those dependent upon them, so well and so
i\
Brick, Belfast. Vice President, F. M. much of their country.
Nickerson, Stockton Springs; Secretary and
IJ e who honors not those by whose achieveTreasurer, Miss Grace E. Walton, Belfast; ments and sacrifices the life of the nation
Executive Committee, R. L. Ilsley of Belwas saved is not worthy to he respected
fast. Miss M. II. Mason of Morrill, Miss
himself. He is not the most ardent lover of
Grace A. Lord of Belfast.
his country. He is not the strongest believer
Voted to hold the next meeting at Stock- in it. He is not the most anxious
for its welton Springs in May, the date to be fixed by
fare, its honor, or its success. He is not oue
the executive officers. The following resowho sees its progress with most pride or
lutions were presented by the Committee,
glories most in its greatness and power. He
and unanimously a doped;
is not the best kind of an American.
He is
Whereas the present session of the Waldo
not to he relied upon in the nation’s emerCounty Teachers’ Assoication has been interestHe is not a desirable citizen even in
gency.
and
instructive.
ing
time of peace.
Kesolved, That our Blanks l>e extended to the
lie who
for
loves
ins
speakers for their able and instructive papers and
country, who
addresses.
cherishes its institutions, who hopes the
Resolved, That our thanks are due to the Bel- greatest tilings for it ami believes that it has
fast High School Chorus for excellent music fura high ami noble destiny, cannot but hold in
nished.
as the objects of his deepResolved, That our thanks be extended to the greatest honor, and
est affection, its defenders aud preservers.
people of Belfast for their cordial welcome.
Voted to reconsider the vote of the fore- No one in this broad laud has more right or
noon whereby the
Superintendents were reason to rejoice over the great victory
which you come with bounding aud grateful
made a committee on revision of the constitution, and appoint the President and hearts to celebrate to-night than the old
Executive Committee as such committee. Union soldiers aud they who represent them.
The people have voted as they fought.
Yes,

■

h-s

Which

Thursday

evening, by

and common tilings.
Mrs. Elbe Hoffman Rogers of Boston present**,1 a paper on “Drawing,” in which she
said she need not talk of the advantages of

Adjourned.
on the morrow.
There
A public meeting was belu in Belfast
however, who dismiss from
House in the evening, attended by a
Opera
care or thought of the school
small
but appreciative
audience. Mrs.
when they dismiss the pujkls
read a paper on “Drawing” in which
Rogers
sm h teachers are few and far
she covered some of the same ground as in
True teacher chooses teaching
the afternoon gave reasons why drawing
ui for the higher possibilities it
should be taught, ami suggested methods
t. regard to the pay.
The rea- | of how
to teach
it to make it of the
1
n*k of good teachers iu geogmost good. Can we afford to leave it unu-kof preparation. Geographyin results, the time spent
taught?
Compare,
lie other sciences. The teacher
in drawing with that spent in language lesnows
geography is the best sons.
We should think of drawing as a lana
teacher has no interest in
No language is of any use unless a
'tries lie has no conception of guage.
person has ideas in his head. Trying to draw
A teacher of geography
ng.
to understand them.
things
History,
helps
miliar with meteorology, geology
geography, geometry, geology, in fact all
especially of the geology of the studies, are made
easier by a knowledge of
1 of the school. Should be aide
Drawing ought to be one of the
conditions and by comparison drawing.
most practical studies in the school.
It will
""-ns of distant countries. Again,
raise the grade of our artisans and their
of the climate, productions,
work. The pupil should study the work of
uit countries helps to an underthe great artists the same as they should
the commerce of our own.
the best in literature.
-vs are needed to awaken an interProf. C. W. Gallagher of Kent’s Hill then
tchers in the studyof geography,
All
on “Force in Social Problems.”
i language, as much as to awak- spoke
he said, do not effect the same obforces,
st in religion.
The teaching of
Forces which will move one man
should begin in the Primary jects.
will have no effect upon another. There
teacher should make putty or
are moral forces and physical forces.
Moral
maps, production maps, etc. She
forces may be compared to a cyclone. Coming a relief map in putty7 and bined forces built up our big cities, crossed
it with a sharp knife to show
our country with a network of railroads, and
u of the country represented.
brought our country t.o its present state of
recommending a list of books development.
Physical force contributed to
teachers, including Nichols’ it, but moral force was behind it all. There
aphy, K mg’s Handbook,Frye’s arc things which physical force alone cannot
th Sand Modeling, Kickers’
accomplish. We do not read history as we
Geography, the U. S. Consular should. We should not read for the super(>ooks of travel.
ficial events, but for the underlying forces.
tii*' tast.ine jNormai ociiooi
It was the iniliieiice of sentiments that led
p.tjur on “Practical Arithmeup to the crusades and the thirty years
i;vided his discourse into three
wars.
The Boston tea party and the Revolu.v, the deficiencies in tin; teaehtion were results of a moral force. The sentiiinetic, their causes, and the timeut of
patriotism in 1 S(»l led to the supi !>• great trouble is our pupils do
pression of rebellion and slavery. Natural
'irately ami logically. They laws are illustrative of
higher spiritual laws.
\ iuipies in the hook hut cannot
Man is wonderfully susceptible to the influniihir examples in every-day life;
Environment
ence of
his surroundings.
>t properly add,subtract, multiply
develops new characteristics and strengthens
u
use common f ractions or deciold ones. Changing a young man from the
1
<iuse lies chiefly in the lack of
country to the city makes a different man of
vork.
Primary work is the fouu- him. Education is a force, but it is not edu"f ail number work.
It is a hail
j cation to stuff the pupil, but rather to bring
'•» allow
pupils to learn rules and out what is in him.
e

in

Illumination.

made from a bottle, a cork stopper and a
piece of tin. Syphons and modifications
were made ill various forms, and several
kinds of apparatus made from very simple

are

"Who struck Billy Bryan? We never teched
him.”
So sang Billy
“There's no place like home.
Bryan Nov. 3d.

time

the houses

streets

were

were

thronged

illuminated and the

join

in the

people, many
from places eight
see the sights aud

with

coming from the country,
aud ten miles distant, to

rejoicings.

The main procession formed at 7.30o’clock
on Church street, the right resting on Market
street, iu the following order:
Marshal, (J 1' Lombard,
Aids, H. E. McDonald, S G. Norton, J. H. Stinson,
(
W. Wescott, J. E. Thumbs, all mounted.
Cavalcade of 11 torch hearers.
Belfast Band, 25 pieces.
Cavalcade of 27 torch bearers.

McKinley rooster.
Transparencies.
Brooks delegation.

Backboards of ladies with transparencies, etc.
Coach, with red tire, fireworks, etc.
Carriages with citizens.
.Jigger with fireworks, etc.
Torch bearers

on

„•

“Prosperity, protection, McKinley.

Procession

The citizens of Belfast celebrated the election of McKinley and Hobart last

for good literature.
Prof. S. Iv Marsh of B.icksport Seminary
gave a practical talk on home-made apparatus, and gave illustrations. A bicycle wheel
could be used to perform experiences equal
to a 850 gyroscope. An alcohol lamp was

They

Torchlight

Brooks Joins. Two Speeches from
Congressman Milliken. Bon=Fires,
Fire Works, Music and a General

“Graded Readings.” The course of graded
readings is not one that can be adopted as a
" hole by any town or school, but must be
varied to suit existing conditions.
The
teacher must use judgment in choosing the
A B C method, the word method, the phonic
method, or a combination. The reading book
is more than a drill book, it is a study in
literature. It gives selections from the best
authors, but does not compare with the
longer works. Teachers can exert an inlluence on the reading the pupils pursue out
of school. Parents, teachers, librarians and
book-sellers should strive to guide the
young aright in this particular. He gave
some interesting statistics in regard to the
reading out of school by the pupils of the
schools of his city. In the 7th grade (7th
year in school) 61 boys and 60 girls read 676
different books, including The Youth’s
Companion by 77 pupils; Robinson Crusoe,
58; Uncle Tom's Cabin, ”7; Little Women,
15; Rip Van Winkle, 11. In the 5th grade
50 read Uncle Tom’s Cabin. A few good
books owned and thoroughly digested is a
great help. There must be cultivated a taste

drawing.
Drawing

na-

__

Scramble for New York sentence, so such sentences properly arranghe Week
A Year’s Work
ed make a forceful discourse. The power to
Marine Miscellany. County give forceful
expression to thought can but
her Veteran Heard
Fromj help to develop thought. To serve the
Mulence..The Farwell Behighest results other t han purely intellectu1 >.ty ypoeiu).
al faculties must be used.
A knowledge of
PAGE 3.
ornamental rhetoric must be applied; the
The Crafty Populists..
imagination must assist. Warmth and
\ -lage .Good Advice. .Sweet
vividness of thought must be brought out.
Promptly. The Venezuela Language
study involves the right use of
skirt\’ote Lumber Adof speech. There should be a knowl1 ireenhackism...
Papers and figures
and
of the best in literature. That
love
edge
study of literature which shall lead up to a
CAGE 4.
of language should'be
'i
Patriotism..A Move for proper understanding
regarded as a part of language study. The
s Celebration..Transfers in
ultimate end of all language study is a
.i~; w c. T U. a tbituary..
,i iies' Home.
knowledge of the best in literature.
i\
Arthur
Irving, Superintendent of
CAGE 5.
.ist..The t hurches.. The Bel- Schools of Rockland, read a paper on
PAGE

k

bers separately; would have short lessons
and simple answers; would have regular
repetitions and reviews; in short, he would
teach the pupil to think. The pupils should
have less assistance. Would not refuse assistance, but would learn the difficulty and
then by questioning lead the pupil to think
out the example for himself.
The business meeting was then
opened
ami the following committees appointed:
On nominations, H.E. Ellis, Belfast; Miss
M. H. Mason, Morrill; F. H. Meade, Searsport.
On resolutions, A. N. Jewett, Searsmont;
J. G. Harding, Waldo.
On next meeting, F. M. Nickerson, Stockton Springs; Miss Mabel Billings, Swauvlle; N. F. Staples. Freedom.
On revision of the constitution, the Superintendents of Waldo County, with F. S.
Brink of Belfast, chairman.
At the afternoon session Ex-Superintendent N. A. Luce presented a paper on “LanFirst we
guage as an Edueational End."
should master the meaning of words and
their uses.
Clearness and force in the
thought are closely related One of the particular ends of the use of language is to
make ourselves felt by others. As proper
words properly arranged make a forceful
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foot.

There were more than :i(KJ lighted torches
in the procession.
The transparencies included the following:

“Hanna likes it. So do we.’
“Brooks Gold Club. McKinley, 110; Bryan, 72.”
“Howd’y, Seth. Alius glad to se jer.”
"Sound money.”
"Protection; more work; more wages.
“Honest dollar and a chance to earn it.”
“The integrity of the nation must be preserved.’

“Patriotism, protection, prosperity.”

“Maine leads the way. Tom Reed has no equal.”
“Hurrah for McKinley.”
“What’s the matter with Maine? 50.000 ma-

jority

“More mills and factories open instead of
mints.”
“What will Bryan do now?’
“What’s the matter with Hanna?

more

The procession started promptly at the
hour named, 7.30, and marched over the
route as laid out by the committee, with but
The procession was greeted all
one change.
along the route by a display of red fire,
rockets, Roman candles and other fireworks.
The houses of many Republicans and sound
money Democrats were heartily cheered by
the procession.
The route was up Church street to the
residence of lion. C. B. Hazeltiue; countermarch down High street to the southerly
junction of Church street; up Church street
to Custom House square; up Main to Cedar;
over Cedar to Franklin; down Franklin to
Court; over Court, to Grove; up Grove to
Cedar; over Cedar to Main; up Main to Congress ; over Congress to the home of Hon.
Seth L

Milliken.
A large crowd followed the procession and
others had congregated at the residence of
Mr. Milliken to listen to the anticipated adIn
dress from our eloquent Congressman.
fact, so many had collected upon the terrace,
surrounding the house and the speaker, that
those in the street below found difficulty in
bearing him, although his remarks were distinctly audible some distance away. Mr.
Milliken spoke as follows:
You could
when your presence would
be more welcome. Be assured that I rejoice with you and enter into full fellowship
with you in celebrating the great victory
which the. lovers of American institutions and
the friends of American prosperity achieved
at the polls on the third day of this month.
Never since the surrender of the rebel
Ladies

never

call

and

Gentlemen:

on me

armies at Appomattox and the linal overthrow of the great Southern rebellion, have
we had greater cause to rejoice, and give
vent to our gladness than uow.
We often ask ourselves what would have
taken place had our armies been finally defeated in that great conflict, and we shudder
at the thought of the inevitable conseWe may well ask ourselves toquences.
night, what would have been the consequences to our Government aud to the people’s welfare had the anti-American and
anarchistic principles of the Chicago platform been endorsed, and Mr. Bryan, with

the communistic crowd which supported and
controlled him, been given control of the
government. We cannot but feel that we
have most fortunately escaped a great
calamity. The programme of our opponents
had more of
mischief in store for the
ever
been announced
nation than has
in most any unpatriotic and revolutionary
or anywhere
time
at
any
pronouncements,
in the past. The French revolution, which
deluged a great country in the blood of its
citizens, was preceded by nothing more communistic and threatening to society than
was contained m the platform upon which
Mr. Bryan was nominated, and which he
besought us to endorse by electing him to the
chief migistracy of the country.
All that has caused the depression, the
great losses and suffering in our country

NUMBER 47

cerely glad that she is not behind her sister cities in this respect. This is but one
instance of what is going on all over the
land. The people feel that they have received a deliverance, and courage is kindled
anew in their hearts by the
overwhelming
victory of McKinley and Hobart. He who
entered the army at the age of seventeen
years as a private soldier, and served with
well merited distinction until the close of
the great war, who by his industry, faithfulness and eminent talents, maue a most honored name for himself in the halls of Congress, his fame reaching around the globe,
who governed for a full term his own great
State wisely and well, whose name stands
for protection to American industries, and
whose elevation to the highest and most important office in the gift of the nation, is an
assurance of returning prosperity, will pilot
our good Ship of State out from
among the
breakers, and ensure her a safe and prosperous four years voyage.
Yes, we can already see the open water ahead. The skies
are clearing.
Hearts that were despondent
are taking courage.
A better day is being
ushered in. It is the beginning of old-fashioned Republican security and prosperity.
Let the bells ring. Let the cannon roar. Let
the lights of your torches emblazon the sky.
Let all our hearts be tilled with thanksgiving for the good times are coming and not

far

dences of J. J. Mellen anil John Sylvester,
stable of Albert L. McIntosh and the
Ocean House.
Bridge street, residences of Chas. F. Marshall, Mrs. Betsy Maddocks, Willard Seekins, I. A. Conant J. S. Fernald, F. O. Roberts and J. A. Merithew.
River avenue, Ansel F. Stevens.
Lincolnville avenue, Ehen M. Sanborn,
L. E. McMahan, Mrs. Jane Lauren.
Miller street, John W. Nash and Albert
L. McIntosh.
Congress street, S. G. Stimpson.
Primrose Hill, Mrs. A. G. Ellis, P. S.
Staples, C. F. Ginn, S. B. Holt, C. II. Brav,
James H. Clark, Dr. G. W. Stoddard, R. T.
Rankin, Tileston Wadlin, Calvin Hervey.
Union street, Allen Webber, EzraL.Tal-

bot, J.
Inuis,

R.

not

season

ILLUMINATIONS

AND

making

rooms

of

gard tire as an enemy.
Many of the stores
handsomely decorated.
Masonic Temple had

I'pton

on

Main

street

Miss Ada Stevens is visiting her sister in
Boston.
E. F. Hanson went to Boston Saturday

were

Mansfield’s store in
one window draped
with gold colored silks and satins and in
front a pile of gold coin tianked by bags
labelled §1,000.
Whitmore’s house, corner of High
and Spring streets, was ablaze with light,
decorated with Hags, portraits of McKinley
& Hobart and a transparency bearing a
rooster. Mr. Whitmore deserves great credit
for his fine display and he was heartily
cheered.
The only accident of the evening was the
frightening of the horses of one of the buckboards. They ran away and collided with
the team in which J. W. Wilkins was carrying a flag. Mr. W. was thrown out and one
wheel of the wagon was broken, but no one
was hurt.
The behavior of the horses in the cavalcade was noted by all. Few of the horses
or riders were familiar with horseback work
and yet amid excitement of firing, bell ringing, music, etc., and the dashing of lights
and fire in all directions tlie horses kept in
line well and there were no accidents.
The McKinley rooster was a work of art
and attracted much attention. It stood 8
feet high, was constructed by Joseph A.
Moutefiore and H. O. Archibald, printers,
and testifies alike to their ingenuity and
skill. Mr. M. furnished the motive power
and did the crowing.
Havner’s stereopticon, which was to have
been a feature of the parade, came to grief
before it could get in its work. The team
also contained red fire and other combustables and a premature explosion resuited in
breakage of the slides. One of the skits to
have been displayed on the screen was
“Geo. Fred will accompany Ilryan up Salt
River. There are others.”
Frank

on

business.
Carl Ames went to Bucksport Saturday
business.

on

Burton E. Wight went to Rockland Monon business.

day

Elmer A, Sherman went to Boston Monon business.

day

Mrs. E. L. Cook went to Boston Saturday
for a short visit.
Alvenus

Friday for
W

F.

m.

Sanborn went to Jackson last
visit.

a

Bean left for Kansas City Monday

spend the winter.

to

E. H. Haney went .to Portland
Tuesday
afternoon ou business.

Frances Mureli went to Bangor Sata short visit.

Mrs.

urday for

Mrs. Albert uammans went to Rockland
fur a shot visit.

Monday
D. X.

•

Demoamong them
John G. Damon, Jones S. Davis, O. G.
Critchett, C. B. Hazeltine, II. II. Moody,
Capt. John Moore, Sehvyn Thompson, Fred
W. Brown.
One of our local insurance men bad bis
house surrounded by blazing tar barrels, an
indication of the extreme to which political
enthusiasm will carry a man who must re-

DECORATIONS.

Misses

J. A.

NOTES AND INCIDENTS.
A large number of sound money
crats illuminated their houses,

The places of business and houses at which
there were decorations or illuminations on
or near the route of the procession included
the following:
Church street, A. I>. Chase’s store, R. P.
Chase’s millinery rooms, Southworth &
French’s store, Journal office, Ginn &
Field’s store, R. P. Stickney’s store, residences of E C. Hilton and A. J. Condon,
Hon. W. C. Marshall and A. 1. Brown, John
W. Waterman, LI. M. Prentiss, F. H. Francis and Clias. B. Hazeltiue.
High street, residences of Fred G. White,
Mrs. Annie T. Field, clothing factory of W.
A. Clark, dental rooms of I>r. Isaac Hills,
dress

Carter,

Montetiore and Miss Ada
Larrahee, Abiram Merithew, F. II. Black,
Russell Brier.
Bay View street, Mrs. J. O. Hayes, Benjamin Libby, Mrs. Joseph Clough, O. A.
Hopkins, Wilbur A. Macomber.
East Belfast, Geo. D. McCrillis, Edw. D.
Curtis, A. W. Hanson, Edmund Stevens,
Alvenus Sanborn, I. L. Perry, G. J. Grotton,
Thomas Taylor, James Coombs, F.N. Saverv,
I. II. Sherman, Henry Carrow, B.
Kelley,
E. W. Ellis, Elmer Rankin, N. S. Piper arid
E. T. Walker.

gladly welcome them after
of depression and distress?
We have been travelling in the desert of
partial free trade for nearly four years, but
we can see the green fields of our American
policy of protection ahead and we shall soon
arrive at them. Thtynation wandered away
from the home of its prosperity in 1802 and
lias since been eating the husks which were
left to it by the foreign importers, but it is
now returning and ere many moons shall
come and go the fatted calf shall be served
up to it. Let us all take courage and make
wise use of the good that comes to us, and
may the severe lesson which we have learned amid the disasters which have visited us
during our sojourn away from the principles
and policies which gave us prosperity, progress and increasing power into the land of
fallacies and delusions, never be forgotten.
Let us not again sail away from the safe
anchorage of solid and assured national welfare to follow the false lights of attractive
but delusive theories lest we find ourselves
among the angry waters upon a lee shore.
We have had enough of adversity’s teachings.
Let them not be lost upon us.
Ladies and gentlemen, I assure you that I
keenly appreciate the kindness of your
gracious greeting to-night for which you
have my warmest feelings of gratitude.
Cheers followed the close of the address,
and the crowd then dispersed, some to return to their homes and others for a tour of
sight-seeing about the city.
From Mr. Milliken’s the route was changed
in order to pass houses where special illuminations were made. They marched over
Congress street to Bradbury; down Bradbury to Cedar; over Cedar to Elm ; down Elm
to Church; Church to place of starting,
where they disbanded.
will

long

H. Trussell, Alpheus
J. W. Kuowlton, Wm.

Dyer, George
H. Sanborn,
E. W. Willis, Mrs. Mary A. Coombs, Robe.
Rurgess, Geo. O. Scott, .T. H. Cooh y, Geo.

awav.

wno

our

PERSONAL.

the

Belfast

Jewell, Esq., of Hallowed
Monday on business.

in

was

Hon. Seth L. Mil liken and wife visited
friends in Augusta Tuesday.
\\ illiam Hill of Rockland has
friends in Belfast the past week.

visited

Willis Bailey, telegraph operator at Burnwas in Belfast last
Friday.

ham,

Mrs.RebeccaHarriman of Prospect'
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Ginn last week.
I)r. F. A. Knowlton of Fairfield visited his
father, J. W. Knowlton, last Thursdav
Sirs. E. S. Shuman arrived home last
a visit in Massachusetts.

Thursday from

A. S. Jackson of Poor’s Mills went to
Boston Monday for treatment of his eyes.

Mrs. Annie M. Paul returned to Brewer
a visit of six weeks in Bos-

yesterday from
ton.

Mrs. Abbie M. Cox returned Saturday
a visit of three weeks to friends in Bos-

from
ton.

Albert B. Hutchins and family went to
Penobscot yesterday for a visit of a few
weeks.

Dr. Elmer Small started Tuesday noon on
two weeks’ business trip to Washington

a

County.
Dr. D. P. Flanders and wife ami Miss Ethel
Boston last Friday for a short

Barr went to
visit.

Captain William
a

visit

to

F. Welch Left Monday for
friends in Rockland ami Viu.il-

haven.
Mrs. Liila Holt of Anson and Miss Lottie
Leach of Penobscot visited Mrs. E. L. Talbot
last week.
W. R. Howard left Saturday f.Boston
business and to spend Sunday with rehip

York,

in

on
s

Me.

Mrs. L. \Y. f la!i. t i«> IiS Went 1
« > r
1
The residence of Edward Sibley on High
street and the spacious lawn in front were 1 Monday to attend the funeral of her sister.
brilliantly lighted and tastefully decorated, Mrs. l elia Ames.
and the same may he said of the In use ami
Miss Charlotte T. Sibley left Monda\ to
grounds of A. C. Sibley, nearly opposite.
The grounds of Dana i». South worth on lecture in Willimantie, Conn., and KenuoChurch street were lighted with a gioss of
bunkport, Me.
Japanese lanterns, and the house, grounds
and shrubbery were tastefully decorated.
Milton F. Carter was upon t!:e street \F nThe lawn of John If. Quinihv was very
:,i\
day after being confined to tL• 1prettily trimmed and illuminated. Con- ; months
by ilincss.
gress street was a biaze of light from one
end to the othe-, there being but few bouses !
\
Mrs. Frank Em -rson
m
M
in more th.iu half a mile at which then was I
M
c».
no illumination.
The Journal oliie.- had its j Emerson of Castine visited Mrs
big rooster in the centre window, Japanese. Littlefield recently.
'lanterns ami decorated portraits of Melvin- i
Mrs. Richard A. Gurney
im
ley and Hobart. Win. M. Thayer had a !
transparency with a portrait of McKinley, 1j Saturday from a two weeks’ visit u i;
the word “this” and a clock, “McKinley
and Cumberland, R. 1
this time.” At Sheriff Norton’s a trails- i
Prof. S. K. Marsh of Bimkspm’t '•'•‘is •!.
of
the
was
made
j
large
eampaign
pareney
poster showing by comparison the mills and j guest of Mr. A. C. Sibley wind- in tn>
:>
G.
The
residence
of
.John
Dathe mints.
last week attending the Teachers’ Inst
mon bore, among the decorations the words,
“Gold Democrat.” In many places the porMrs. A. R. Mui-i: of I'nity attended the
traits of McKinley and Hobart, draped
Teachers’ Institute last Fr;da\ and rei-.atilwith bunting, were displayed. The resiM>s Gr»*e
ed over Sunday as a guest
dence of George W. Frisbee bore upon the
summit of the tower a large transparem y of
Lord.
a rooster labeled “McKinley strain.” Many
Robie F. Alexander <>f Belmont w:
w .s
places of business and resiliences were very
tastefully decorated and illuminated, but injured recently by being thrown fi-u Ins
lack of space forbids a more extended
carriage in this city, is again ablet" t:u*nd
o

&

during the last three and :i half years was Beverage, office of Dr. E. L. Stevens, law
declared for iu that platform and champion- office of Judge R. W. Rogers, Peoples’ Xaed by Mr. Bryan in bis campaign speeches. tional Bank, B. O. Norton’s market, E. F.
The doctrine of free trade, of which we
Brarahall’s market, residences of Geo. W.
have been already too long eating the bitter Burgess, Francis Whitmore, II. J. Locke, L. !
fruit, we were to be treated to for another j A. Knowlton L L. Robbins, \V. C. Tuttle and j
four years, with its treasury deficits, its nec- j John G. Ahorn, J C. Thompson, G. A. Beckettand James Colcord, A. Iv. Pierce, and J.
essary borrowing by the Government to pay
j
its running expenses, its prostration of all j G. Paul, Miss Sarah Garduer, John Harris, j
of
our
idleness
forced
our industries, its
George Jones, Nelson Rich, H. H. Carworkingmen, its melting away of the peo- j ter, Mrs. Thomas Carter and John G. Dapie's accumulations, its crushing of private ! mon, F. A. Follet.t, I. W. Parker, A. T.
and public enterprises, its inevitable wideCondon and Mr. Kent, Sidney lvalish, Mrs.
spread ruin and distress. Our markets Wooster Parker and H. O. Archibald, Calwere still to be surrendered to the foreigner
vin
A. Hubbard, Jones S. Davis, S. H.
and our own manufacturers and producers
Mathews, Frank B. Mathews, Miss Ellen
The antiwere to be driven from them.
Frothingham, Edward Sibley, O. G. CritcliAmerican tariff which was enacted iu the
ett, Mrs. Asa Faunce, A. C. Sibley, W. A.
Wilson Bill was to be continued or made
Arnold, H. A. Starrett, Joseph Tyler, Dr.
even worse than it is, and we were to pur- | F. E. Freeman, Mrs. C. P. Carter, H. H. CarW. Herrick,
sue an economic policy which should eui- j ter, Jr., C. S. Webber, Fred
ploy other than our own people to do our 1 Fred W. Brown, James H. Howes.
work and develop the resources of connChurch street, residences of J. L. Sleeper,
tries beyond the sea rather than our own.
Samuel Adams, Albert Gammans, Geo.
Dana
A. Wilson,
Almost if not quite everything which could
W. Burkett, Everard
Littlefield and
W. L.
blast our prosperity was proposed iu the B. Southworth,
So
P.
LomC. B. Hall, H. E. McDonald Hr G.
Bryan platform and Bryan’s utterances.
far as it could affect American interests it
bard, lit v. J. M. Leighton, Albert M. Carseemed to be the complete work of skilled ter, C. W. Wescott and J. W. Jones, Hiram
total depravity.
Chase, H. L. Woodcock, A. A. Howes, Mrs.
We were to adopt a financial scheme
Margaret Frost, C. H. Howes, and W. O.
P.
Frost, A. C. Burgess,
which has been tried many times and al- Sargent, E.
a
disastrous
Rev. C. H. Wells, T. B. Dinsmore, C. O.
results,
ways with the most
scheme which obtains now in countries only
Poor, Mrs. Lydia Ferguson and Mrs. It. O.
the most backward in progress, the most Patterson, Geo. A. Bailey, Chas. H. Sargent
unenlightened, the poorest, and where the and Mrs. H. S. Parker, Geo. G. Wells, E. H.
people have the least of life’s comforts and Conant and B. H. Conant, Capt. E. E. Penopportunities. We were to disassociate dleton and Daniel Lane, J. L. Havner,
ourselves with the great, thrifty, progres- A. H. Bradbury, Mrs. Ellen C. Allard and
W. M. Randall’, Dr. J. G. Brooks, Dr. D. P.
sive nations of the earth and enter financially into relations with those which have the Flanders, printing office of Geo. W. Burgess.
Main street, shoe shop of C. F. Cobbett,
least and know the least.
residences of J. N. Stewart, M. W. Rich,
We were to halve the wages of labor and
the savings of the poor, the pensions of the Mrs. Kate Rhoades, A. D. Chase, Mrs. J. D.
soldier and the earnings of the industrious. Tucker, Miss Julia A. Wiggin, W. L. HanWe were to make a war upon all corporason, C. H. Maxfield, M. C. Murch, Dr. J. M.
Fletcher.
tions and place the great channels of comiu
irretrievtraffic
and
Court street, residences of B. P. Hazeltine,
travel
munication,
We were to alarm our
T. W. Pitcher, W. B. Washburn, It. H.
able bankruptcy.
and
abroad
and
creditors both at home
Moody, the Frye block, including Mrs.
cause them to force the debtors to immediHenry E. Patterson, Joel P. Wood, Mrs.
ate payment or insolvency.
By an unwise Ada Warren, Mrs. A. R. Boynton, Mrs.
of
the
and badly conceived plan
increasing
Lucy A. Bennett and Miss E. C. Frye; E. R.
metalic currency of the country, we were Connor, Smith Hopkins and E. W. Nason, B.
C. Dinsmore, Mrs. Lucretia Boody, Dr. S. W.
to drive more than half of it out of circulation and cause the severest contraction ever
Johnson, Mrs. C. F. Morison, John H. anil
known, with consequences of disaster be- W. H. Quirnby, Miss Elizabeth A. Barnes,
yond our jiower to comprehend, and we Mrs. Margaret M. Hazeltine, Capt. John
Moore and Capt. E. L. French, Ambrose J.
were to so dishonor the nation iu the eyes of
mankind by repudiation as would cause to Morrison, F. H. Mathews. Mrs. Oscar Limeblush with"shame every self-respecting man burner.
Cedar street, residences of Mrs. Mark
and woman iu t-*e laud.
We were to encroacn upon me nuerues
Woods, F. M. Woods, James Pattee, Mrs.
P. Carle, Selwin Thompson, Sherman
the
of
makEssie
of the people by abridging
right
ing private contracts. We were to declare G. Swift and Capt. Joseph A. Partridge,
Everett S. Carter, Alvin Blodgett, Mason l.
the national government off, as they say at
the races; that is, we were to practically
Stevens, Robert Waterman, Clias. E. Johnabolish it by depriving it of the power to en- son, Ralph H. Howes, Clias. P. Hazeltiue,
Mrs. Spencer W. Mathews, Miss Mary F.
force its laws in its States; for a government
which has no power to enforce its authority
Abbott, E. H. Haney and T. H. Fernald,
Rev. L. M. Barrington, Mrs. V. A. Mitchell,
has uo authority, aud without authority it
Mrs. H. n. Forbes, Win. M. Woods aud the
cannot govern, it cannot be a government.
The Supreme Court of the United States, Sylvester sisters, Mrs. Noali Mathews, Mrs.
which is our last resort for protection to all Mary E. Cutter and Mrs. P. C. Peirce,
Thomas D. Barr, Augustus Perry, Misses
that we have of property, liberty and life,
Wood & Jackson, Geo. A. Qniinby, Chas B.
was to be packed by adding new Judges
who shall be the mere creatures of Mr.
Farrar, E. A. Staples, Win. A. and Charles
F. Swift, J. W. Knowlton, Chas. A. Pilsof
that
Bryan’s party, so that the decisions
B. P.
great tribunal should be subject to the dic- bury, John Stephenson, A. A. Small,
Gardner and Nellie Colley, Dr. Elmer
tations of a political faction and one of the
H.
Clias.
Boarduian,
Esq.,
co-ordinate branches of the Government,the Small, Emery
Twombly, Geo. E. Brackett, Win. T. Howjudicial, be practically destroyed.
W.
E.
Hamilton, E.
The bold proposition of revolution,together ard, Chas. S. Bickford,
F. Bramhall, the Snow sisters, Miss Ellen F.
with the assertion that the government had
not power to enforce its
laws, perhaps Musselman and Mrs. Martha Wording, A. P.
shocked the people more than anything in Mansfield, H. P. Thompson, Milford Weed.
Congress street, residences of L. F. Mcthe platform of many iniquities.
and
William
Fleming, E. S.
The nation’s repudiation of it by the votes Donald,
W.
H.
Pitcher, Hon. S. L. Milliken,
of more than a million majority of its voters
A. J. Harrriman, Mrs. B. W. Conant, F.
is something for us to rejoice over and be
Chas. F. Shaw,
proud of. If ever the people had reason to R. Wiggin, S. G. Norton,
Mrs. Azro Russell, H. C. Griffith, Mrs. Mary
celebrate they have it now.
That patriotic men of all parties should for- A. Harriman, D. N. Bird.L. T. Shale*, B. P.
T. Reed, Hon. 1.
get their political prejudices,sever their party and Chas. H. Field, Geo.
associations and rally together for the rescue H. Jackson, J. W. Frederick, B. F. Neal,
Henry Dunbar, Capt. J. W. Ferguson, Dr.
of their government from falling into the
hands of those who are enemies of the vital A. O. Stoddard, Edmund Wilson and James
T. Pottle, Geo. W. Frishee, Hon. R. W.
breath
and
inreal
principles which are the
Rogers, F. B. Knowlton, H. C. Pitcher and
spiration of its life, aud save it with all the J.
W. Eastman.
hopes which it enshrines for ourselves and
the human race, is reason enough for all our
Off the route of the procession there were
rejoicing to-night and our gratitude to the a large number of decorations and illuminaGod of nations so long as we shall live.
I heartily congratulate you on the fine tions, including the following:
Main street, stores of H. A. Starrett,
display which you are making. I am proud
Carle & Jones, rooms of W. M. Thayer aud
to see old Belfast put on the habiliments
amid
the
Mrs.
Ella Sprague, stores of Hiram Chase,
and
of mauy colored lights,
ringing
G. W. Burkett and F. H. Francis, law office
of bells, the roar of cannon and the inspiring
of
S. Harriman, Esq., office of New Eng- |
1 strains of music, show her appreciation
land Telephone & Telegraph Co.,stores of J.
! the importance of the great political event
which has but recently occurred. I am sin- H. andJ. W. Jones, and G. A. Bailey, resi-

j
|
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description.

Probate and

business.

to

Insolvency

Courts

is an abstract of the business of
Probate and Insolvency Courts for Waldo County, November term, 185Mi:
Wills allowed in estates of Joseph Curtis.
Winterport: Edward A. Rhoades, Northport; Lois Ii. Marshall, Belfast.
Administration granted in estates of Hannah L. Partridge, Searsport, Lewis M. Partridge, adm'r; Charles A. Hall, Thorndike,

Following

the

Emily Hall, adiu’x.
License to sell real estate granted in estates of Henry B. Carver, Searsport; Elisha
H. Carter, Montville.
License to sell personal estate granted in
estates of Henry H. Cook, Liberty ; Esther
A. Ellingwood, Stockton Springs.
Allowance granted to widow in estate of
Nathan A. Cates, Unity.
Choice of guardian approved and Norman
Wardwell appointed guardian to Helen I>.
Carver.
Petition for administration presented in
estate of Henry Sparrow, Monroe.
Edmund
Will presented in estate of
Murch, Unity.

Account of administration presented in
estates of Samuel Kuowlton, Liberty, first
and final; William 1>. Smart, Searsport, first
and final, and private account; Elisha H.

Carter, Montville, first; Hannah Hubbard,
Thorndike, first and final.
Petition for change of name presented—
Fred A. Bramhall to Fred A. Greer, Belmont.

Petition for distribution presented in
rate of Daniel T. Merrill, Troy.

es-

Account of guardianship presented in estate of Jennie Roberts, minor, Belfast.
Petition for allowance presented in estates of Albert A. Moody, Belmont; Lorenzo
A. Soule, Searsmout.
Petition to sell null estate presented in estate, of Henry H. Cook, Liberty.
In the Insolvency Court, in estate of
Benj. W. Downes, Thorndike, second meeting of creditors held, oath taken and petiIn estate of Janies
tion for discharge filed.
F. Fernald, Belfast, petition by debtor received. In the ease of Farmers’ Pride
Grange of Linco Inville the attachment lias

been dissolved.

The Brooks

Post

Whitmore arrived Sat a :d,i\
from Portland to visit her father, Fran s
Whittnore. This is her first visit t• BMiss Fannie

Office.

fi

eight

r

Monday

for Lynn, Mass,
.mi.,
Among those who attendee rim
meeting and banquet of tin- Yev-ro (n!d
Fellows’ Association

The Republicans of Brooks assure the
correspondent of the Age that he need give
himself no uneasiness in regard to the post
office. There are not uearly as many applicants as there was four years ago, and
the competition for the place is carried on
witli the best of feeling, and will be settled
without making any dissension in the party
or in any of the private families of the town.
Republican of Brooks.

in

Boston

N

l'th.

Porter, Esq.

Thomas C.

was

Captain and

Mrs. Theodore P td
-id of
Francisco, master of slop R. B. Ft: ,.-r.
.were in Rockport last week eu route for
Searsport, Captain Colcord's former Imme.
■

San

P."Mon
Capt. Guilford Pendleton left f.
Tuesday to attend to the business oj the
schooner Maggie Mulvey. The schooner is

Roads in distress.

in Nantasket

Capt. Ph.uPendleton of Searsport has soul Ins in

News
eas

been received that

lias

ship Henry

terest in the

San trancisro, and that, In*
It

overland.

is

thought

will retire from tin*

B.
w

Hyde,
!'

n

it

return

h-me

I 'end 1

Cant.

•*

t

u.

sea.

Mrs. Rose \V. Pitelr.e "1 NVinterp->rt, Me
Pit.
j widow of the late Hon. Fred \V
lias been visiting her sister. Mrs. W. M. 11Pates at her residence on Main street, i »• \
ter. She also visited relatives n P,m It, rd
and is now at tin* Inane of net hr-’h r. 11 >•:ace E. Rand, WytapAiock, Me.
Sin .ntemis
to return to her home s. on.
I*' ist<u ;• i; -yett-*.
Frank \V. (lovveti «.f w

hy

commissioned

lias

iterv

the Amer.can Ten

Life Insurance Association "f

beer,
ram

New

manager of its agency depar; meir h
land.
He will have his dices in tic

Y

e

rk

M

Ire-

H

cue

Friendly Society Budding, 100 and P'2 Wi-st
Fayette street, Baltimore. Mr. (lower, began
soliciting for insurance s ane six ye us ago
.i g,
in connection with lecturing and organ
and

Business has been very dull for the past
year, but since the November election the
promised rush has come. It is in the form
of a scramble for the post office, and confined
to one political party.
Well, boys, we wish
there were offices enough to go around and
give each of you, at least one, that you might
be supremely happy, but as there is but one
office the most of you will get sadly left.
[Brooks Correspondence of Belfast Age.

years.

11. 11. Andrewsrand family, who hav.- .ecu
stopping at die White Rock Cottage, > ithport Camp Ground, since last so: :tg left.

was

successful at, the business that
with which he was cohm-cted

so

the association

appointed
ago.

him

He is

a

general agent

keen

some

observer of

two

im u

v

ars

and has

H
is widely
excellent executive abilities
known as a temperance worker, leaving idvocated the overthrow of the saloon both by
tongue and pen from his ear’iest, manhood.
Mr.

Gowen is

a

native of Waldo

countv.

Searsmont. Rev. G. W. Bradlee of Pockland will lecture in the M. E. church Friday
evening, Jsov. 27th, subject, ‘‘Masks and
is
If sufficient encouragement
Faces.”
given we are to have a course of lectures.
Rev. W. W. Ogier conducted quarterly
meeting here last Sunday.. .Quite a number from here attended the celebration in
Belfast last Thursday evening.

New

York

Fur Collareties. >cck Bovs.

lvspondence of

V.arIe Antoinette’*

The

Journal.]

The front and back of winter jackets
are n «t always similar: as for example the

plait appears with a tight
plain loose hack may have a
tilting front: or double breasted
fr.mts fastened with from one to six large
buttons arc appropriate to any style of
“Watteau"

front,
close!\

«-i

a

skirts

Jacket

back.

and sleeves

length,

of

medium

larger

edition of

are

are a

dress sleeves—close below the elbow with

puff

a

the top.

at

favor,

always desirable.

are

lars

is

Braiding

much in

fur collars with handsome cloth

or

are

and

new,

Slashed jacket colanother

collar,

very

broad at the fronts, is called the “Imperial," and for outdoor garments overshadows

all

others

present.

Black

velvet jackets are shaped almost
like cloth jackets, but the lavish

exactly

fur

iet

or

at

trimmings materially

of

use

enhance

their cost.
back

Velvet capes are fitted at the
have the ‘Watteau” plait,and fur

ci

collarettes, sometimes with lace below; or
jet passementerie bauds placed over the
shouldeis and

the lower

reaching to

edge

favorite style.

are a

F r

RS

all-absorbing topic, and styles
introduced by ('. ('. Sliayne
>ubji is <>f special interest to the elite

are now
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WEEK.

Political Points.
Reviewing and
analyzing the Presidential election in regard to population, wealth and intelligence, the New York Post finds in the
solid block of eighteen McKinley States
from Maine to Iowa, not including others
that have given him electoral votes, 50
per cent, of the population, more than 04
per cent, of the nation's wealth, and ninetenths of its great commercial centres;
while it has but 0 per cent, of illiteracy
against 15 to 31 per cent, in the States
that went for Bryan.
This shows that
McKinley was elected by something more
than mere numbers.
lie had the brains
and the material interests of the country
with him.Crazy-headed Kansas covers
herself again with ridicule and more deeply than ever, if possible. Untaught by
her experience of Populist rule under
Governor Llewelliug a few years ago, she
rushes back into that mess like a rescued
horse into the burning stable.
Kausas
needed above all things the repair of her
damaged credit, but her plurality of 13,000 for free silver, and her election of
State officers and legislature of the same
complexion, are the reverse of reassuring
to capital seeking investment.The final
figures for President in the city of New
York give McKinley 155,848 and Bryan
134,932, a Republican majority of 20,910,
the first time in history that the Republicans have carried New York city.Hon.
William S. Holman is re-elected from his
old ludiana district, and is one of the
lucky four out of the thirteen Democratic
candidates in the State.
Mr. Holman was
among those buried in the landslide of
1894.McKinley carried Delaware by
nearly 4,U00, but the Democrats elect
Congressman and Governor by about the
same plurality and a majority of the legislature.
That is the result of the Higgins-Addieks factional fight and tlie running of two Republican tickets for Congressman, State officers and legislators.
It keeps Addieks out of the national Senate. which is not to be regretted, but if
the upshot is the election of a free-silver
Senator it %% il 1 be an evil quite as great.
.Complete returns show McKinley’s
plurality in Pennsylvania to be 297,005—
Four years ago the Republican majority
in New Hampshire was about 2,500; this
year ii is 35,000. The Granite State came
pretty near being unanimous tor the Republican ticket.The presidential election has had little visible effect on the
mone\
market in London beyond the
cessation of gold shipments to the United
States. Discount rates remain unchanged
tillitisseeu how events shape themselves.
.Tile live stock men «>1' Omaha and Kansas City and
the west generally have
inaugurated a campaign to secure for
‘•fanner" Samuel Allerton, the position
of secretary of agriculture in Mr. McKinley's cabinet.
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Bonds.

Nol pros...

Quashed..
Dismissed.
Tried by jury, verdict guilty.
not

!•

guilty.

Sentenced to line and costs, paid.
committed.
county jail.
f lower Courts affirmed.
.Judgment
j
I Pending in Law Court.
j Decided by Law Court.
<

charged were* as fo lows:
seller, liquor.

2
1
3
2
2
11
1
7
12
4
11

Offenses
Common

Single sale.
Drinking house and tippling shoj.

fib
43
0
3

Nuisance..
Drunkenness.28
Search and seizure. 17
Assault. b
Assault and battery. 2
4
Corruption in office.

Larceny. 3
2
Burglary.
Violation of lisb and game laws, cruelty to
animals, breaking jail, threats, defaulting
witness, trespass, malicious mischief, bad
roads, fraudulently removing property,
attempted arson, attempt to escape, forgery, conspiracy, disturbing school, breaking and entering, each. 1
Fines and costs have been paid in criminal cases, mostly for liquor selling, as fol-

Camden. “Tobacco and its effects’’ was
the subject of the Cobh School Temperance
Society Nov. Otli.. .Spencer Mero is laying
the foundation fora new summer cottage on

Dillingham's Point-Albert F. Gay has
resigned his position as clerk in the grocery
stove of Carleton, Pascal & Co., and wiil
trace! for a large book concern.\ missionary concert was held in the Congregational vestry Sunday, Nov. Sth.There is
unusually large number of yachts in ..’inter quarters at John Dailey's doe.;.... Lae
annual meeting of the Temple Club has
been held and officers elected... .The teachers in the public schools are holding meetan

weeks to discuss school
the last meeting the subject
was “Nature-work” and a committee was
chosen to outline a course of such work for
the lower schools.... Mrs. Amanda Bean of
Belfast has been stopping a few days with
her sister, Mrs. Olive M. D osuier.... Camden
celebrated the Republican victory
ings

once

matters.

Now
and

a

in two

At

by illuminations, lire works
long torch light procession. A unique
71ii

feature of the decorations of Geo. H. Cleveland’s grocery store were live roosters tethered on the four comers of the flat roof....
Rev. T. S. Ross conducted revival services
in Liucolnville Centre recently_Yeazie
S. Blanchard is clerking at the corner grocery store.... Clarence Ludwig, a twelveyear-old boy, had his face quite badly burned by powder Nov. 7th.

is necessary to bore into the bottom about 30
feet to ascertain the kind of bottom that is to be
found. In some places nothing but soft mud is
brought up, but nearly all of the harbor bottom,
two are three ieet below the surface, is composed

Appleton. Fred Grant met with a painaccident Oct. 30th. He was at work for
Noah Bobbin's and was assisting iu getting
a barrel of cider into Mr. R.’s cellar.
In
descending the cellar steps the skids spread
apart, throwing the whole weight of the
barrel onto Mr. Grant’s left leg, the bones of
which were broken below the knee. Dr.
Pederick attends him.Abner Grant
has returned to Beverly, Mass.Mrs.
Frances Rogers of West Upton, Mass.,
recently visited her mother, Mrs. Simmons,
who makes her home with Elijah D. Gushee.
-Zimglius Gurney lias bargained for
Horatio Hall’s farm and stock_Members

of hard sand.

of

lows

:

January term.s 115.00
April
2,00
October

1720.00

Total.$1837.00
Marine
The United States

making

J

peace.

I

FREE:
*
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a

niscellany.

are still engaged in
thorough survey of Portland harbor. It

engineers

I

Georges Yalley Grange are rehearsing
Large Cargoes of Li mber. Baltimore, Nov.
the drama, “The Deacon,” which will
I
I G. The largest cargo of Southern pitch pine ever i
probably be given Thanksgiving week....
received in Baltimore from the South, arrived
yesterday. The barge Western Belle, in t«»w of ! Miss Linda Alims gave an “illumination
j tug Enterprise, arrived from Savannah with ! party” Wednesday evening, Nov. 4th....
838,000 superficial leet of lumber. She will be
followed by tin barge Forest Belle with the niggest John Mclvor has gone to Boston, where he
|
of lumber of any kind received here. She
j cargo
! has employment in a tailor's shop.... Miss
was expe rted to leave Savannah
yesterday with
1,300.000 feet of lumbei. These two cargoes Mary Grant of Owl’s Head has been here,
will

elected,

Mr. Daniel F. Norwood and Emery
Parker prepared a can of powder connected
with a long fuze aud placed it iu a field uear
the late Rebecca Moore cottage, which is not

regularly occupied, except by some campers.
A hole was dug in the earth and the powder
placed therein and covered with earth and
sods, and iu the evening it was touched off,
causing a very heavy report, which was

;

heard aud felt for miles around. It caused
considerable damage to window glass in
houses located nearby, knocking down
dishes from shelves, plants from stands,
shaking marble mantels from their places,
besides causing a general scare to the people in the uear vicinity. The charge was
\ery much larger than they were a.vare of.

light procession, headed by the S. W. Harbrass band, and it was a very brilliant
success.
The evening was a perfect one and
the illumination was grand.
I
Capt. \V. R. Keene has hauled the steamer

bor

Bismarck up for the winter and will have
her in commission again on April 1st for
towing on Somes Sound and other work.

II

The steeple on tlTe old Union church,
which has been in such unsafe condition
that the bell could not be rung with safety,
has been repaired.

The

Farwell

Bequests.

Rockland Tribune

s

kept forever,

the income to In*

annually

WITHOUT COST.

:^sm:

M. E.

Lives

Monroe, Me.

Saved.

Mrs. Plioebe Thomas of Junction City,
111., was told by her doctors she had consumption and that there was no hope for
her, but two bottles of Dr. King’s New Discovery completely cured her and she says it
saved her life. Mr. Thos. Eggers, 13b Florida
St.., San Francisco, suffered from a dreadful
cold, approaching consumption, tried without result everything else then bought one
bottle of Dr. King’s New Discovery and in

He
naturally
thankful. It is such results, of which these
are samples, that prove the wonderful efficacy of this medicine in coughs and colds.
Free trial bottles at Kilgore & Wilson’s City
Drug Store. Regular sizes 50c. and SI.
two

wreeks

was

cured.

G.

is

Thanksgiving Day.
Come tc us cheerily, Thankful-day,
Out of the sweet blue sky !
Hearts are hoping and laughs are gay,
Flowers are blooming along the way,
E'en if the frost be nigh,
Come t,o us hopefully, Thankful-day,
Out of the tearful tomb!
Stars are steady and sure to stay—
God is watching forever and aye—
E’en iu the darkest gloom !

[Will Carleton in^Every Where, November.
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dis-

tributed among the several parishes of the
city, to be used for benevolent purposes, to
he called the “Joseph Farwell fund.”
The
disposition of the board was not to accept
the bequests as t-lmeity was getting nothing,
but it was referred to committee on linauee.
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W. T. COLBURN’
Ladies’ Low Cut

Rubbers,

REDUCED FROM 40 CENT

Ladies’ Storm Rubbers,
l»r. II

r.

v,

REDUCED FROM 43 CENT

Will.

Results Astonish
MEN

or

SC?ENCjE.

These

are not

prices,

but
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pari|ia

/v I

Ladies’ Good

Statement of

a

Over-Gaiters,
Cut Over-Caiters,

High

WITHOUT AN EQUAL.

cheap rubbers genera!perfect gnods. m a

the poor,

tine, smooth,
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A MEDICINE

A

line of WARM FOOTWFAK

big-

of all kinds, just receivec.

Well Known Doctor

mr,

W. T. COLBURN, McClintock Block, High

“Ayer's Sarsaparilla is without an equal
blood-purifier and Spring medicine, and
cannot have praise enough. I have watched
as a

its

effects in chronic cases, where other
was of no avail, and have been
astonished at the results. Xo other Mood
medicine that 1 have ever used, and I have
tried them all, is so thorough in its action,

treatment

and effects

GOLD !
GOLD !
GrO LD!

so

many permanent cures as
Ayer's Sarsaparilla.”—Dr. II. F. Murk ill.
Me.
Augusta,

Ayer's

Sarsaparilla

Admitted at the

_“All

that Glitters is not
•

World's Fair.

A Fill. LINK OF

Ayer's 1*ills for liver and bowels.

Gold Kinds. Chains,

STKVKXS I
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1
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Gold."
•
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lions,
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WEAK LUNGS

SILVEH,

Many persons are in a condi; ion
invite lung disease by re a -on
of inherited tendency or other
causes.
\\ eak
lungs can be
fortified by
to

|

I

MAKE

A COLLECTION OF BUTT'

■

York,

OPPORTUNITY TO

AM

contains

J

advocacy

-!
i

report of the city
the folgovernment proceedings
lowing: L. T. Farwell, <>. ,T. Farwel, M.A,
L->rd, L. V. Whitney, executors of the will
of Joseph Farwdl, '.ate of Unity, in a communication notified the city government
that two bequests were in the will, as follows; nth, 1 give and bequeath to the City
of Rockland .-•JOU, the income to he used forever to 1> autify the graves of my brother
Henry's family in the Jameson cemetery.
1'ith, 1 give and bequeath to the city of
Rockland as a permanent fund se.iH'H), to be
The

1

Two

AN ELEGANT BUTTON FRFF
with each package of

I

ful

Scarborough,

banker* and investors
-1'i New ^•
N•
lkeity bonds alfords
a
: kin;:
i!liistiati«*u of tlie extent to
whi< i
.litienre has been restored by the
Although
d* feat *1 JJryanisrn.
When the bonds were ottered before quality
prices higher
ed-rtion the bids were very few and so low |
general
that none could be accepted.
in
Now,
been,
less than a week after the people have defairly satisfactory.
'■larcd that a dollar is to remain a dollar, ring
no les* than sixteen millions of bonds are
specially
(•tiered—and w hat happens?
j
1 lie entile amount is bid for many times !
largely
over, and they can be awarded at prices
skippers
so high that tlie
city will have to pay lit- |
tle more than three per cent, on the hol- | late,
having
lowed money.
The bonds are payable in
gold, but notwithstanding this fact, and :1
5,000 people
despite the high credit of New York, they directly engaged
could not he sold so long as there was any
employed
deep
fear that the American people would
countenance a policy of repudiation.
By the force of the present reaction on
wholly dependent
There is
every side we can judge of the danger that ness; Monhegan, for example.
we have escaped.
no other business on the island, and it is
[New York Herald.
one of the most thriving settlements in the
fish commission
Commenting on tlie result of the election, State.United States
the Toronto, Canada, World says:
“Mr. car No. 1 passed through Waterville NovThe car
McKinley’s election means a great and ember 0th, on train No. 11.
almost immediate revival in business in tlie is in charge of T. C. Pierce of Washingrepublic, but McKiuleyism will directly ton, D. C. It went to Green lake to stock
antagonize Canada in many ways in tlie i
with fish from the government hatchmatter of bonding privileges, in tiie matter \ up
and from there will make several
of fisheries, in the matter of canals and the ery,
trips through this State and one to Verlike.”
ment and another to Massachusetts. They
-I
handle about 10,000 one-year old fish on a
CASTOIIXA.
trip. Mr. Pierce has five men with him.
The facA large number of inland waters will be
I* 0B
simile
!
stocked this fall.Fish and Game Comsignature
£7er7
wrapper. missioner Carleton
of
reports that three
«

•'

Correspondence.

Sewall Butterfield is iu very poor health....
Mrs. Hattie Hichborn of Stockton Springs
has been visiting Mrs. Linda Littlefield of
this place, and other friends-Mrs. Wentworth of Frankfort will visit Mrs. Gardiner
Overlook in the near future-Now is the
However, they made the damage good, ami
time to m ike sour-kraut... .The boys around
•glass dealers and giazers were iu demand.
the corner celebrated after receiving the
Saturday evening, Nov. 7th, was the evennews of
McKinley’s election. Now all is ing appointed for the illumination and torch-

learning

alism.Napoleon
photographer,

!
Scramble

.17

Total. v..
i32
I Continued.
03
Filed.73

Wiusted, Conn., Thanksgiving. It is quite
trip for a man of about 80 years_Mr.

a

Bryan
Seigal, Cooper
Company
York, declining
$25,000
charge
depart-

are

Artificial dowers
i!
prolusion, wreaths around t.he
cud sleeves, with large clusters of

Sieves

4
21
20

b

October

pected in town soon-Miss Eva Clark has
been quite sick the past week-E istman
Clark will visit his son, Dr. J. E. Clark of

compared

Vanderbilt,

bound

with satin, or acsoft and pretty. Ball
I'lesses large from
plain velvet to chiffon
os :;ui/c ovt*i
satin; necks round and low,

<

Indictments.
87

term. 4

interesting programs.
of Warren, Maine, is ex-

Bidgeley

ml about half-way up, and a third at
'be i’ wer edge of tlie skirt.
Where the
is

to

up such
Geo. Oliver

Mr.

President,
Bidgeley,
appointed
Spriugtield, 111.,

mi

only

CASES.

DIVORCE

! Decreed

2
3
5
1
1

getting

require 250 railroad ears to transport the ! the guest of Mrs. Frank Lamson and Mrs.
1 material to
Pittsburg, where it will be used in tlie
construction of a bridge.
i F. J.. Davidson.... Miss Emeline Lin nek in
| A Big Barge. A very long red painted craft I has gone to
Wilkesbarre, Pa., to visit lier
Honolulu advices to Octo- anchored out in the stream yesterday kept the
l.N Bkikf.
Gableites awake ail day guessing.
1 lie ves- I brother.... Large
piles of stave edgings,
ber 2b say that the Hawaiian government Gray
sel set very low in the water, and only in the bow
and restoration was here any sign of a deck habitation, l our ! well saturated with kerosene, produced a
lias granted a full
short masts at regular intervals, bare of rigging, I brilliant bon lire on the
of civil
to ex-Queen Liliuokalani.
evening of Nov.
to the peculiar ell'ect given by the ve>-cl.
.The internal revenue collections for added
4tli. The boys also celebrated the
<>ne ot Gableites win* was
a
Republican
reading
thrilling
the district which comprises Maine, New romance of the Spanish main, put her down as
victory by ringing bells, firing g.ms and
and Vermont, foi
Oet-oboi pirate <oatt from Morocco, while another swore
crackers, and the older boys by iliumiuatThis is a decrease she was an improved Cuban filibuster, inquin
amoi nted to $;i0,702.
showed that she was the barge Ocean Belle being
ng their houses-Fred L. Davidson is
with the cor- towed to Galveston, Texas,
of
$7,000.
|
by the tug Geo. \\\
Pride. She put into port for repairs, and will
making extensive repairs on his dwelling
ves;* nding month last year.The passoon be again on her way south.
The barge is an
house, taking down the old chimney and
sengers on board the steamer Germanic
unusually large one, and looks as if she bad once
from New York, October 2*. for Liver- done service
as an ocean plougher.
making the rooms much larger and more
[Charleston
s. <’., News and Courier.
pool, were very enthusiastic at
convenient.... Fifteen members of Appleton
Charters. Sell Penobscot, New York to Pointupon their arrival at Queenstown of the re- i a-Pitre,
cargo, at or about $1,500. Sell Lodge, I. O. G. T., visited Chick,.twaukie
suit of the American Presidential elec- Sarah I) general
,J Rawson, Orange Bluff to Port
Spain
tion_The
Nov. Oth, removed and (or) San Fernando, lumber $G and river tow- Lodge, Rockville.. .Tiie officers elect of
from office K. M.
Postmaster at Ij age Bk Hancock, St Thomas to New York, car- Appleton Lodge were installed Noveml»k Marie Spat/., p t. Sell Austin 1) Knight,
ber 7th by Lodge Deputy, F. L. Davidson,
and
Charles goGer
Pascagoula to Ponce, P R, lumber $5.50 and port
A. Keyes to the vacancy.
Mr.
Sell Haiuarock, Lews. Del, to Welling- Refreshments were served after the busij charges.
took in active part in the recent campaign ton, N C. fish scrap, p t. Sell Gen Adelbert, ness of the
evening was over, and music and
! Ames, Brunswick to New York, lumber, $4.37 1-2.
on the Bryan side and his removal is due
Sell Mary L Crosby, Savannah to New York, lum- games occupied the time until
midnight_
to that cause.Mrs. Win. II. Vander- j her, $4.37 1-2. Sell I K Stetson, Hoboken to
Rev. I.N. Allen of Palermo was here Sunday,
Bangor, coal, 75 cents. Bark Grace Lynwood,
bilt, the mother of Cornelius and William ! Barbadoes
to Delaware Breakwater, f <>, sugar,
Nov. 1st, preaching in the Baptist church in
K.
died at
N. I! 8 cents. Soli Joel
F Sheppard, Philadelphia, to
Y., November Oth. Her death was due New Haven, coal, 75 cents. Sch H R Tilton, the morning-George Norton of Union is
to heart disease.
Mrs. Vanderbilt was 7b Philadelphia to Stonington, coal, 75 cents.
clerking in H. C. Pease store. Mr. Pease
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown &
has sent a letintends to make a visit of two or three
years of age.Mr.
Co., New- York, reports for the week endidg Nov.
ter to
&
of New 7: The political events of the past week have months in New York, where his
daughters,
been of so important a character that chartering
their offer of
a
•Mrs. Woodruff and Mrs. Hemingway rehave been seriously interrupted. The
operations
to
take
of
their
law
year
victory of the national sound money ticket on side.Mr. and Mrs. Erastus Proctor
ment, saying that he intends to devote the Tuesday has absorbed the attention of merchants, have
moved into the house bought last
next four years to the
of bimet- and led to demonstrations that set business matters entirely to one side for the time. The feeling
spring of E. D. Gushee. The house has been
Sarony, the veteran ; throughout
business circles, however, is now one
was found dead in his bed
thoroughly repaired,and an L added, making
of greater confidence, and it is reasonable to beat his home in Nev
Nov. Oth.
Mr. lieve that when the excitement attending- the a very convenient double tenement. Landhas
will
be
subsided,
resumed
victory
operations
Sarony had a great reputation as an artist upon a more liberal scale, and with some certain- lord Fish of the Yalley House is also makphotographer, and in more than bO years ty <d successful results, the indications poncing ing much needed
changes in the interior of
of active life he took the pictures of thou- to greater stability in the general situation. The
! better cl ss of tonnage for long voyage trades the hotel.
sands oi celebrated men and women.
continues inquired for, but the supply of suita *le
vessels leceives no important additions, hei ce
Fisii and Gajik.
The Portland Ad- very strong views are entertained for anythi ig
Another Veteran Heard From.
vert iser says the mackerel catcli lias been | available for prompt or forward loading. There
is also a moderate demand experienced ior barrel
about two-thirds of what it usually is. i oil tonnage to the C .K., but this class of vessels
To the Editor of The Journal: You
The lisli received now come mostly from too, are very scarce, hence no disposition is mat iin a recent issue of C. B. Piper of
Block Island.
the catch of fested by owners to entertain bids that are no in spoke
stric; accordance with full previous rates. TonBelfast, who had voted 10 times for Presi1800 lias fallen below that of 181)5, the nage for Naval Store
loading at the South is also
has been better,
and ; given some attention, hut as shippers ate opposed dent. Mr. Charles Sargent of Monroe, 9(1
the fishermen have in
made more ; to raising their limits the offerings of suitable years old, cast his twentieth Presidential
! vessels are of an exceedingly moderate character.
on ! There has been no action of
money, so that the season lias
importance in the vote Nov. 3d, for McKinley. He has always
the whole,
The her- ! line of River Plate lumber freights. Some few
attended the State elections and lias voted
fisheries have as a whole been better. vessels are inquired for to load at Gulf ports, with
shippers prepared t*> pay about $11.5(\a.l2 to every year since he could lawfully do so.
The lisli have sold better,
for Montevideo
and
Buenos
hut
this
is
j
Ayies,
range
the western markets.
For the first time not regarded as satisfactory by owners, hence He has lived under the administration of
the business has been
in the Hands little actual business has been accomplished. every President except Washington, and is
From the Provinces $8a$‘J is the quotation to
of
of small steamers. Small boat Buenos
interested and posted in the current events
Ayres and Rosario, though momentarily
fishermen have not done quite as well of little demand is experienced. Brazil freights of the day both at home and abroad. The
the weather
been unfavorable. remain quiet, though vessels are not urged for
either lumber or general cargo at any concessions past year, he prepared all the wood for famit may surprise some to know that at from rates
previously obtained. There is a steady- ily use and is now building and caring for
on the Maine coast are
least
moderate inquiry for tonnage in the West India
and Windward trades, though the business the daily tires. He gathered his apples,
in the local fisheries.
offered is not of sufficiently liberal character to
made his garden, etc. He has always been
in the
The men who are
influence any special improvement on rates. The
used tobacco in
sea fisheries are not included in the esticoastwise department remains quiet, this being strictly temperate, never
mate. There are entire Maine communi- the case with both lumber and coal frieglits, any form, and it is hoped that he may round
though rates are maintained upon the basis of
on the lobster busities
He wras born in 1800.
out the century.
full recent quotations.

nearly

certainty, and braid, ribbon
]*i» one holders, fur bands,either

o\

11

|

Mount Desert

Southwest Harbok, Nov. 9, 1896. The
remains of Mr. John Gilley of Sutton’s Is-

Hampshire

inate-

white chiffon front.

15
4
19
13
9

the guests of Melvin Clark Nov. 8th_We
visited South Branch
Grange November 7th. Much credit is due to Worthy
Master Eames for the way in which he conducts his grange and also to the patrons for

rights

vening. the tirst-named,
be out of place.
Inclilamb.

a n

Halldale
Miss Lucie Bennett recently
closed her fourth successful term of school
on Ayer’s
Ridge. The whole number of

piudon

iminings of mink tail, ordinary

*•

rods.
1

<

amiot

vo:.

convenience in

bii eliilla, ermine

■:Acs to;

a;c i,:'
vv,

wonderful

a

plaintiff.

defendant.

Habeas corpus granted.
Admitted to the bar.

—

0

for

before Referee.

1

side,

plaintiff).161

Defaulted, continued for judgment.
Pending in Law Court.

!

|

ai'aclicd to the inner

favor of

Nonsuited (in favor of defendant). 6
Neither party, (settled out of Court). 78
Decided by Jury, for plaintiff. 7
defendant. 5
Law Court. 10
Referee. 4

...

tini: y

at

land, who was capsized in a row boat while
going from Northeast Harbor to his home
on Sutton Island during the northeast gale
The Year's Work of the S. J. Court,
of Oct. 12tli, have never been recovered.
A
reward of $100 dollars was offered by his
The October term of S. «T. Court, just clos- Luce.
Little Hazel is a smart girl of only
wife for the recovery of the body and dilied, concluded a busy year for the legal fra- four years, and notwithstanding the rains
search has been made, but without sucternity, although a spectator watching the she walked nearly a mile to school and gent
cess.
Mr. Gilley for some years had been
various terms of Court might think they homo to her dinners_Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
were doing but very little.
The business Thompson called on Mrs. D. W. Bennett re- supplying the cottagers at Northeast Harbor with vegetables and milk and this was
for the year may be briefly summarized as cent ly.
to have been his last trip of the season.
follows:
Clark’s
Corner, Prospect.
Deputy
Mrs. Catherine Stanley is spending a few
CIVIL CASES.
Sheriff Geo. B. Ordway of Swanville was in
weeks in Waltham, Mass., with her daughOld cases, January term.211
town Nov. 7th, and when he comes he always
Entered at
ters.
120
means something.... William Killman and
.132
April
After the election had been settled, and
October
127
son, Master Eddie, of Prospect Village, were
McKinley and Hobart had been declared

....

cc

j

County Correspondence.

for

men

scholars was 25; average number 23. Those
not absent one day were Chester Gray, Levi
Brown, Frauk, Reuben, Earle and Hazel

>

uta;-,

Norway,

Kingfield for shooting deer in a close time
and fined §40 apiece, and one man at Danforth for killing a deer in the summer
time and fined §150.

MAiXi. Mattkii'.
“Bryan did succeed
..
ib: : be I' iwei part and < ollar
in carrying a few towns in Maine, about
•i
e:s b h ading rape of the sea- half a dozen
far as returned," says the
lamb yoke cape with Portland Advertiser: “Among them are
:
i>;an
Barnard, which went 0 for McKinley to IS
a. brings out ilie beauties
for Bryan, and Unity plantation, which
■•••!!: Uii.s a. _i eat advantage, or if derolled up s Bryan votes t-> ti for McKinley.
sk*
sable e< liar may be sub- Friendship was tied 5b to 5b.
Belfast,the
of Mayor Hanson, went against free
<
home
'td.
ohars. (*i collarettes as they
more than two to one.
silver
Bryanism
o
i'eu railed, supply the place of the
proved too much even for Scarboro, the
i■
laa
raja*. co>iing much less yet very old reliable, and it went for McKinley by
25 plurality.
When Scarboro is lost to
jaunty and handsome.
\ S an 11.1. F sT RATION
Democracy, all is lost."_The will of the
i late Almira Masseureof Somerville,Mass.,
(■ *1 ni.• s the
“Vieuna" collar of Persian
was filed in the Probate court at Camland), made very full, with imperial colbridge Nov. 5th. It bequeaths $500 to the
lar. and trimmed with Fisher tails and Preachers' Aid Society of the Maine Conchurch for the
loads.
The “Revere" collar is pointed ference of the Methodist
relief of needy preachers, widows and
j
at the front, slashed on the shoulders and
farm
! children.Benjamin Knowles'
ornamented with six tails at the front. buildings
at
Presque Isle, including
’Star"
The
collar is pointed on the j a potato house and grainery, were burned
November bth. The fire was caused by
shoulder, having a cluster of tails and an
i a lantern upsetting.
Only the furniture
animal head on the points, and the was saved.
Loss $3,000; partly insured.
j
“Reed"
i.ar has eighteen tails at the
.The government work of improving
Pont, div.ded into three rows.
Black or the channel of the Kennebec river is
A
for the season.
<1«•«
c'oth .c(o. with imperial collar j practically completed
job >f dredging has been done bebig
;*t
trout uiiiimed with Alaska sable and tween
Augusta and II alio well, an im•• iti. Siberian
squirrel* are the best mense amount <>f earth, gravel and stones
The specificam;iistitutes for a fur cape, a having been taken out.
tions call for a 10-foot depth at low water
t
cl. length being SiA.fiO and loDg- :
:yat Britt's shoals, a mile below Augusta,
oi
m >
;u
a pi oportionate price.
Neck 1 and a 15-foot depth below that, and it is
i
> ; ;;.-i
said
There is
these are now the depths.
d with tails are as fashionable
;
;o- ever,
and of course, price depends still much shoal water between Augusta
and Britt's, and this will be dredged next
The “Marie
1 i. the number of tails.
season.The Rockland Opinion says the
An
ic’tc" muff is the leading style; report that Orren O. Mink, the North
vei\
with baring ends showing gay Wnldoboro fratiieide, was born in Wis1;
i't.oi s': 1: lining.-, and a pocket-book casset jail is not true.
>

have been arrested at

spearing trout and fined §59, four

“Imperi l” Collars’ Velvet Capes.

Kew Jackets.

<'<.1

NEWS

Fashions.

For the table

or

Sterling

Sil.\

cr
Kxtnnsion Csis-

tin let

and Sl’ooNs.

K

n

Flic best

vi-

-.

Folks

goods

W

I 51:i

....low {Dices_
MAX

EIROLEUM

All Kinr>-

or

(

We jit all kinds of

A wonderful strengthener, nourisherand healer for tin- \ v -athing
organs, and a remarkable llesii
builder and nerve food. Of great
assistance to stomach and bowels
and perfectly agreeable to take,
it i* a welcome substitute for
Cod-Liver Oil and vastly superior in results.

low.

e\ es

Satisfaction

and make {Diems
a rant red.
g

YOUR W ATCH NEEDS FIXING.

at

H. J. LOCKE & SON'S,

BELFAST

Druggists 50c. and $1.00. Pamphlet mailed
free. ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON.

NATIONAL

BANK

iood't.

S I I \ ! \>

TWO TONS
...OF

I M

N

30c. Tea

LET.

Just received, direct

A

gether.

GKO. A. Ol I >115Y.

Belfast. Nov. U. 18%.

House for Sale.

Our customers say

they

A story and a half house, pleasantly located;
fine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finished
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
gqod cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc. Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. ('. D1LWORTH.
OrC. B. HALL, Main St.. Belfast.
44’f

Me.
I

pay 50 cents

tl

t
t-

A. A. HOWES &

APPLES

House for Sale.

The lot and buildings at the corner of Northport
Avenue and Durham street, in the city of Belfast,
P. E. Luce, willibe sold
formerly occupied by D
at a bargain. For terms, impure of

Belfast, Oct. 0. 1800.—tf

1II«'

59 (Wain Si
C. H

GOOD FAMILY OR DELIVERY DORSE.
sound and kind, weighs 1,000 pounds. Good
party can take him on trial Also a two seated
carriage, top buggy, sleigh, harness, etc. Will be
sold at a bargain.' Will sell separately or all to-

The Langworthy building,corner of Church and
Market streets, opposite the Court House, has
been thoroughly repaired and I now have a tenement of six rooms on the second floor, also a few
furnished rooms to rent. Reasonable rates to the
W. E. MARSH.
right parties.
Belfast, Nov. 11! ,1800 -40tf

DUNTON, Belfast,

r

HARM S> RKPAIRIM
CARRIAliF 1RIMMIN

BULLING.

SillFrniilis

R. F.

I'OCk or

BOOTS. SHOES;

i.o< K"

EYES.

EMULSION

TO

s

CLOCKS,

ANCIER’S

Li

hips,
Kohl's,

at

RWAN PORI
ynMI
.iii'ii lif I him

It

\l>l

if,

j»le

in f*toelv ami will

It

FIJI I*
Winterport. Nn\.
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Bay.

Honduras

v
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sion in Central America—is obtained in
Article 1st, which, stripped of its high-

Kalian and the other Islands,
,i 0)
England. The Rulwer*
•• rlalnlng to this Territory.

;

..Ienoe ot The
M o > q l' 1TO

Journal.]

T EKlilTOKY,
No section of

l>‘Jt>.

ti

places

in

*-st

year later a British man-of-war sailed
into the harbor of Ruatan, and its com-

a

has its

like millinery, and the

>

iiedica for hot water

as
“boobies” and
eggs on an adjacent
reef, called Half Moon Cay, to the
delight
of the natives, who live
upon nothing
else for weeks.
From March to June,
myriads of sandflies make life a burden
and the cays are overrun
with a pest of

sounding phrases, amounts to little more
than a play upon words and can be read
backward and forward, as interest may
direct. However, it was blindly accepted by the United States—and only about

aly illustrates the fact

j

known hereabouts
noddies” lay their

soldier-snails, which leave their slimy
upon everything.
An American
gentleman who was ship-wrecked in these
trails

mander, Capt. Jolly, proceeded to organize that island

U It is a sad fate
Kfor a woman to
that she is bepsfeel
* ing
hurried on-,
e
ward toward de-'
spair, bound hand
and foot, unable to
lift a finger in her
own behalf.
Many
women know that
the tortures of
weakness and disease
which they
suffer must lead to
inevitable breakdown, perhaps even to insanity and suicide;
to obtain relief.
yet they seem powerless
The doctor may half-understand the case
or he may not understand it at all; ten to
The regulation
one he
cannot help it.
stereotyped methods of treatment so detestare
as a rule absowomen
able to modest
lutely useless. It it not safe to trust to the
advice or medicine of an uneducated nurse
or any incompetent, unscientific person.
But what can a woman do ?
If any woman who finds herself asking
this despairing question, will write stating

dependency of Belize, waters and spent some mouths upon
And presently the as- Guanaja, says that the snails
massage—than
came with
Not so tonished people of Ruatan, and the dis- an incredible
’ten territory.
noise.
The dead branches
iie Mosquito Coast and gusted statesmen of the United States,
on the
ground cracked and broke under
is were in everybody’s were made acquainted with the following the crawling
legions as they advanced,
For .‘100 years Spain proclamation, issued from Belize:
ak.
consuming all before them, and people
ii.i>U'»l over their posses“Office of the Colonial Secretary, Be- were compelled to
hang their hammocks
lize.
This is to give notice that Her
war of words and many
high to avoid being eaten.
Most Gracious Majesty, our Queen, has
The whole island is
.:\ing the monotony of been
thickly covered with
pleased to institute and make the isisional bout with the lands of Ruatan, Guanaja, Utilla, Barbar- cocoa palms, and a very little is done toher case carefully to Dr. R. V. Pierce, of
Helena and Morat, to be a Crown ward
ever the latter attempt- ! ette,
educated
making oil from their nuts. Here is Buffalo. N. Y., who is a skilled,
to be forever known and desigin this special class of diseases, he
Colony,
expert
a hint for the
Newspapers on both j nated as The
impecunious
American.
sound
By will send her free of charge
profesColony of the Bay Islands.
:i- teemed with news of
by which her trouble may be
j By command of Her Majesty’s Superin- the crude method now in vogue it takes sional advice
and if curable permarelieved
speedily
about
14
nuts to make a quart of
.'iiliiet, and with glow- | tendent,”
oil, but nently cured. Thousands of women whom
Al'i.lTSTVS FliEDElilCK GOKE,
by the introduction of hydraulic pressure, doctors could not help, have been com“Earthly Paradise” |
Colonial Secretary.
the yield might be doubled with half the pletely cured by Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Pre::sm, both Latin and
j
God Save the Queen!”
scription, the most marvelously successful
labor.
The smaller island of Barbarette
rampant at mention
specific for “female complaints” ever into
have
a
of
these
celeDesiring
glimpse
vented.
is mostly a coffee grove, owned
vv-a-uays one seldom
by an inbrated islands, we retraced our steps from
dustrious Scotchman. He went over to it
The most interesting and valuable book
it.
Doubtless the
for women ever written is Dr. Pierce’s
Tegucigalpa to the coast and waited two in his skiff, from Kuatan, some
■; ■'i v
are as beautiful
years ago
Common Sense Medical
at Truxillo, for a vessel to convey to hunt wild
A splendid
Adviser.
but public attention days
hogs, and in course of his
thousand page volume,
us to Port MacDonald, the
largest settle- tramping about noticed a great many red
>thei directions and
with over three hunment on Ruatan.
The great bay of Hon- berries
dred
>i :-'n—laid aside with
engravings and
growing ou low trees. Finally lie
colored plates. A copy
duras is as remarkable for its general
mets .»f other years,
picked one of the berries, and discovered
of the present edition
as for the extreme purity of its
to his astonishment that it was
r
will be sent absolutely
bearings well in placidity
coffee,—
free to anyone sending
waters.
Resides the great number of probably planted a
nt
Indian kingdom,
century before during
twenty one cents in
coral
its
and
reefs
either
the
borders,
cays
along
one-cent stamps to pay
maps of its present
English or Spanish occupancy
the cost of mailing only,
.MoMiuitia, or “Mos- which, stretching far northward, encircle of the island, lie said nothing about his
R. V. Pierce,
Dr.
to
“find
until he had a large snace cleared
uglish parlance, oeeu- the peninsula of Yucatan as with a belt,
Buffalo, N. Y. The volis
bound
in strong
ume
the
also
and
withncw
and old coffee trees;
“Bay
completely girdle
planted
Atlantic coast of they
If a P'rench cloth embossed
paper covers
i i ug 40 miles or more in- Islands,” leaving only small openings in and then he brought his wife and children
is
send
ten
cents
binding
desired,
extra,
the rocky barriers through which vessels over, built a house and lives in comfort,
thirty-one cents in all, to pay the cost of
i crimps -»0,000 square
this more handsome and durable binding.
ras to the north
and may pass to deep and commodious har- almost monarch of all he surveys.
NASAL
Fannie Brigham Ward.
beyond the narrow channels.
somt.1i: while tlie Bay bors
CATARRH
has
14
Ruatan
of
these
hidden
f.irthei northward, in
harbors,
The Crafty Populists.
LOCAL' DISEASE
ii.11 the coast, but from Port Royal, Dixon’s Cove, Coxen Hole
ihe result of colds
and
all
and
The
but
safe,
others,
very large
Populist leaders have shown them- aniland!> sudden
tlie bay of Honduras.
climatic
with extremely narrow entrances between selves much sharper politicians than the
changes.
Ruatan
or
Roatan,
It can lie cured liy a
coral
reefs.
The
island
is
Democrats
whom
deluded.
singularly
they
They pleasant remedy wliieh
variously called, is 00
beautiful from a distance, its hills seem- took the meat and left the bare bone to is applied directly into
;* wide: and the live
the ostrils.
their partners in the fusion.
to rise in gradual slopes to the height
Miice--(iuanaja, Utilla, ing
a thousand feet, intersected by
ELY’S
of
The
Democrats lost from 1802 everyvalleys,
na and
Morat, in the
all luxuriantly wooded, with palms and thing in New York, New
Connecare
surrounded
size,
Jersey,
BALM
by
ticut, Delaware, Maryland, West Virginslets and “cays.”
As cocoanuts fringing the shores. You cease
Opens and cleanses the

\

or

this

a

as a

British Honduras!

•cc

1

a

j

*

ia, Wisconsin, and a slice each from Ohio Nasal
Passages, Allays__
and Michigan.
Pain and Inflammation, Heals and Protects "TTe
What did they gain? The barren satis- .Membrane from Colds, Restores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Is quickly absorbed. Gives re“Garden of the West Indies,” the “Key faction of minority electors in Colorado
lief at once. 50 cents at Druggists or by mail,
of Spanish-America”
and the “New Idaho, Kansas, Nebraska, Montana, Nev- samples 3 Or. by mail.
Utah and Washington. Only b8 in ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren Street, New York.
ada,
Gibraltar.”
Its harbors are natural deall, and good for nothing.
fenses in themselves and easily fortified,
But the wily Populists not only get the
and the soil is well adapted to the cultiva- Governors and State and local officers in
tion of coffee, cotton and other tropical j most of these States, but Senators from
four in the West and others in Southern
TIME-TABLE.
products. Cocoanuts, wild figs and ex- States heretofore Democratic. Worse
cellent grapes are among its spontaneous still, they give a Governor and perhaps
On ami after Oct. 4, I Slid, trains connecting at
j
productions, and in cultivated patches a Senator to the Republicans in North Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
Carolina.
and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Bosyams, bananas, pine apples, coffee and j
Those long-whiskered and wild eyed
ton will run as follows:
garden vegetables are grown by a few j politicians were not born yesterday. I
FROM BELFAST.
small planters. There are between three 1 They have certainly taken tlieir Demo- !
A M
I* M
1- M
allies
cratic
into
and
them
camp
stripped
7 20
1 25
i
j
3 40
and four thousand people on the island,
Belfast, depart.
most completely.
17 25
York World.
tl 30
13 50
Pinpoint
[New
tl 4o
mostly colored, with here and there a |
Waldo. 17 30
t4 10
to

’hose old-time bones of

long t!i Honduras; but
y they have had since
diem lirst in 1502.

For

!••lined part of Spain's
;;itemala.
The early
tasted not

i*.

wisely

by

seized

a

horde of

j

who maintained their
half

_ _ ___

Maine Central R. R.

but

•.’> and value of these
the ring of tlie wave,”
e

wonder why its would-be possessors
on so long and wrote of it as the

held

century. The
possession about the
ad the once lovely spot
a

compelled to refieebooters destroyed
Brooks
7 48
3 51
4 45
Scotch farmer or an English
i burn. In 1742 Kng- i sturdy
Knox
8 02
t2 03
to 10
Crops Above tile Average.
8 10
2 12
5 38
Thorndike—.
islands, in attempt- j “younger son” trying his needy hand at
8 2'»
2 22
0 00
The returns to the Department of Ag- I nity.
A large
8 45
•m of the whole east- ! coffee-raising or cotton-planting.
arrive.
2 42
0 25
riculture for November as to the rates of Burnham,
11 50
4 35
Bangor.
of
are
the
!
liberated
population
•i America.
11 y that portion
make
A
M
the
of
corn
bush27.-".
yield,
average
<
011
3 13
7 05
ayman, near els, which is above the yield indicated by Waterville
was up, and
Spain | slaves, from the Grand
1‘ M
AM
the
condition
in October.
are
and
them
Last Portland. 12 25
forfigures
•Tamaica,
many
1 40
among
5 35
nmiand respect than j
the
estimate
of
I
4
15
0 20
5
58
|E.D.
year
preliminary
yield
also
and
Boson, w. u.
negroes,
war raged, mostly on I nwr siave-uwners,
4 22
was l'O.'J bushels.
1
The average yield of
11 finally a treaty of ! natives of that island, who were ruined buckwheat is IS. 7 bushels, against
1
TO BELFAST.
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Here they get bushels last year and lb. 1 for iso-L
A M
i. by the provision of | at home by emancipation.
E. D.
9 00
7 00
The
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of
an easy living, fishing, hunting, turtling,
average yield per
potatoes Boston,, w „. ..8 3i'
as b' uitid O' destroy all
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their small

pretext of
1 !Js_laud afterwards
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.Deluded in the

was

island

at

the

ucrinu
/ed
7

garrisoned.

b\

'..,

A

new

Eug-

which

Belize and

]

New Orleans and Galveston.

|

tages

even

Their cot-

set in the midst of

are

from

palm

and

plantain groves, their vessels and lishiug

of

course

Kuatan.

plantations to traders
Spanish Honduras and

j

boats moored in sheltered
it looks like

together
which

of

nooks;

an

and al-

ideal Arcadia

harrassed fellow-coun-

ims to any part
7incut and all its de-

trymen in over-crowded cities, where life

lict

is

notwithstanding

nt, she still held
-•hie to little Kuatan

point for several

.••i

.nice

worthy

another
\<

1 tided

better

a

treaty

was

England

en-

the world: but in
with Spain for other
of

giabbed Kuatan.
entered into,

Then

precisely

before, except that
pushed the islands to
of to Spain. The chief

wrs

in those

is

'•

caking
'hem.

days

seems

of treaties—and

In US43, Commo-

Her Majesty's navy,
one line morning,

'dills

some

hard,

would do

They tell

during

well

to

investigate.

that the country is full of

us

game, such
rabbits and
that

our

as

deer, wild-hogs, .Spanish

birds of many species, and
of the year the climate

most

is absolute perfection.
Between September and February a great deal of rain
falls, sometimes cooling the atmosphere

point

below the
one

of comfort,

is careful to

keep

and unless
and

warm

dry,

ague is likely to ensue.
Guayana is about 10 miles northeast of
Kuatan, but connected therewith by an
rheumatism

or

intricate series of reefs and cays,

through
deep though narrow channels,
known only to the sophisticated.
Nothing more charming can be imagined than
which

are

afternoon sail from island to island
with a fresh wind and fair sky and bright

an

waters sparkling in the sunlight.
The
pine-clad hills of Guayana rise slowly
and smilingly above the horizon; and as
down the British flag you approach, the palm trees on low adthe Stars and Stripes, jacent cays, appear to spring directly

flag

Honduran

and

c

el

concerning

daughter,

the

the United

from the
selves

pon was great rejoicing
sal America, the citizens

them

>:,ng that England had at
ibanilon all pretentions
“''ted territory. But they
iken.
To this day Eugights over the islands,
her very questionable
oa>«‘d upon nothing but
\'.Ui Spain, which sim-

n

to cut

wood in Hon-

discovery

of

ns.-tpicnt rush
i
«

•:

>.

across

in
the

'!

a

i

re-

appropriating

all

Mich a water-way across
!i>- result was the “Bul-

emerald verdure

silvery

sand.

Between

as

a

“painted ocean,”

the water

distinctly
ded

visible.

with

The sea-floor is stud-

wonderful

polypus,

here

products of coral
spreading out like faus,

there taking the form of flattened globes,
radiating with spines, and yonder shoot-

ing up in branches, antler-like stems.
Bark patches of jelly-like sponge are
among the white shells of innumerable conehs; and occasionally a large fish,

seen

pulsating gills

alone show

signs

of

almost within reach of your
hand, though fathoms below. It is the
proud boast of Guay ana that Columbus
seems

foot upon it in the course of his fourth
The most interesting part of
voyage.

set

the

beautiful

Bight Cay,

island

where is

is
a

near

natural

Savanna
meadow

•aty’’ of 1850, between
lay ton, then our Secre-

covered

and the

many years ago by some forgotten hand.
Other evidences of human habitation at

*

Minister

Right Hon. Sir
Plenipotentiary

aordinary of

Great Britain
The remarkable docu-

the world that disd for all time to come so
to

'•

of

transparent that marine life below is

so

an:'l (a project then
England set on foot

from
*f

placid

life,

to

of

masses

ring

a

and the island with its wealth of
forest is a stretch of loveliest blue,

whose

tn-aty intended

and to rise and fall with the
boat.
The cays them-

the

are

within

val of talk about the

the United States for

1

M

gold

sea

motion of

MacDonald’s conduct
and degraded him in the

■

asions of Great Britain in

with rank grass, among which

ancient fruit trees

some

remote

walls,

are

*u
■

period

are

found in ruined

still several feet

high, with
here and there a lissure, or rude niche, in
each of which is a rudely cut, three-legged stone chair, evidently intended for
stone

were

assured

"Inch the United States

■‘“ucerned—English

Busy

men are

Advice.

generally

the most punc-

tual, for they realize the truth of the old
adage “time is money,” and therefore,[are

careful neither to waste it for themselves
nor cause other people to do so.
The
want of punctuality in a business man is,
perhaps, more noticeable a fault than in
a woman living at home, but even in her
it is a very serious defect.
It is perfectly
easy, too, to remedy it if only you will
set your mind to do so.
You, perhaps,
have a way of always being a little late
for meals—is it not due to your allowing
yourself rather too little time to pet
ready for them? There is no reason then
why you should not start your preparations alittle earlier. You are quite right to
like to make yourself fresh and dainty before sitting down to a meal, so don't put
yourself in the wrong by not doing this at
the right time.
[Boston Traveller.

aggres-

Sweet

Music.

The sweetest music of the whole after
election chorus is the whir and whizz of
the mill wheels, the clang and gong of the
founderies as they start up all over the
land, either running all the time, taking
bigger orders, or opening their doors after
the long siege of closing up. It is eloquent
of the coniidence and hope of the people
for renewed prosperity, of rejoicing that
the spectre that threatened prosperity
and progress has been forever buried. In
the bright sunshine of the present omen,
brighter times throughout the laud, with
Republican prudence, activity, sound
ideas, at the head of the nation, the United States of America starts out anew upon
her course of peaceful conquest to the
world.
[Boston Record.

Pay

Your

Bills

Promptly.

An old time newspaper man says: “No
sensible man should or ever does get
angry because a man dims him for his
A dun is not an impeachment of
money.
a subscriber’s integrity, but is
simply an
outpouring of a publisher’s necessities.
For instance, 1,000 men owe a man from
*1 to *10; lie lias to dun them in order to
pay bis expenses. I nstead of getting angry
and stopping Ins paper because the publisher asks what is due, the subscriber
should tliank the editor for waiting so
patiently, and pay up like a man.”

Waterville.

Bangor

A M

A M

6 00

7 on
7 15

...

A M

A

7 10
7 50
Unitv.
Thorndike. Sin
Knox. t8 25
8 50
Brooks..
Waldo
+9 02
Citypoint.. 19 15
Belfast, arrive. 9 25

1 20

4 30
1 40

-M

P M

5
5
5
15
5
16
16
6

8 5n
9 10

Burnham, depart.

9 2n
19 27

9 42
19 53
*10 05
loin

o5
25
38
44
56

08
18
25

tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at $5.00
from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale l>v F. E. Crowley.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, and (lend Manager.
F. E. Booth by, (lend Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Sept. 28, 1896.

habitants.
In April and May thousands of birds

No

Gripe

When you take Hood’s Fills.

The big. old-fashwhich tear you all to
not in it with flood's. I'nsy to take

ioned, sugar-coated pills,
pieces,

are

Hood’s

and easy to operate, is true_
of Hood’s Fills, which are
up to date in every resp;*« t.

I I
ff®^®III

■ 1 ■
Safe, certain and sure. Ail ®
druggists. ‘25c. 0. I Hood & Co.. I,owed. Mass.
The only Fills to take with I loon's Sarsaparilla.

STATE

Great Reduction in Fares.

OF

EXECUTIVE

Hashing
I

MAINE,

It has ever been the custom of our Christian
Commonwealth at the close of the harvest season,
call upon her people to render thanks and praise
to God, for His many mercies to His dependent
children.
We continue to enjoy the priceless blessing of
free government. The principles of civil and religious liberty, and respect tor law, National and
State authority, still prevail throughout our favored land.
Providence has dealt kindly with our beloved
State, her people and her institutions, and there
is abundant reason for offering thanks. I, therefore, with the advice of the Executive Council,
designate Thursday, the 26th day of November,
instant, as a day of thanksgiving and praise.
Refraining on that day from all unnecessary
labor and business, let us, in the temples of worship, and at the family fireside, offer grateful
tributes of praise and song, for God’s gracious
favors.
And in the reunions of families, kindred and
friends, may the love of home and the affection
fur our Commonwealth be strengthened, and may
the sincerity of our thankfulness and gratitude
find expression in deeds of charity and kindness
toward the poor and unfortunate.
Given at Augusta, this fourth day of November,
in the year of our Lord one thousand eight
hundred ami ninet\-six, and of the Independence of the United States of America the one
hundred and twenty-first.
HENRY B CLEAVES.
By the Governor,
Nic holas Fessenden, Secretary of State.
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has steadily grown in favor with the best
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and most careful
is

housekeepers.
Thesplendidcake of Toilet Soap
one
of
its many charms.
only

Tli0 J. B.
Makers of Williams Famous Shaving Soaps.
rite for catalogue of choice premiums.

BAILEY'

WILLIAMS CO., Glastonbury, Conn.

HARDWARE.

AND SELL A5 LOW AS THE LOWEST.
BOTTOM PRICES GUARANTEED

ON

__

BLANKETS.

c

Settlement
Poro-hadounl.
Triumph for American Diplomacy.

-

Commencing Monday, Oct. ID, 1 SDH, the rate of
fare for through tickets between Belfast and
Boston will be reduced from $3.00 to $*2.25.
Between Searsport and Boston reduced fiom
$3.25 to $2.30, and a proportionate reduction
will be made In the price of through tickets
between Boston and all landings on Penobscot
River.
The

price of

accommodating twro persons
each will be reduced from $2.00 and $i.50 to
and
$1.50
$1.00 each.
rooms

These rates will lie continued through the season, and until the close of the river by ice, when
the steamers will be withdrawn from the route
until the opening of navigation in 1807, when
regular rates will be resumed.
Commencing Monday, Nov. 0, 1800, steamers
will leave Belfast, weather and ice permitting—
for Camden, Rockland and Boston, Mondays and
Thursdays at (about; 2.30 i\ m.
For Bangor via way-landings, Wednesdays and
Saturday at (about) 8.00 a. >i., or upon arrival of
steamer from Boston.
RK I

UltXING

of

Washington, Nov.
surprise was manifested

11.
Considerable
in diplomatic and
official circles that tlie United States and
not Venezuela is the party of the first
tlieir horses warm.
part to tlie arbitration arrangement with
Great Britain.
It had been supposed that the sole
function of this country was that of meare
as
diator and that notwithstanding the forcible tone of President Cleveland’s message ALL SIZE HAY WIRES,
“ENTERPRISE” MEaT CHOPPERS,
to Congress last Christmas, Venezuela
For Dedrick Presses, etc.,
RAISIN SEEDERS,
was not to be succeeded as
principal by
this country.
The attitude in which the
GUNS and AMMUNITION,
POCKET KNIVES,
United States is now placed, it is claimed,
GLASS
and
READY MIXED PAINT,
PUTTY,
of
the
partakes largely
position of protector of the weaker sister republics of
PUMPS and PIPE,
The Famous “English”
LEAD,
this country.
Plain and Galv., fitted to order
EXTRA FINE RAZORS,
This, in the opinion of many skilful
KNIVES and FORKS, Etc
diplomats, imposes a grave responsibility
SHEARS and SCISSORS
on
this country, somewhat similar to
that which English statesmen have reand LAP
peatedly endeavored to fasten upon the
United States Government since the days
of Canning.
of any
38c. to 75c.
It is apparent that under the terms of
the agreement Venezuela caunot resist ONE CAR
LOAD OI- THE FAMOUS
the decree of arbitration, however adverse to her extreme contentions it
may
be, and the United States is bound to see
that the award is enforced.
By this proposed-Venezuelan treaty it
has arrived and are
ready to be seen.
Come and examine the best
is conceded that a new page of American
made
Sleighs on earth. A lot of the cheaper grade irilt be here
has
been
turned.
history
bg
Nov. 15th. I cordially invite your
With regard to arbitration it is anticiinspection.
that
some
time
must
before
pated
elapse
its consummation.
Justice Brewer, the
president of the American commission,
will probably be the American member of
tlie tribunal.
As explained by tlie American commissioners to-day their efforts are not by any
means suspended,
but will be redoubled
to complete the evidence as soon as possible so as to be in position to reach and
announce a decision at any time should
the project for arbitration from any cause
fail through.
Over Thirteen Millions ($13,000,000) Fire
'Insurance Assets.
The United States having taken the
Springfield
Fire and Marine, Granite St ate Fii:i In-,
matter entirely into its own hands, will
i:\xcf Co
SOCIATI..X OF l'l! 1 [. A I, I: I.PIl IA, Caitioi. Fill! I N r I; \
t
N, I
undoubtedly spare no effort to gain a deNATIONAL. Fllli; lXM-RANl I. Co., Jl A I! I
cisive victory.
The most eminent counI ,.N\.
sel obtainable will necessarily be obtain- DESIRABLE KISIvS
WRITTEN AT Cl KEEN | KA I Es
ed.
Fortunately tlie executive force of
TRAV ELERS LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSLRANCE CD
the commission, which under Secretary
Malot-Prevost lias developed so much evItlBNAIIO INSl'IiANl K WRITTEN KOI! s 1 FAILS, a,
rales „„ l.ull.ll, a- aneniablc
idence hitherto overlooked by either conlOltKEsPIINIlKNT OK It KIR HAM MAKINK INNl'KA NIK Ml.
testant, will be available as well as such
INVESTMENT SKI IWTIES OOK.IIT AMI Slll.il,
experts as Prof. Burr. Among the counLOANS NEGOTIATED.
sel very likely will be Jas. B. Morrow of
BEAL ESTATE BOK.IIT AM) SOLI). ESTorrespnmleNec s,
now
counsel
for
VeneBoston,
leading
zuela.
London, Nov. 11. Tlie officials of tlie
foreign office take exception to the statements which have been made that Venezuela will not be represented directly in
tlie arbitration tribunal.
The foreign office authorities suggest
that there is still a doubt whether Venezuela will have her owu member of the
tribunal; at any rate Great Britain regards tlie United States representatives as
acting for Venezuela.

Articles of Hardware that

Important,

FUR ROBES

kind,

-*H. A. MOYER SLEIGHS^-

GEORGE A.

BAILEY,

Fred Atwood,

Winteroprt, Me.,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

FALL**-

^STYLES

Hampshire’s

Ai ded if AMratioa1

Note.

X'ov. 11.
CoNtoKD, X. H
Ellsworth,
the last polling place in New Hampshire
to be heard from, has made its election
The figures complete the State
returns.
vote, which gives McKinley 55,071; Bryan
21,000; plurality for McKinley, 34,575.
For Governor
Rarasdell, Republican,
49,002; Kent, Democrat, 28,090; Ramsdell’s plurality 21,002.
The dissatisfaction with the workings
of the Australian ballot law in this State
lias been crystnlized into a memorial to
ask the next legislature to materially
amend and simplify the law.
It is proposed that the New York method of voting the straight party ticket by a single
It is claimed that at
cross, be adopted.
least 5,000 votes were disfranchised by
the new law.

A. M.
(

Bangor, Mondays

and

Thursdays

at

11.oo

HAS. E, .JOHNSON, Agent. Belfast.
WILLIAM H. HILL, General Manager,|Boston.

Belfast aud Castine Rite.
Winter

Arrangement—In

Lumber

naVll1’

Effect October

1.1816.
STEAMER CA8TI.\E, on above date,
wind and weatlier permitting, will
run every week (lay in connection with is. & is.s.
Co., as follows:
Leave "West Brooksville at 7.20 a. m.; Castine,
7.45; Hughes Point, 8 30; Ryder’s Cove, 0.00;
Lime Kiln, 0.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30.

"Brooksville, Mondays, ■Wednesdays and Satur
days.
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 p. m., for the
above named landings.
Passengers going East take steamer Castine

from Belfast at 2.00 i* m., every Mom ay, Wednesday ami Friday. Take steamer next day for all
landings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
Passengers going to Millbridge, Jonesport and
Macliias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
2.00 p. m., stop over at Castine, take stmr. Frank
.Tonesnext morning for all landings from Castine
to Machias.
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder,
Ryder’s Cove; Wm. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
M. Vogell, CastMie; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.

C. W. SMALLIDGE,

I¥ien Will Have
j
|

Advancing.

A prominent Maine lumberman, speaking of the good that will result to the
laboring man from McKinley’s election
“Already there has been a decided
says:
improvement in the demand for lumber.
The price of lumber has already advanced

thousand and everything indicates a big increase in the amount of
lumber cut in Maine. 1 believe that more
lumber will be felled this writer than has
been cut in the State for two or three
Of course this will give employyears.
ment to many men and it will boom busikinds in Maine. The back
ness of all
towns will be among the first to feel the
good effects of the revival of confidence.
50 cents

V

honest tobacco- they
will not be buncoed
into buying s ha m
goods. Men know the
name I>. L. means best
leaf tobacco, finest
flavor and most for
The
their
money.
the
street
on
“tags”
will show most chewers use

Manager.
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Printer.

Sportsman
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of
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-not

everybody

anil let
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Maine !

supplement giving the recgame shipped from the sta-

a

ord of all large,
tions of the railroad which passes through
the leading game section of the State. With
its attractive illustrations and timely articles on hunting and fishing in Maine, this
issue is fully up to the standard.
CASTOX1XA.
is on
every

wrapper.
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Tobaccos.

of

one

immediately becomes

>t\l« WILobject
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The pen is mightier than the sword, hut i
when it comes to editing plate matter the
hand-saw is mightier than the pen. A mitre
box is also mighty handy.
[Press and

has

man

St
WINTER

MASONIC

Periodicals.

November number

Any

“L

DERBY

AIM UP-TO-DATE HAT

COX MATS

|
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This is the way Professor Bateman
sizes up the future -*f the Popocrat party:
“The financial fight of the Populists
must hereafter be made upon the old
greenback idea of a full legal tender paper money based upon the entire wealth
the country.
of
The silver
question upon which this campaign lias been
fought is very largely a fake issue. Even
if we could get free coinage the same
conditions would remain and similar results would follow.
It would simply
enlarge the circle of men who control the
metals from which money is made.’’

The

^

.

To Revive Greenbackism.

o.d" a. m.

From

such

ROBES,

LANTERNS

:

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.00 p.m.
From Rockland, Wednesdays and Saturdays at

about)

*

Having purchased the entire line of extra large team Blankets
a firm
going out of the Blanket business. 1 can furnish you with
a team Blanket 96x100
inches, thick and heavy, for SI 50 aur[
‘Jnantity. These are special trades and
acT(linS
V’
wholesale
iegular
prices. These were never equaled in
tv
I*eltast and ought to be an inducement to
keen
people wishin’t<>
0
1

A

—

Beliast to Boston, Sii S3.

in every package.

WILL HEET ANYBODY’S PRICE

Question.

Peaceable

New

[American Druggist.

growing, planted

concerned, and the the seat of an idol. Iu other parts of the
by the gra- island, rocks have been discovered hewn
"> Her
Majesty, (which by into the shape of huge chairs; and numer,j"t been
asked) to the pro- ous small idols and articles of rudely
tuic canal.
The only part burned clay speak of the aboriginal in*

'Ikind

(iood

1100

Portland.

ran

ardlv had he turned his
c
when one of our pass-

wise

nominal is nevertheless above the average
foi the past two years.
The average yield
of hay as indicated by the preliminary returns is 1.:’><*» tons, against 1.0b last year.
The European agent notes the lack of
trustworthy estimates of the Russian
wheat shortage.
The advance in price is
expected to he fairly maintained and will
result in an increased acreage in Great
Britain.
The wet weather in October
throughout Central Europe was unfavorable for the potato crop.
A good corn
yield was realized on the lower Danube.

Thanksgiving Proclamation,

J. M. Fletcher, ffl. D.
PARTICl I

ARMTTENTIONlCilN I N'.TO

Fitting Glasses, and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear,
Office

in

Belfast

National

Bank

Building.

Pure Jersey Milk.

If you wish for nice milk

Ci. O.

drop

a

card

to

HATCH, Belfast.

One cow’s flilk for Babies

a

Specialty.

September 30, 1896.—3m40*

NOTICE.
All persons holding; bills against the school department of the city of Belfast are earnestly requested to present the same vno matter how small)
at the Superintendent’s otlice, for approval, not
later than 12 o’clock of the last Saturday in each
month. By observing; this rule, and presenting; accounts monthly, the work of this department will
lie aided materially.
F. S. BRICK.
Belfast, Oct. 26*1896.-44
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SWAN

.fOfllJKI’S

CO.,
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CRAIN,
FEED,
SEEDS and
GROCERIES.
IinportorH
Dealers in the finest

<>l

<[uality

Anthracite and
Blacksmith
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p
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LOcilSa

TP ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
33. 35, 37 Front St.. Belfast, Me.
TELEPHONE 4-2.

ltt

SUBSCRIBE

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

A Move for Civic Reform.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

Representatives of the religious denominations of the State met in Auburn last

BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1806.

week and took the

preliminary steps for
League. The
not have for its particular
Journal Pub. Co. aim the enforcement of the
I'
prohibitory
law, but the general cultivation and imI HAHLE& A. 1-1LSBVKY.
J l;i ^"IsManToer provement of municipal governments and
general civic affairs. Prof. George C.
Words ot Patriotism.
Purrington of Farmington presided, and
the clergymen present were Ur.
among
In a despatch to Mr. Hanna after the
U. B. Pepper of Waterville, Clias.
election, thanking him and his associates George
Ilarbutt of Presque Isle, R. T. Hack of
on the National Committee for their great
J. M. Frost of Bangor, and B.
service in the cause of sound money and Portland,
C. Wentworth of Skowhegan.
It was
the
campaign, Major
protection during
organizing a
League will

Fl Bl.lsHED EVERY THI RSDAY SIORXIXO BY THE

jpublican

Maine Civic

their majesty, ignoring
party lines, have declared against repudiation and dishonor, in whatever specious
guise it may be presented. They have,
with the same mighty power, affirmed
their devotion to law and order and their
undeviating respect for justice and the
courts.
They have maintained their unfaltering determination to support and
the
constituted authorities of the
uphold
country and have thereby given new vigor
and strength to our free institutions.
They have, indeed, again consecrated
themselves to country and baptized the
cherished ordinance of free government
with a new and holy patriotism.
The
victory is not to party or section, but of
and for the whole American people.
Not
the least: of the triumphs of the election
is the obliteration of sectional lines in the

public good.

In his

the North church last Sunday
the pastor, Rev. George S. Mills,
commended this movement, and

sermon at

morning
heartily
all good

citizens must wish

it success.

When nominations are secured by
and treachery, elections secured

trickery
by false

.-.a
:

>.

'.-0.0

V

Y;\v

that
!

a

t
1

«

it

a

•*

Ke]

i

and

Demo-

before it.
It: cannot do the work alone,
and should have the support of
every good

should

*.
distuili business, believine
:i-policy is pursued there will be
iidvanec in general prosperity tluit

..1

i'

that
mo

forts to prevent their existence in the
future Hint has pv.oiiptpr! tire organization of tlie Maine Civic Teague, and it
certainly lias a wide lield of usefulness

deehu iag that no new
be pushed to

in

1 ■1

uies'h'u
fill-

|

pic-iitin^ himself to
Ah mini.-trillion,

v.

e

.ui

I’ooiino

men as

well

business

as

men w

citizen.
One of the

principal features of the annual report of Secretary of Agriculture
Morton will be a lengthy refutation of
the claims of what he calls
“calamity

ill

feel the benelicial results of tlie election,
l'veu tlie Atlanta, Georgia.
which

advocated

lit van's

Journal,
election, tells

its readers that “tlie

howlers.

tinued

tural interests

fie will contend that agriculare not
declining; that 7per cent, of the farms in the country are
without any incumbrance, while the in-

only result of con-diver agitation would be to disturb business;” and chairman Bynum of
the National Democratic committee says
that tin- one grave duty devolving upon
the gold Democrats is to “stand by and
support Die McKinley administration in

cumbrance
was

tying on tlie reform necessary to tlie
pel IG tion of our system of currency.”
M I'l: such a man as Mr. McKinley in the

a

I ': hi- address before the Baptist Social
Tl. ; in Boston last week, i)y. McArthur,
New V(.rk*s most noted

*»

"in-

s;dd:

s'*me

oo’fi.

:

'•i.ti<

s.

preachers.

say the pulpit should nor
but I think it depends a

gre.i’ «ir;»l on the kind of polities tin*
J lind a great many peo]■ lpit touches.
ple s*i interested in the other world that
they ,re.!.* t d<> their duty in this worhl.
But if the

pulpit

preach the 10 commandments and the golden rule, what are

pulpits
tbe pulpit

lot:1

i-aunot

A sin

can

be rebuked from

until it becomes a plank in a
p> ;d platform, and then many think it
i.- -1-..e ed and that the
pulpit must not
touch it.”
W.

O.

Belfast did herself proud in the celeThursday night, and not the
least pleasing feature was the
participation of

many sound money Democrats
Young America had
ample vent and scope, and there was I
noise galore, but no destruction of prop- Hicks; petitions and legislation, Miss Ellen
P. Frothingham. The following committee
erty or wanton mischief, and long before on
charity work was appointed: Mrs. Fran!
the
midnight
city had resumed its usual ces March, Mrs. Hattie Cook, Mrs. S. G.
quiet. This will go into history as the j Bicknell, Mrs. Mary O. Littlefield, Mrs. L.
E. Stearns, Mrs. Sarah Conant.
most general, and the best, celebration
in the

Fuller, Jr.,

a

candidate for

so

rejoicings.

j

cheaper money, but confidence, and your
splendid victory has restored it." Such
is the language of a letter received, Nov.

We all know that any tired muscle can be
restored by rest. Your stomach is a muscle.
Dyspepsia is its manner of saying “1 am
tired. Give me rest.” To rest the stomach
you must do its work outside of the body.
This is the Shaker’s method of curing indigestion, and its success is best attested by
the fact that these people are practically free
from what is without doubt the most prevalent of all diseases. The Shaker Digestive
Cordial not only contains digested food
which is promptly absorbed without taxing
the tired digestive organs, but it is likewise
an aid to the digestion of other foods in the
stomach. A 10 cent trial bottle will convince
you of its merit, and these you can obtain

lltli, by Major McKinley from

through

Belfast lias ever had in

commemorating

a

political victory.
“I voted for free silver, and now that
1 see the dawn of returning prosperity,
which lias

with your election, 1 want
that I was wrong.
What

come

say frankly
the country needed

to

man

is

was

not

more

a

or

silver

of more than local fame in the silver

State where he lives.

the

postmastership at Rockland, and as a
Among the letters received by Major
of letters, bearing the stamp of
last Saturday was the following
genuine ability, lie would fill the office McKinley
from Congressman Seth L. Milliken, BelFuller than it has ever been filled.
fast, Me.: “No such splendid victory has

man

Another illicit still lias been discovered
in Boston,
it was not a political still

hunt.

been won,
cause

to

81 Main

Street,

BELFAST.

-»|

j
I

nor

has the nation had such

rejoice since the surrender of

Gen. Lee."

WHITE STORE,

Mrs. Francis Jones; purity in
literature and art, Mrs. S. G. Bicknell; securing homes for homeless children, Mrs. C.
E. Cottrell; work among lumbermen, Mrs.
Mary Willis; narcotics, Mrs. Mary E. Beckett ; hygiene and heredity, Mrs. L. G. Clark ;
soldiers and sailors. Mrs. Horace W. Pitcher;
social purity and mothers’ meetings, Mrs.
Mary C. Staples; Sunday observance, Mrs.
Sarah Conaut; dower mission, Miss A. A.

bration last

reviving industries is !
Bryan, tlie defeat-

from

-!;d;i ate. and if sounds like the wail
lost spirit.

mi

of

of

comes

pel. cent.
and im-

incumbrances.

supported by
:iiicliigeiu'c and the

harmony

the regular meeting of the Belfast W.
C. T. U., Nov. 12th, the following superintendents of work were chosen: Evangelistic, Mrs. E. P. Alexander; systematic giving,
Mrs. L. E. Stearns; scientific temperance
instruction, Mrs. Etta Savery; temperance
literature, Mrs. R. S. Smart; peace and ar-

heavy bitration,

the patriotbusiness inti ic-t-w the
•uutry, it would seem that
a ]'t• spcri i.s future feu all our
people is
assuti d.
The only discordant note in the
sweet

incurred in

remaining is
the purchase

!

all

druggists.

Laxol is the best medicine for children.
Doctors recommend it in place of Castor Oil.

complain
fishy. Why

Some of the citizens of Bath
that the water
not

supply

tastes

make chowder of it?

H. Bray has put in at Legro & Spalda system of leleplioues for communication between the office and the variW.

ing’s factory

ous rooms.
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taste,

$1; six for $5.

Liver Ills; easy to
take,easy to operate. 25c.
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HOREHOUND
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Wall Paper
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JUST RECEIVED.

Prices 5 to 10 Cts.
j

OPEN EVENINGS.

Open

CARLE &. JONES,
‘■il

from 9 to
1

Main Street, lielf'ant.
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Hot

and Irritation
set in causing

Water

SYRINGES,

PiMPLES

Bottles,

Office hours
From

CUTICURA SOAP

Etc.,

because the only preventive of inflammation and clogging of the Pokes.

FOR SALF. BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.
SUBSCRIBE

Sale greater than the combined sales of all other skin
and complexion soaps.
Sold throughout thu world.
Pott Kit Dmn ani> C'hf.m. < n
Sole Crops., Boston.
03~ Send for ** How to Prevent Facial Blemishes,” fr*«.

FOR^^^^

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

2. ilO

un

I

■

SRAR.SPOKT.
Tei.ehomm:

Blotches, blackheads, baby blemishes, and
falling hair. The only preventive is

f

I

I'iivm',
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of preser\
Saturday ('ov l«>
hereby forbid the
Desirous

my

brush

thereon.
C.
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Mens, Boys and Children’s Suits, Overcoats, Ulsters and Reefers,
GOODS, HATS, CAPS
in the Line of

a

and

Clothing

|

GLOVES,

House.

Our goods are
No money
We are forced to sell them, the times have been so hard.
These goods are to he sold right off.
have to MAKE A SACRIFICE TU
tables instead of vour backs. Gome to the sale. The season is backward for us, therefore we will
COME AND EXAMINE AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.
R;
MONEY IN. Do not think much of the plan of advertising prices.
VALUES.
YOUR
GET
WILL
“DON’T MISS THIS SALE, IT IS GENUINE. WE DON’T MAKE ANY FALSE STATEMENTS. YOU
A.3NTID

t
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n. L. Mitchell.
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EVERY D01

Inflammation
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Hale’s Honey of Horehound and Tar acts
like a charm on the throat and bronchial tubes.
Use it before it’s too late.
8old by druggists.

West; pinks from Gene Cook; bouquets 1
from Mrs. C. H. Twomhly, H. L. Partridge |
anil Sue M. Partridge; bouquet, M. E. Sun- ;
day school; basket, Misses Wadsworth,!
Carter and pupils; bouquets, Mrs. McDon- j
aid, Mrs. Percy Follett, Misses Wadsworth 1
and1.Carter, Mrs. L. S. Hall, Miss Folsom,
Dickey boys, Mrs. J. C. Berry and Yannie

in the class of 1879, after which she attended Wellesley College, three years. She was

A. KMOWLrOM, President.

See them before

Neglect
is dangerous.
Pike’s

60 Main St,

stoves and ranges.

dryness

in the
throat.

pink roses from Frank W. Twomhly;
bouquets from Miss Annie Jackson and
Walter Arey; wreath and bouquet from the
Central Intermediate school; a crescent 1
with his baby name “Mannie” and a basket,
from the shoe faetory; bouquets of n> ses I

extremely popular, especially among the.
young. She was a bright, industrious scholar,
and graduated from the. Belfast High school

L

They

and heat

nine,

The sad intelligence has been received
here of the death in Seattle, Wash., Nov.
14th, of Mrs. Nellie M. Towne, after a short
illness. Mrs. Towne was the only daughter
of the late Josiah and Sarah Miller Mitchell
and wife of William R. Towne. Her girlhood was passed in Belfast, where she was

GET YOUR WINTER

OUTFIT

A.T

|

>

PEOPLES NATIONAL

one

sensation
of

in

HARDWARE.

candidate

received

breath—a

Leighton.

Home.

1'.-W

O.

Everything

J.H.&J.W. JONES,

last Thursday evening and
application. The membership
of the lodge is expected to reach 100 before
January 1st.
one

Mrs.

Chas. F. Marshall and Mrs Thos.

*

an

other kinds of presses.
Our wires are made by \V
I>1 UN ,V MOUSE M'F’G Co.
'I hey never break.

A supper and entertainment was given at
Memorial Hall Wednesday evening, Nov.
11th, by Helping Hand Circle of Kings
Daughters for the benefit of the proposed
old ladies’ home, and despite the stormy
night had a very good attendance and netted
on.
I
The
supper was liberally patj ronized and was ample and good. The sale
of articles resulted in Mrs. Sidney Kalish
the puff quilt and Mrs. II. W. Marrij taking
ner the other.
Mrs. H. W. Trundy guessed
."14 as the number of beans in a bottle,
1
which was within one of the correct num! ber. Her prize was a comfortable. The
entertainment consisted of a solo by Mrs.
Ambrose ,T. Morrison, the solo “The Sinner
and the Song"by Mrs. Morrison and a chorus,
the latter composed of Mrs. Nellie Maenmber, Mrs. Nellie Howard, Miss Mattie Dickey, Mrs. Goldie Curtis and Messrs. Wilbur
A. Mueomber, Fred S. Hutchins and John
S. Davidson.
A literary program was presented, consisting of recitations by Miss
Cleora Haney, Master Percy Clifford, Mrs.
Path Staples, Master Frankie
Staples ami
reading by Miss Ethel Clark.

grandparents,

from Mrs.

We have all sizes for the new
DEDERICK

vive her.

com-

Warren C.
Jackson of whom he was very fond and
He was
they feel his death keenly.
a member of the Methodist Sunday
school,
and at
the request of School Superintendent Brick the funeral services were
held at that church to accommodate his
schoolmates, who attended in a body. The
Central Intermediate school was closed
during the afternoon and the liag set at halfmast.
The funeral was held yesterday,
conducted by Rev. G. G. Winslow. The child
lay in his white casket completely surrounded by dowers which included the following
gifts. A pillow from his relatives in Bangor;
a pillow with “Our Darling” from his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Warren C. Jackson,
and Miss Albertene Jackson; a basket from
his mother and E. J. Partridge; a bunch of
nine yellow roses from Ella B. Twomhly;

Tempi,

Wl RESlTl

HAY

Mrs. Ceiia Ames died at her home in Oran illness of nearly
a year.
She was born in Orrington, and
was a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Dean, and wife of Adelbo Ames. Her father, husband, one daughter about a year old,
oue brother, C. I. Dean of
Brewer, and one
sister, Mrs. L. \V. H minions of Belfast, sur-

shortness of

and

Masonic

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦A, t. 4

rington, Nov. 15tli, after

fond of flowers and the last act to some he
loved was to pick and give them dowers.
Most of his life he had lived with his
Mr.

MANSFIELD,

*'• %

Bowdoin College in 1843. On leaving
college he taught a high school in Belfast for
two years, then read law in Boston, where
after being admitted to the Suffolk bar, he
practiced for fifteen years. From 1865 to
1880 he resided in Colorado, and served two
terms as Senator in the Territorial Legislature. In 1880 he removed to Syracuse, where
he led a retired life. Mr. Hahn left no children.
His second wife was Mrs. Lottie
Hurd of Syracuse, who survives him.

Mrs. Amelia S. Cates died at her home oa
High street Saturday night after au illness
of about two months. She was born in Belmont. and was a daughter of the late John
Alexander. In early life she came to Belfast with her parents and has since lived
here. She married Jediali C. Cates, who
died in 18i>5. For several years she was a
clerk in the dry goods store of A. D. Chase,
hut a few years ago opened a millinery establishment on Main street. She was posof hue

A. P.

I

^

from

Obituary.

sessed

__

YARNS

Hon. Silas Briggs Hahn, who died at
his home at Syracuse, N. Y., Oct. 25th, was
born at Monmouth in 181!), and graduated

cure

I*-,.

A FULL LINE OF

The

Sarsaparilla

The One

At MANSFIELD’S.

Great Clearance Sale
-FURNISHING

,

Itself

to

Hood’s

Real Estate.

At

is found in the North Atlantic
States, and
that New Jersey shows specially

’'!d:c House,

tlmt whit h

the

in

The Belfast W. C. T. U.

provement of the lands. The report will
state that the greatest ratio of mortgages

eat

ic'

on

Peculiar

It cures a wide range of diseases because
of its power as a blood j urifier. It acts
directly and positively upon the blood,
and the blood reaches every nook and
corner of the human system. Thus all
the nerves, muscles, bones and tissues
come under the beneficent influence of

1

hearty 1 espouses j personal debts. Efficiency is hardly to be
lilies.
"For example, we I expected under such circumstances, and
J lev. «‘tt. o! New York. Ti:- ! inefficem: v. ii nothing worse accompanies
limit, n mi
Democratic | it, is expensive. Ii is to correct such
Yoik a.ml member of ( on- j evils, i! they exist, and by educational ef-

-•
■«

bet between two

pleasant,
panionable disposition and rare business
capacity. Her death will be mourned by a
large circle of friends. Her only son, Willis
A. Cates, resides in Portland.
In refpoine
to a telegram he started for Belfast. Saturland and buildings in Winterport.
Lovisa day, but did net arrive until after his mothA. Fuller, Searsmout, to Ubed B. Fuller, er’s death. Of her father’s fam.ly oi urndo.; laud and buildings in Searsmout. Benj. teen, four brothers and two sisters survive.
A. Vinal, Winterport, to J. K. Downes, do.:
They are John X. Alexander of Reno, Xeland and buildings in Winterport. Elias B.
vada, Lewis E. of Sacramento, Cal., Eobie
Moore, Frankfort, to Geo. D. Mardeti, Win- F. of Belmont, David of Belfast Mrs. Lucy
terport; land in Frankfort. Wm. F. Low, E. Shannon of California, and an invalid,
Frankfort, to George Marden, Winterport; Sarah A., who lived with Mrs. Cates. The
funeral was held Tuesday afternoon at her
land in Frankfort. Joseph Elwell estate,
Northport, to E. Burke Elwell, do.; land late residence, and was largely attended.
and buildings in Northport. E. Burke El- The dry goods and millinery establishments
of the city were closed during the time of
well to Daniel E. Elwell, Northport; land
and buildings in Northport. Rachael Pen- the funeral.
dleton, Knox, to Humphry Small, BowdoinLittle Irving Levi Roderick, son of the
liam; land and buildings in Knox. John F.
Lawry, Vassalburo, to Andrew F. Lawry, lute David Roderick of Bangor, died at the
Searsmout; laud and buildings in Sears- home of his mother, Mrs. E. J. Partridge,
last Sunday morning, aged nine years and
mout. H. C. Good now, by trustee, Bangor,
to C. E.
Atwood, Winterport ; laud and three days. He was a manly, active little
buildings in Winterport John G. Brooks, boy and a member of the Central Intermetrustee, Belfast, to Belfast Industrial Real diate school. He was thoughtful for one of
Estate Co.; land and buildings in Belfast. his years and always mindful of those about
Delia A. Whitehouse et al., Unity, to Fred him. As his mother stood over him when
lie was dying, he noticed that she was crying
A. Whitehouse, do.; laud and buildings in
and said; “If your head aches lay it on my
Unity.
pillow, perhaps I can rub it.” He was very

|

Yoked

a

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the week ending Nov. 18, 189b: Sarah
J. Briggs et al., Belfast, to Elmer O. Hall,
do.; land and buildings in Belfast. Joseph
H. Stevens, Thorndike, to Mary Ann Littleiield, du.; land in Thorndike. William S.
Dodge, Islesboro, to Junietta Pendleton,
do.; land in Islesboro. J. II Eames, Searsport, to J. G. Hammons, do.; land in Searsport. Chloe Atwood, Winterporr. to Walter
B. Goodwin et. al., trustees, Bangor, laud and
buildings in Winterport. A. R. Fellows,
Winterport, to Walter B. Goodwin et al.;]

We have demonstrated to the world that time for a reform in the interests of good
are a reunited people in purpose and
citizenship. A community which submits
We have manifested in the
in name.
to such tiiiugs lowers itself and invites
giv.it riiuso the spirit of fraternity and I
"i.o.uhri hood that should always character- j further agressions upon the public wel"
!/
finmon
and equal citizenship, j fare.
The cowardly assassin who stabs
.or proved
ami
conclusively that in a bis victim in the back is denounced in
oj
tint
c
and
equal privileges
equal! the
<
strongest language and pays the penal] 01; unitv an v insidious doctrine of hate I
cl a,
ty of bis crime, if detected; but words arc
il.
| inadequate to fitly condemn tlie conduct
l.-'t ".mis Americans,straightway devote
of one who foments ill
feeling and strife
to the uplmilding of Araerour >et vires
his fellow citizens, and yet goes
ie.
’-■a:
'-ace. honor and glory of our \ among
*'■
i.til.ry.
Tarty dissensions j unpunished under any legal enactment.
si,.
■: iio
ic.eidivide or rack the public
An era of milgovernment is sure to
:
ri;i zeal or temper of either
she
let.; ; 111 \ citizen from patriotic de- cause a pecuniary as well as a moral loss
to a community,
v.*t i a to thv good of all.
offices are apt to be re>
I
-p'-.iKs a patriot and a !>t rites man. ! garded as private snaps rather than pubhave mad*- a deep impression lic trusts, and are used to pay political or
Hi- v. •!
’,<i

the result of

was

Transfers

wt

■

and process
i:i preparing Hood’s Sarsaparilla
are unknown to other medicines, and
make Hood’s Sarsaparilla
used

Brooks, Nov. 13,1890.

pretences, a public office prostituted to
private gain or personal glorification, it is

Republic.

combination, proportion

neath the contempt of honest men.
The
people of Brooks as a class profess to be an
honest people, though there may be notable
exceptions. They profess to be a law-abiding people, and perhaps there may be exceptions to that. One of the men who has
been most blatant in denouncing this was,
a few years ago, one of the leaders in a crew
of men, not boys, who hanged and then
burned an effigy of the President of the
United States in the public square of
Brooks.
John H. Gordon.

There does not seem to he need for an
additional organization in support of prohibition, while in the other directions indicated there is certainly call for much
work for the

Merit

boys of opposite political belief. If Bryan
was elected they were together to make an
effigy of McKinley and burn it on the bonfire, and burn an effigy of Bryan if McKinley was elected; and this they did without
the knowledge of any man who had anything to do with the management of the Republican celebration. The allusion, or rather
quotation, of “pearls before swine,” is be-

too little attention to the enforcement of
all laws.

earnest

It

ed.

a member of the Universali9t
Sunday school,
and always earnest in the work by the
ladies and young people of that society. In
1875, in connection with Miss Hattie
A.
Clark
she
organized the Shakespeare Club, which still exists. Iu October,
188b, she was married to Mr. Towne and
with him moved to his home in Virginia
City, Nevada. Two years later they moved
to Seattle,
where Mr. Towne eugaged in
business. In her western home she was no
less popular than in Belfast, and soon had a
large circle of warm friends. She was a
most devoted wife and mother, her whole
thoughts and energies centering in the family circle. Of her it can truly he said, “none
knew her but to love her
Her husband
aud two children survive her, oue son Josiali, 5 years old, aud an iufant.

Is what gives Hood’s Sarsaparilla its great
popularity, its constantly increasing
6ales, and enables it to accomplish its
wonderful and unequalled cures. The

was a thing entirely unknown to any Republican of Brooks until it was accomplish-

the general opinion that iu the past too
much attention had been given to the discussion of the Maine prohibitory law and

McKinley said;
The people in

Brooks Celebration.

The

To the Editor of The Journal: The
Brooks correspondent of the Belfast Age
takes occasion to make some remarks in the
last issue of that paper not very complimentary to the Republicans of Brooks, in
regard to the burning of the effigy of Win.
J. Bryan. Allow me to state the matter in
its proper light. The burning of this effigy

<

iu
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Our Brooks correspondence
late for this issue.
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Thanksgiving ball
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at McKnox, Nov. 2(>th. Good
for those who wish. The
ordially invited.
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illations by the Govowing: Justice of the
V W. Abbott, Bucks::iun, Belfast : Isaac M.
W.

At

ladies of
earsing for a

\uks.
mites

which will be moved as soon
necessary changes can be made.
ness,

Monday evening,

tlie
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have been
Boston Tea

the

compauy
agons, which

I he

made

Co.’s
the
of the lat-

through openings

in
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^Prices That Talk

No matter what you see advertised as
we shall CPI A CI-I
their prices into smitherens from now on. If you see
lrV^n
anything that interests you, CUT IT OUT, and compare with what we show
you when you call at our store. Your money back if you want it.

|
|

-44 A

Cushing, Olmstead & Snow
Are

hand. The houses were decorated and
illuminated along the line of march, lifelong Democrats joining in the display, and
there were fireworks and red fire.
The
Normal School students took an active part
in the parade.

tine

quickly.

evidence that

we

also SLASH the

goods that

are

FURNISHING
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prices

we

bought right,
prices of all

broken in

quote
we

our

are

shall

regular

sizes, including

GOODS, HATS.CAPS.MACK-
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Men’s Ulsters.

sacrificing their stock to get out of

business

“Thanksgiving.” Sunday school at 12 m.
Big Funny Show. The
Conroy & Fox Young People’s meeting at 0, in the vestry.
company of comedians will he seen here at
Topic, “Jesus the Door.”
the Opera House on
Wednesday evening,
The Methodist Sunday school held a rally
November 24th, in their iudicrous success
at the vestry Sunday noon. The exercises
O I larity s \ acatiou,” the
comedy in which
with music by the school and prayer
they scored a big hit in Boston, Portland opened
by the pastor. The following papers were
aud Bangor last season. The
play was writ-

ley and Hobart last Saturday evening with
a torchlight procession, headed by the Cas-

Loud.*^

Very
bargains

A

Castine celebrated the election of McKin-

Unitarian church are
for a “Bazar of the
will take place at the
'dnesday afternoon ami
nth.
Fancy articles,

.>ns

••‘

Endeavor

vestry. Five cents will be charged
for each article of food or combination. This
is the second public supper and they will be
held at least once a month during the winter. All are invited.

rhe

The work of yarding the fish in Swan
Lake, preparatory to stripping is in progress

under the direction of R. T. Rankin. The
fish are large and in excellent condition.
Monday and Tuesday they took 50 landsoon begin....F. E.
Wiley has bought the locked salmon, weighing from 5 to 10 pounds,
packing cases of the Dana Sarsaparilla Co., and 150 trout, and began stripping Wedneswhich were stored in the
the work of
laboratory when day. When these are stripped,
the property was sold for a
shoe factory.... yarding will be continued.
Among the donations to the Odd Fellows
The Churches.
fair in Portland was a
gold finished pen
tray from Willis A. Cates....The Maine
The services at the North church next
Central is loading seven cars at Belfast and
Sunday will be as follows: Sermon by the
Citypoint with Christmas trees for New
pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills, at 10.45 a. in,; Sun\ork and Philadelphia. The trees are
cut
day school 12 m.; C. E. meeting at 0 p. m.;
in East
Belfast, Searsport and Swanville_ lecture
by the pastor at 7 p. m.
L. L. Gentner is
building a carriage house
at the Uuiversalist church
The
services
on Market
street, and A. D. Smalley is
building a stable at his place on Green uext Sunday will he as follows: Morning
street.
worship, with sermon, at 10 45. Subject,

in their

front.

Streets, New York.

It has rained all the summer aud
ail the fall, and the
reign of winter will

The ladles of the Universalist Church
hold a public supper on the European
plan, this (Thursday) evening at G o’clock,

the centre of the carenclosed in glass.
The

Harrison

Chat.

will

in

&

day night.

will be au exercise eutitled “The Juniors’
Love of Country,’’ consisting of marches,
songs and recitations. Admission 10 cents.

sent out
are

Baptist Juuior Christian

Bros., Ltd., Hudson

Sherman & Co. shipped 15 tons of
leatherhuard on steamer Penobscot to
Boston Mon-

Society will give an entertainment in the
Baptist vestry, Monday evening, November
23d, at seven o’clock. The entertainment

atly finished in white, ami
carrying capacity is large,
s

Lever

by relieving her of the terrors of the
“washday,” bringing brightness and comfort into the home
making her happy and cheerful.
Less ,al.nr

the

oftieers.

was

trains on the back
s|>ur track has been laid
i!i. Belfast turn-table for
•-moving the hank of cinders
•sed as ballast.
•ments

and

The meeting of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of
Veterans, next Monday evening will be an
the Metlioimportant one. The proposed revision of
Hag drill to the by-laws will come up for action, and
nominations will be made for next year’s

.’day of
•a

as

10 CASES OF THE *
*
CUSHING, OLMSTEAD A SHOW
*
*
STOCK FOR BELFAST.

cheers up the tired housewife
old time

Capt. E. L. French has hired the rooms on
High street under Hall’s photograph studio
and is fitting them up for his bakery busi-

Y., Kil-

The down train
late

extended to Mrs. Maria Maher recent bereave-

account of

ment.

for giving the
The items are
nterest in the paper can
v one better
way—a paid

ling

was

on

Sunlight, which brightens and gladdens everyone,

Sunlight Soap

meeting of Helping Hand CirKing’s Daughters, the sympathy of

tiie circle

do it.

N

Flowers flourish in the
and

recent

comber

Young, Matini-

Livingston,

a

cle of

apologize

't

received

Elmer Piper, who had an arm broken a
few weeks ago by being thrown from a
horse, had the same arm again broken last
week while at play on the school common.

v, tin

!larr\

was

too

19 GREY BLUE and OXFORD ULSTERS,
heavy and durable, our competitors
will say we stole these goods, but
money talks, the shortest price catches
the buyer, so we shall place the tigure

AT RIDICULOUS PRICES.
1

Call’s Hair IMarwear.

at

INTOSHES, ETC.

CASE MEN’S

$5.97.
JUST ONE-HALF PRICE.

Men’s Suits.

50c. gootli, now vis>c.

26 ULSTERS, FINE SHETLAND HEAVY
read
GREAT SLAUGHTER IN
linings,
the The
>•( Superintendents, Miss Isabel Ginn.
Duty
30
HEAVY
DARK
COLORED
SUITS,
hands of such excellent Irish comedians as Work in the
Sunday School,
93.
made
to
sell
at
Mrs. Ti'eston Wadi in.
\s v know
87.00, good wearers and
Conroy & Fox to he, it is easy to Relation of the
Sunday school to the Church,
pretty patterns. Our price:
anticipate that another good laugh, is m waitMaurice E. Davidson.
13 OF C. O. & S.'s FINEST, SILK SLEEVE
The Belfast Gun Club will have a shootpleasing operetta, “A
ing for us. The piece is not only possessed 'L'lie duty of Scholars to the Sunday school,
linings, tailor made 815.00 Ulsters go- 810.00 box coats, velvet collars, cemented
Miss
Mitchell.
will be given by some
S3.29.
ing match Thanksgiving Day ou the Con- of a funny story, and side-spiitting situa- What lias the -M. E. Sunday schoolMyrtle
been doing in
ing at
seams, now
Miss
! ient.
Lena
Sanborn.
gress street grounds, if pleasant: if stormy,
Belfast,
tions, but is enlivened with many novel
$11.75.
The pastor, Rev. G. G. Winslow, made
in Belfast Opera House. There will be rifle
is
specialty features, all of which are new
50 SUITS AT
$4.79.
meeting of the Hamp—---—
|
bri-f remarks on Sunday School work, and
matches for 22 rifles, 25 yards, 3 shots per
this season. The stars are old
U eetric Street Railway
favorites in
presented each one present with a souvenir
5 men : best score gets a chicken. Trap
Portland and Bangor and are sure of a
$5.00 Each.
-’tli. Uie fol.owing direc- man,
hearty card. A short time was devoted
Men's and Hoys' Hats,
to the Sun$ ,23
H'-vry L Mitchell, E. C. shooting for everybody Guns furnished to reception on their first visit to Belt ist.as their j
this lot are line Ail Wool CassiAmong
day School lesson and the services closed
those who wish by members of the club.
$1.00 Whips,
.25
H. W. Mayo, Hampden; I.
reputation has long preceded them.
sell at £10.00 to £13.00.
made
to
meres,
a- itli music.
25 OV ERCOATS AT
2 pairs 25 rent Braces,
V
.25
;ker, New Haven; Chicken shooting at G5 yards.
New Advertisements.
They all go for $5.00, however, as
Now, with busi- 1
Services at the
s,
Methodist Episcopal
2 pair 25 cent Wool Hose,
v
H. Wagner, New
Dr. F. E. Freeman has been appointed lioss reviving and prices
25
long as they last.
advancing, is the
ro.-T >rs' meeting these ofMen's $1.50 Blue Flannel
$5.00.
l'-cal agent of the New England Livestock time to buy, and Starrett proposes to further church Sunday will bo as follows: At 0.45,
<»
H
U. Mitchell, presiInsurance Co., a company which insures stimulate trade by a mark-down salt; of Love feast; 1 45, sermon by the pastor, folShirts non’
Black, Blue and Grey, Kersey Blue
us
28 SUITS, DARK and MEDIUM COLlowed by tbe H<>iy Communion ; 12 m., Sun'v sey. treasurer; J[. W.
dress goods, including remnants and many
hve stock against death from sickness or
Chinchillas, worth 88.00. If you buy 75c.fine fleeced Underwear. .43
double and single breasted, all
ors,
2.:»0
W.)i-R has begun on an
p. in., special memorial seraccident. The policies cover free veterin- of this fall's styles in dress pattern lengths. day school;
nothing else come to us for your win- : Men’s $3.00 Bants,$
l.;)S
vices to Mr. Winfield Maeomber, late miswool,
Bangor to Winterport, 111 ary attendance to the insured animals, and The sale will also include a new lot ami new sionary to Africa : 4
ter Overcoat.
Our Black and Blue
p. in.. Junior League
Boys' line Knee Bants,
.43
ad will he pushed to coruare so guarded as to make the business safe
styles of tlanneletts and ilee.-e-lim d wrap- ! meeting: 0 p m., Epworth League meeting,
Nobby Overcoats, made raw edge, is
Camels Hair UnderBoys'
‘‘Christ’s
isr next.
to
His
topic,
DisciTestimony
for the insured and at the same time guard
pets, shawls, jackets, rapes, underwear, etc. |
only
We have paid C. O. & S. £10.00 for the
I
7
m. song and prayer services,
wear,
,03
topic,
....Carle & Jones’offer of a Miller lamp ples;” p.
against frauds on the company.
$9.75.
“The Almost Christian;” Acts 20:28 2D.
very same quality goods less than a
■"j ’tult-nt of tli** Bangor
Men's Heavy Cloves,
with each >10 dinner set is good for hut one
,20
Nov.
there
Saturday
will
sold
21st,
be
at
evening,
a
unit eribbage, wliist ami
£13.00.
Just.
year ago. They
List of unclaimed letters remaining in the
quickly
8;» 00 to 85 00 less then their worth. |
musical rehearsal at i.oO; Monday evening,
week longer, as there are only ten
It must make this firm sick to see these
lamps i Nov. 2:! 1.
Belfast post otiice for the week ending Nov.
j pillar games here fur
quarterly conference, conducted
left. Buy a set for
and
.iiui mentions as
Thanksgiving
get by Rev. W. W. Ogier, Presiding Elder. A
elegant suits passed over the counter
14. IS!*r>.
Ladies—Miss Melissa Blood, Miss
among
your lamp free.... Horse for sale cheap at lull attendance is desired. The usual
at $6.93.
week
players, Capt. Charles Mamie Brown, Hattie M. Edmunds, Mrs.
the b ranc.is Shoe S; ore. See advt. for
will
be
held.
par- evening meetings
!1 Sanborn, Ahlen D Chase,
Ida M. Stevens. Miss Helen Sibley, Mrs.
Boston, Out. 2". TSub.
tieulars... .Girl wanted to do general houseMB. II. \V. (’ L \ B K
s. Jr., Harry Clifford ami
Zubie
Webster.
Gentlemen—John K.
The Belfast Schools.
Dkau Sir —We have shipped you
work at 14 High street, Belfast_Mr. E.
23 SUITS AT
1'Im expert checker
1
eases of etothiujr at
\ otir
>\cn
players Bailey, L). M. Murphy, Mr. Thomas Plant,
Rouudy and Eva M. Roundy publish a card
prices. « Hir loss is your jam. Y.
Bred W. Brown of the
small sizes, 34, 35 and 30. If you are
The following circular from SuperintendEach.
post Mr. G. C. Bidley, Lee Skinner. Ship Let- of thanks-A.
can assure your customers hi
values.
I
A.
Howes
&
have
hot
I ent Brick is
Co.,
" bite, L. H.
a small man buv one of these
as our u'o.-.is are eut to lit and made
March, city ters— Capt. Frank A. Plummer, schr. B. L. water
being circulated by members
in the besi possible maimer.
bottles, syringes and other rubber ! of the School
Gushing, Oluistead & Snow’s pride
Hiram Chase. In German Sherman; Mr
Committee:
Muggins Bobbins, schr. goods... .Willis A. Cates
Yours res'p'y
a card of I
stylish plaids, elegant cutaway clay
publishes
■< A. Follett is
There
CrsiitNo.oi.MsTKAr) Y Snow.
are
in
the
very expert,
Charles Billings.
lower grades of our city
thanks.
worsteds, some of the finest goods they
schools between fifteen and twenty pupils,
B. ardman, Esu., author of
The Portland Press says that some anximade: would be cheap at £13.00. They
Farm Buildings Burned. The buildings in the neighborhood of 12,1k, and 14 years of
is ranked as one of the
age, who are held back owing to a deiiety had been felt for Capt. Allen, the coast- of Mrs. Cordelia
won’t last long at $11.75.
’’ *'rs in the State.
ALL WOOL ami INDIGO COLOR,
Brown on the Augusta road
There are
in
one
or two essential
cieney
and
wise missionary, who left that port in the
studies,
whist clubs composed of
(formerly the Luther Smith place) about 2 who are making no progress owing to the
southeast gale of Nov. 5th. bound to the eastami uncongeniality of their
miles troin the eity, were burned
nelude some expert players.
Tuesday inconsistency These
are waiting
ward, hut a letter lias been received assursurroundings.
only to ;
Mrs.
her
evening.
and
Brown,
daughter
e.
B. F. Patterson was arhe relieved by the law of
compulsory age,
ing his safety. He writes that he had the the
and
Charles
W.
will
daughter’s
husband,
into
the
world poorly equipped
Stephengo
rt last
Saturday on charge roughest experience of his sea life. “At
The buildings were for the battle of life. Iris proposed that a
son, lived on the place.
iu Bangor, and was turn- one time I would not have
given ten cents totally destroyed with most of their con- special school be started wherein these de'Cheers of Penobscot county. for the boat,
linq lent pupils may be placed and special 1
myself, and all on board, but tents. The place was owned
by Mrs. Brown teaching be done along the line of their
:' "1- Patterson hired a
team
God helped us and we came out all right.
and was valued at about $2,000, on which greatest weakness.
n Bangor to
go to West The boat proved her strength and soundness she
There is another class, already out of
had an insurance of $1,000. She saved a
turn the next
school, who I think would go were* it not for
day. Nothing and ability as a seaboat.” The lieafy sea
of
her
household
portion
effects.
Mr.
the Team for two weeks, when
being classed with the younger children. In
OPERA HOUSE.
forced the water up the centreboard box
Stephenson loses all his personal property, size they are large, in attainments small.
tt (. aiiideu, but Patterson
had and displaced the cap and hooded the cabin.
his horse and carriage. The loss in- Such make poor citizens and furnish mateexcept
Nov. 25th.
r«*i curly returned to Maine
rial for lawbreakers.
But they managed to pull through and
It is believed that
cludes 2 cows, several calves, a hog, GO liens,
ui
f Belfast
many of these would return to school volunlearning of it anchored in Muscongus hay at two o'clock, 300 bushels of
apples, his winter’s supply of tarily, although beyond the age of compul- EVENT OF THE SEASON.
FIRST APPEAR
arresting him in Frankfort after a five hours' run.'’
hay, grain, vegetables, etc., and all his sory education, if they could mingle among
ANCE HERE OF THE FAMOUS
:T,-rs.n; admits having taken
mates of their own age in their studies.
“To
We have had a good sale of 1>XIN 1NXTK ^lTTi*^ for the last two
household effects and clothing. He had no be a
Shipping
Items.
The
loss
of
the
old
man among men” is a
• >s h** rude off with a
woman.
principle that exinsurance.
His
brother
tends
back
even
Albert
had
to
his
childhood.
schooner Mayflower is reported. She was
weeks, and every purchaser has been pleased with the lamp that we
tm at Camden and went to
I believe this condition is one of thecauses
goods stored there and they were all burned.
oi
r.
Patterson at. one time built in 1824, and had long been owned and
have GIVEN THEM.
of so much truancy and that the
experiment
of Comedians, Singers and Dancers, in
Mr. Stephenson was in the barn and har-• < r in
is worth trying. You are asked to subscribe Company
Hull.W. C. Marshall’s sailed bv Capt. Nutter, who was always actheir
Great
Success,
There are only 10 of these lamps left, and there is but nee week left
Comedy
eouipained by bis wife, and often they com- nessed his horse about 7 o’clock to come to for this purpose that the experiment may he
t y.
tried.
the city, and left everything
the
unable
to
apparently
nmake this offer.
find
we ca
prised
crew, being
any
Buy a set f-*r TInnksgO dig and get yamTiie storm on the coast
Mr. A. C. Sibley of the School Committee
all right.
The cause of the tire is unone who would risk his life by
with
going
FREE*
as very severe, and the stramlamp
them.Sell. Minetta, which sailed from known. There was some delay in getting raised SCO among the employes of the shoe
obliged to put into Glcuithe lire alarm sounded. Word first came in factory.
for Boston, with lumber,
——.
Bangor
Saturday
I.V EM>Os.
_-a-OPEN
i:" until '• o’clock
(Saturday was m Boothbay outer harbor Monday, wa- that Capt. Ansel Wadsworth’s buildings
Superintendent Brick has written to the Which made such a tremendous Hit in Boston.
n Ib-stou and Gloucester
various Superintendents in Waldo
were burning, and could be saved if the enPortland and Bangor Last Season.
County
terlogged. The sch Waterloo from Bangor,
d the first snow storm of the
gine would come out. The alarm was rung to arrange for a meeting to he held soon in The Funniest, l’lay Produced in Years. A Laugh
with lumber, was outside with sails gone
"C ong \\ X. E. wind.
to Finish.
from
Start
in by the police, but was not sounded for the interests of systematized work
Pretty Girls, Sweet SingAfter and
among ers, Graceful Dancers.
leaking.. .Sch. Susan N. Pickering lias
Kvcrvidling NEW and
she had a N. \\ gale and
half an hour.
the
The
nearly
and
watchman
at
teachers
UP-TO-DATE!
His
Superintendents.
been on Burnham's railway, Boston, for
plan
hr'.fast until s :io p. m.. .The I
mill did not blow, because is for each
Mathews
Bros’,
and
Best Farce Conn
the
Positively
Biggest
to
meet the
Superintendent
cleaning and patching metal.Brown &
lie had received so many false alarms re- teachers of his town at least
g the only boat on the B. &
edy Company on the Road.
S^TVFTJIIilL.
once a month
Co.’s Freight Circular reports no improveand the watchman at Critchett & for consultation, study of
heavy freight every trip.... ment of a
PRluKS 35 AND 50 CENTS.
methods, etc., and
general character during the past cently,
j
;ne, owned by G. H. Kimball
in
was
the
Sibley’s
upper part of the build- at the meeting of the Association in Stock- Secure seats in advance at City Drug Store.
week. Tonnage for ease oil to the far East
’•> os on the marine railway of
ing going the rounds and did not hear the ton Springs next May, to have a report
is required by shippers, but the market is
j
■■rd. Boston, receiving a new
bell in tlie engine room. A pair of horses from each town.
bare of suitable vessels, and few are offered
YOU WANT
The schools will close Wednesday afterundergoing repairs to her con- firm for forward loading. Some business was hitched to a hand engine and with a
£ * 3
Emeline will probably tie up has
crew went out as far as the
Nov.
25th
for
the
trotting park, noon,
been completed during the interval for
Thanksgiving recess,
when
word
came
that
the
were
hr winter.. The steamer Rockand re-open the foliowing Monday. On acbuildings
December, January, February aud March,
too far goue for them to do any good, and
count of this closing the meetings of the
-r
m the river route
Monday, and in most instances full previous rates
roand, Mondays, Wednesdays have been secured, though to Shanghae one they returned. Chief Engineer Welch has teachers will be postponed until December.
since made arrangements by which such deat s o’clock a. m.; and
Bangor vessel was obtained at a slight concession.
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh that Contain
Lowest Prices
Direct from the Manufacturers.
ursdays and Saturdays at 7 The market is regarded as somewhat easier lays will not occur in the future.
Mercury,
\
Years
Eleven
a
Experience.
:■ :rrs will
Specialty.
in
due
Repairing
to more liberal offerings of disbe as follows: MasEast Belfast. Mrs. Porter Nasli, who as mercury will surely destroy the sense of smell
tone,
OF ALL KINDS. BUY THE5 AT
1
W. Curtis; pilot, Addison tant tonnage. There has been a considerable
has
been visiting friends in Lawrence, and completely derange the whole system when
it through the mucous surfaces. Such
F. S. Pierce; engineer, Sam- falling off in the demand for coal
tonnage to Mass., returned last week_Miss Jennie entering
Where they are made.
has been decided not to with- the East, but rates have not been unfavor- Ford has gone to New York, where she ex- articles should never he used except on prescripStore formerly occupied by W. C. Marshall.
tions from reputable physicians, as the damage
Be sure and try our Molasses Kisses,
it s from the route at the close
to
remain
for
the
owners
out
for
full
pects
winter_Herbert
ably influenced,
holding
beat
them
all.
will
do
fold
to
the
is
ten
an
they
They
good you
possin the river, but to continue
Also our home made Chocolates,
previous quotations-Three fishing vessels Ellis and wife visited Mr. Ellis’ father, E. bly derive from them. Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manafter the Penobscot is taken
only 25c. per lb.
W. Ellis, Sunday-Last Thursday night
were in port Tuesday, the sch. W. H. Davidufactured by F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo., O.,
‘•••wiston is now being fitted for son with live cod, and the sch. Wild Hose
we make our own candies and
three ladies armed themselves with torches contains no
C3p*Remember
and
is
taken
actmercury,
internally,
they are all pure and fresh.
business. F. W. Pote is to re- aud sloop Startle with corned fish_Sch. and started for Mason’s Mills. Coming to a ing directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces
James Holmes is loading hay at F. G.
of
the
Hall
Catarrh Cure be
ms as agent at Belfast, Dec.
niXER’S CANDY STORE,
1st, White’s for Boston-Sch. Maggie Mulvey house that was not lighted up they conclud- sure system.theIn buying it is s taken
you get
genuine,
Cirough the season as steward Amboy for Gloucester with coal, was towed ed that a silver man lived there, and so they and is made in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. internally
8w45
67 Church St., Belfast.
Cheney &
Roads Monday morning, cheered for
Co. Testimonials free.
Bangor... .The Castine made info Nantasket
McKinley until their throats
lost
in
sails
a
75c.
bottle.
off
JE^Sold
price
by
per
having
Druggists,
southwesterly gale
from Belfast to Goose Falls
Highland Bight. The vessel was leaking began to smart. They only gave up when
about 50 strokes per hour.
It was thought they lost their speech and found that the
ring a passenger to the train,
at one time that it would he necessary to
p of 2.1 miles was made in 2
parties were enjoying the illumination in
abandon the vessel, but with aid from the
minutes, including the stop at life-saving station she was brought to a the city.... Walter Clark of VYinterport vis\ S there is an inferior grade of cigars being put
safe a nchorage.
ited his uncle, Mr. Isaac Sherman, last week.
The time is near at hand when the new fi up under my brand, “Belfast,*’ made of inferior stock. I eaution all buyers to see that my
.Misses Cleora
and
of
for
audios, &c., will be ofattractively decorated
g the different nations, a
■d "i- the European plan,
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$6.93.
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Boys’

Reefers,

j

$11.75

j

$10.00

Reefers for

-•

$5.00.

j

«
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Wednesday,

=

10 LEFT and 1 LEFT.

CONROY <£ FOX

1

CARLE & JONES, 21 Main St, Belfast.
^.33^L'JVESS,

Jeweler to tlie

j

JF

■

ItfEW GOODS.

NEW STORE!,

THE FRESHEST,
THE PUREST,
AND BEST CANDIES

■

Notice!

To the Farmers of Waldo Co:

Haney

Mitchell

Beautiful Boils
FREE.
Five beautiful dolls, lithographed on cardboard, eight inches high. Can be cut out and
put together by the children—no pasting.
Each doll has two complete .suits. American, French, Spanish, Russian, Chinese,
Japanese, German, Swiss, Turkish and Indian costumes. All parts being interchangeable, many combinations can be made,
affording endless amusement and instruction. A high-class series of dolls, patented
and manufactured for us exclusively and
not to be compared with the numerous
cheap paper dolls on the market.

How To Get Them.
Cut from five outside wrappers of None Such
Mince Meat the head of the girl holding pie.
Send these with ten cents in silver—wrapped
in paper—and your full name and address, and
we will send the dolls postpaid.
Or we will
send them free for twenty heads of the girl.
Send only the heads to avoid extra postage.
Frcnt-h Poll.

Ill 111 11 ill 111 ill

lill. WilllliilH

MERREI.L-SOULE CO., SYRACUSE, N. Y.
llllllimiiiiHiiiimiimimiimim

mu mini mini

mi mimMnmmni

Myrtle

visited Miss

Flora Sherman last
week.Charlie Carrow, who has been
visiting in Bangor, has returned home....
Those who attended the Teachers' Institute
Friday were Mrs. George Leavett, Miss
Rosa Coombs and Mrs. Fred Savery....A
little girl after enjoying the celebration
Thursday night asked her mother the next

morning

if

McKinley

was

ever

president

When told that he had not, she said
“Well, perhaps my papa will be next time.”
_Quite a number illuminated their homes
Thursday night. Among them were Mr.
Levi Curtis, Mrs. Loviua Pliilbrook, B. Kelley, Elmer Rankin, Isaac Sherman, Fred
Savery and Thomas Taylor. The reason the
reporter’s house was in darkness was that
his family were absent at the time_The
morning after the illumination the wife of
one of our Republicans hearing the whistle
belonging to our new' shoe factory, stepped
to the door where her husband was at work
and w anted to know if that was not Bryan’s
death groan... .Miss Florence Gilmore visitbefore.

ed Mrs. Fred Savery a few- days last week.
_Miss Mary Stevens of Swauville is visiting Mrs. George Leavett for a few days....
Mrs. Kate Leary returned Saturday from a
visit to friends in Massachusetts and Middletown, Conn-Leslie Bean, who has
been visiting at his home in Greenbush, returned home Monday.

crop
hay will be ready
is essentially necessary that
he pressed in such manner

market,

and it

the same should
as to command
This can best he
Dedriek Coin m

highest market price.
accomplished by using a
bian Press, three of which are now ready to
start in the vicinity of Belfast. Hay put up
by these presses is sought for and acknowledged by all dealers to bring higher prices
than the same quality of hay put up by other
the

presses.
Dedriek
common

From twelve to thirteen tons of
pressed hay can be loaded in a
box car at a saving in freight of 35

shippers and 20 per cent,
more hay can be pressed in a given time
than with the old style presses.
These presses are being introduced and
placed within the reach of the farmers at
considerable expense by the owners and we
ask the farmers of Belfast and vicinity to

MAIN STREET, BELFAST, MAINE.

75

Mixer’s,

Tilt-

People.

It is
name appears on the box as manufacturer.
a well known fact that tlx
se who have used these
cigars have found them to he superior to all other
o-eent goods. Any dealer who handles the genuine
“Belfast,” can honestly say:

“I sell the BEST 5=CENT
CIGAR on the market.”
“Belfast” is a registered brand, and can only be
manufactured by myself.
Any infringment on
this brand will be prosecuted. Beware of imitations.
lyr+51p

Having visited NVv York ami Peyton and
made

a very thorough examimu ion .-i a!!
tie NEW a lid DESIR Mil.I
STALES
millinery, we feel roundem. wc can please

$1.00,

our customers

| npHIS
*

week

n nreat

we

are

bargain in

offering

co-operate with us in this matter and make
standard of Waldo county hay equal in
preparation to that of any section of the

country from which hay is shipped.
The Dedriek presses will be managed by
Freeman Ellis & Sons, South Brooks; Herbert Hauili:
South Brooks, and Charles
Barnes of W; 'do. Communications to any
of the ai, ve paities will receive prompt attention.

F. G. WHITE-,
L T. SH VLES & CO.
Belfast, Sept.

_

■

189b —9w39.

our

goods ami

t-u- in

Miss Florence Wells

a

I. L. PERRY, Maker.

will

charge of the trimming departand as she is diiect from one >1 the
largest and most stylish work rooms in
have

ment,

YOU

*

SHOULD

*

SMOKE

Boston, where she has been

per cent, to the

the

with

trimming.

SWAN LAKE
5c.

CIGARS

for

5c.

wiiy v
1st.
They are made by one of the best cigar
makers in New England.
The stock is selected by an expert on
2d.
tobacco.
3d. They are made in a clean factory in Belfast.
4th. They are positively the best five-cent cigar
market.
ever placed on th
Ask for and insist on having Swan Lake fiveFor sale by all cigar dealers.
cent cigar.

H. E. BRADMAN, Manufacturer.
Belfast, Nov. 19,1896.—Hu47

Equity Grange of Belfast opened a literSaturday between the mar-

SI.OO.

This

shoe is
sold for

worth and is usually
$i.2$. We have the following
styles in button and lace—Needle, Opera, Broadway and Common

There will

work with

|

milliners, she is prepared to give
you all the new ideas. We keep constantly oil hand a full line of

Sense.

B^“-We still have

a

few dozen

of those Ladies’ 19c. Gaiters
left.

ary contest last

ried and unmarried members.
be two trials by each side.

at

first-class

B. C. DINSMORE.

M It S.
15.
F.
\V FLLS.
Belfast, Oct. H, 1 si*t>.—4ltf
Osii’cl of

Thanks

We wish to publicly thank the ladies an d
gen
tlenieu of ( ii\ point and the members of the
Non-Partisan W. C. T. E. for their kind and
generous favors -luring our kite bereavement.
Most respeetfullv,
MR. E. KOENDY.
KVA M. Kill NDY.
Belfast, Nov. 17. 1 Sim,.

Pain-Killer,
(PERRY DAVIS’.)
A Sure and Safe Remedy in every case
and every kind of Bowel Complaint is

;

Pain-Killer.
!

This is a true statement and It can’t be
made too strong or too emphatic.

<

It is

«

To aid in the formation of similar orin all parts of the country, for
the purpose of extending loyal and earnest
support to the chief executive of the government in the arduous duties of his office; to encourage patriotic love for our
country as a united whole, and to break
down and obliterate sectionalism; to maintain our national credit and integrity upon
a sound money basis; to uphold law and
order, and secure prosperity for our people; to promote the election of members
of the national Legislature, in the Senate
and House of Representatives, who are in
sympathy with this movement, and who
will distinctly represent the business interests of tlie country; to present a strong
and united front to the party of repudiation and disruption, who, in their hour of
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given Tuesday after10th, in the banquet ball of

and
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guests present were
Gen. Horace Dorter, Cornelius N. Hliss,
Carl Sehurz, Gen. Louis Fitzgerald, President of the Mercantile Trust, Seth Low,
D. O. Mills, and J. Edward Simmons,
President of the Fourth National bank.
Mr. Seligman, in the course oi' some
remarks, emphasized the importance of
joint action in the future by the Republicans and the national Democrats in settling the currency question. He paid a
tribute to work for national honor and
credit done by Mr. Hanna, and then introduced that gentleman.
Mr. Hanna said t hat he felt that he was
addressing au important body of New
York bankers, and bespoke of the general
work oi the campaign.
The present organization oi the liepublican party, and
also ot the national Democratic party, he
understood, would* remain iu the held to
fuitLei the good work so auspiciously begun.
Mr. Ilanna said also that the new Administration would begin its work without any pledges, and wholly untrammeled
in the selection of a Cabinet, a statement
wliivh was heartily
Mr.
applauded.
Hanna said that he hoped they would be
able to enlist all good citizens in the cause
represented, by the national banner.
Abram S Hewitt said that, as one who
had had experience in conducting a national campaign, he knew what Mr. Hanna had gone through, and lie congratulated him upon the generalship which lie
had displayed. Mr. Hewitt paid a high
compliment to Maj. McKinley, and concluded by asking that he be permitted to
enroll himself under the banner of the
National Democratic party, and by proposing as a toast the success of the incoming Administration, to which lie
pledged the support of himself and of all
patriotic Democrats.
Gen. Dorter, Car! Sehurz and several
others also spoke, and the general opinion was expressed that, after so many
years of stormy discussion in the country,
absolute rest was needed and no new political question should be pushed to the
front to disturb business.
It was felt
that business men should have an opportunity to build up national industries and
it that were done there would be such an
advance iu general prosperity tbi t laboring men as well as business men would feel
the beneficial results of the election.
or
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Equitable building in honor of Mark
A. Hanna by Isaac A. Seligman of the organizations
banking house oi J. A W. Seligman A Co. ganization of
the
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to

continue during
the ensuing four years the assault upon
the honor and integrity of our country;
that immediate steps be taken to secure
the formation and co-operation of other
similar organizations and to arrange for
an early meeting of delegates from such
renew

ness

to

perfect

a

the national

permanent

league

or-

of busi-

men.

GOV.

O’FAIiREI.I. OX T1IE SITUATION.

Gov. O’Farrell of Virginia in a published interview expresses himself strongly on
the result of the election, which he considers has saved the country from disas“1 am a Democrat,” he. said, “and
ter.
have always been and shall always be in
principle, but 1 want none of the Mrs.
Lease-Altgeld-Tillmau-Bryan combination
in mine.
“1 am sorry that the good people of the
South cut loose from those who sent the
most capital into her midst for the development of her industries and tied herself
to the little ‘silver burros’ of the West.
When did any of those western silver
States ever send a dollar into the South
that would aid in the development of its
industries? Has not nearly every dollar
come from the North? But they cut loose
from the North, spit in the teeth of New
York, Massachusetts and Connecticut and
other States which have spent money in
developing her infant industries. I have
stood by the Democratic party for 34
1
years and worked hard for its success.
had to cut loose from it when 1 refused to
vote for Horace Greeley, a Republican,
and this time 1 could not vote for Bryan,
a

Populist.”
Literary

News and Notes.

Estes A Lauriat will issue a new book
Mrs. Laura E. ltichards, before the
holidays, entitled “Isla Ileron,” a companion volume to “Nautilus.” It is profusely illustrated by Frank T. Merrill.
Isla Heron is written in the author’s usual
charming manner aud will be eagerly read
by all lovers of her famous prose idylls,

by

Capt. January,

Melody, Narcissa, etc.,

etc.

Sothoron’s magazine for November appears in handsome covers appropriate to
The contents
the Thanksgiving season.
include eight readable short stories and
articles.
Among the more noticeable are
“A Hungry Flat Incident,” “Santa Domingo City,” and “A Field Daisy.” The
department “Thoughts and Thinkers,”
contains much of interest and value.

Babyhood completes its twelfth year

The number
with the November issue.
is rich in practical hints for young mothers.
Prof. J. Lewis Smith, one of the
highest clinical authorities on the diseases of children, writes on some of the
obstacles to the successful rearing of children, and points out how such difficulties
Dr. C. G. Kerley demay be lemoved.
scribes iiow to bathe children in health
and disease, and A. lv. Bond treats of the
How to
education of weakly children.
deal with untruthful children is the subject of another suggestive paper.

IT.

ardent free-silverite, the
most sceptical observer of political events,
must 1-c convinced by the result of last
Tuesday's election that the people of the
United States will nui tolerate the free
coinage of silver at 10 to 1.
If the sound-money sentiment were exactly the McKinley vote the result would
be decisive and final.
But beyond all
quisiiiin the sound-m"m*y sentiment is
tar stvongei than the McKinley vote.
Dwight L. Moody, the famous evangelist,
1 i.c 1 c
pei’uaps l,t)U0,0OU Demo- has made a contract with The Ladies’
>'■
who io jjoi heiieve in the free aud
Home Journal, by which he will conduct
ui hi died >oi,i !gc .?i silver and yet voted
in that magazine a seiies of popular Bible
|
1"
Bjv;ii:.
were
Democrats
who
They
studies in the form of a great National
th ek :;:a; the prcsci va;i<»n of their party
It will be made into a reguBible ( lass.
organization is more important :hau the
lar and permanent department of the
n o!u \
question, «»r Democrats w ho felt
aud is to be known as “Mr.
that, having taken part in the primaries, Journal,
Bible Class." The evangelist will
they Mere bound by the action of the Moody's lead his unique ‘’Bible Class”
personally
party's highest convention. McKinley’s each
month in the exposition of some of
election is not the triumph of the Repubthe vital Bible truths, and will naturally
lican party, but of the cause of sound
to a large circle of readers.
While every free-silver vote in appeal
currency.
.he country that was cast went for Bryan,
The November number of that weluy no means tlie full sound-money vote come household monthly, the Ameriwas given to
can Kitchen Magazine, comes to us laden
McKinley.
The free-silver agitators must perceive with good tilings.
Among the many merithis; the Democratic party cannot aflord torious articles are the following: “The
to ignore it.
It will be useless to con- Evolution of Methods of Heating and
tinue the demand for the free and unlim- Cooking,” “The Chemistry of Cooking
ited coinage of silver at 10 to 1, it would and cleaning,” and “Some Suggestions
be worse than folly for the Democracy to for the Conduct of a Kitchen Garden.”
adhere to it as a party issue.
Common Thanksgiving menus of the past and
sense should have its sway,
even with
present are given, and, as usual, Mrs.
those who honestly believe that the free Lincoln’s department “From Day to Day”
coinage of silver would be a great boom is one of the acceptable features of the
to the country.
They should look the number.
tacts squarely in the face and accept their
Ever alive to the artistic tastes of the
logic. They should realize that their
The Art Amateur gives this month
ideas cannot prevail, and that the only times,
a lavish selection of examples of the work
result of continued silver agitation would
of the early English masters, the “craze”
be 11* disturb business.
We must believe
The number is
for which still continues.
tin t :hi> will be the conclusion both of
than usually rich w ith its two charmtin free-silver leaders and of the masses, more
colored supplements—one a rich,
wh
have been carried away by the free ing
bright and glowing study of geraniums by
siivei movement.
[Atlanta, Ga., Jour- Clara
Goodyear, the other a delightful
nal, Bryan.
study of out-door life by Rlioda Holmes
Dl.MOC li ATS TO CO-OPEIIATE Ml Til
Xieholls, about which, by the bye, the
MCKIXEEY.
editor has a curious tale to tell in his
Indianapolis, Iud, Nov. 10, 1896. Xote Book. It is a story of a stolen picWord lias gone out from the headquarters ture of which more will doubtless be
of the National Democratic party here to heard later.
But as usual the real value
gold Democrats everywhere that they will of the magazine lies in the practical
be expected to co operate with the Mc- papers for art students of all classes,
Kinley administration in any effort that i There are designs for the new fashionable
painting—inlinite suggesmay be made to reform the currency sys- j marqueterie
tern.
Chairman Bynum of the gold tions, designs and motives, including
Democratic national committee sent let- some useful Don’ts for china painters (inters of advice in all directions to-day, and deed there is no magazine so useful to the
then said for publication that there was china painter as The Art Amateur.) Metal
one
grave duty devolving upon gold Work and Pyrograpliy on Wood and on
1 )emocrats.
Leather—the latter especially, are handled
•‘They must stand by and support the in detail, and valuable hints are given.
McKinley administration in carrying on Some English ideas for House Decoration
the refoim necessary to the perfection of will be found both novel and useful, and
our system of currency,” he said.
“It the illustrated description of Mr. Harry
has been the policy of each leading party Fenn, the artist’s home, will be read with
to obstruct legislation proposed by the interest.
Landscape Painting, Still-life
other, in the hope that some party ad- Painting, Sketching, Illustrating, Advice
result
from
such
t«*
Art
action.
Students, Art Notes and Hints,
vantage might
In my judgment, the time lias arrived are all practical and good, and the numwhen all those who have the best inter- ber is more than usually complete in every
ests of the country at heart must aid in department.
The publisher authorizes us
the accomplishment of such reforms as to repeat the offer made by him last month
are absolutely necessary to a restoration
to send to any one who quotes this notice,
of complete prosperity.
Exactly what a specimen copy of this issue together
legislation should be enacted is a matter with the valuable little “Manual of Practo be thoroughly studied, and this subtical Hints for Beginners,” post free, on
ject should be committed to our most receipt of 25 cents, the usual price of the
statesmen
and
1
financiers.
experienced
magazine being 55 cents or s4.00 a year.
feel confident that the sound money Applicants should ask for the list of specDemocratic organization is willing to give ial offers to new subscribers this year.
all the assistance in this direction within (Montague Marks, 2o Union Square, New
its power.”
York.)
Mr. Bynum looks with favor on the
suggestion that, as Indianapolis was the. $2 a Year for The Journal and Tribune.
birthplace of the National Democratic
The Recorder of New York has disconparty, it would be wise to call in this city
a meeting of representatives of commertinued publication and turned oxer its entire
cial bodies of the country to discuss the
mail lists to the New York Tribune. The
financial system and frame such suggesRecorder was a very popular paper
tions to Congress as may be deemed nec- Weekly
and many of its attractive features are now
essary.
found in the Weekly Tribune, which is furnBUSINESS MEN’S LEAGUE TO FIGHT HEPUished free to all who pay their subscriptions
DIATION.
to The Journal one year in advance. With
Philadelphia, Pa., Nov. 10, 1896.
all the local news,
Realizing that life is still left in the ele- The Journal furnishing
ments which combined to promote the and much other matter of local interest, and
silver agitation, the McKinley and Hobart the Tribune to supply the news of t he world,
business men’s national campaign com- political and general, with fashions, housemittee met to-night and organized an as- hold science and mechanics,
literary and
sociation to be known as the Philadelphia
other departments, stories and miscellany,
Branch of the National Reague of Busiin all, it is a very taking combinaness Men.
Similar organizations are to 20 pages
be formed in other cities. The object of tion at $2 a year. Subscriptions may begin
the new league is explained in the follow- at any time, and if desired the two papers
will be sent to different addresses.
ing resolutions:
most

j
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of Mark.

Strong Tribute to
Elect McKinley.

President-

Dr. R. S. MacArthur of New York delivered a splendid panegyric of Presidentelect McKinley in Tremont Temple, Boston, Nov. 11 tit, that made the galleries
applaud and the sedate banqueters of the
Baptist Social Union rise as one individual and wave their handkerchiefs in ap-

proval.

It was at the banquet of the Baptist Social Union, which opened the session of
1890-07 with a “Ladies’ Night Festival”
in the Temple.
Rev. Dr. MacArthur,
Rev. Russell II. Conwell, D. D. of Philadelphia and Rev. A. /. Conrad, D. D. of
Worcester were the principal guests and

harbor

A Common Expression Used by
American Women.

Hany

do not K ralizo tlio Full

Significance

of Those Two Words.

_

and

irregulari-

ties, she is not
feels
as if sha

but

speakers.

A reception was held from 4.30 to 5.30
o’clock and a banquet was served at 0
o’clock. Edward B. Earle, President of
the Union, presided, and after the banquet addresses were made by the three
distinguished guests. Dr. MacArthur’s
subject was “Pulpits, Pens and Politics;”
Dr. Conwell spoke on “Reaping,”
while Dr. Conrad’s theme was “My Country and I.” The Temple was tilled with
members of the Union and spectators, all
of whom listened to the speakers with
marked interest.
Three hundred or more members and
The
ladies were seated at the tables.
Apollo Quartet sang agreeably between
the addresses.
Dr. Con well s address was thoughtful
and appreciated. His theme was the harvest. the seed of which was sown by the
forefathers of the Republic and which,

good or evil,

we are

reaping.

Dr. MacArthur’s theme was more poliHe reties than either pens or pulpits.
joiced, openly, robustly, over the results
of the late election, and, to judge from
the applause that rose after his epigrammatic remarks, the {Social Union rejoiced
also.
Said the Doctor:
“We elected a
I do not hesitate
very remarkable man.
to say that no man has grown during the
past few weeks in all the qualities of orator, statesman aud man as William McKinley has grown.
1 read all Gladstone’s speeches in his
1 admire him in
Mid-Lothian campaign.
many respects, even although 1 did not always agree with him, as in many respects
one of the foremost men in the world, the
1 have read
uncrowned King of Britain.
all the speeches of the magnetic, brilliant
Blaine, who stirred me with enthusiasm
as the white-plumed knight as no man yet
stirred me.
1 read all the speeches of the
tactful, thoughtful, eloquent and cultured Harrison.
“I also read all the speeches of William
McKinley during that wonderful campaign
carried on on his own doorstep. They serve
as models in oratorical finish, logical force
The speech before
and political acumen.
the Confederate veterans is a classic and
will always endure in American political
literature.
“He made uo mistakes of any kind, this
man McKinley.
I do not hesitate to say
that Blaine’s speeches are not second to
Gladstone’s, that Harrison’s are not second
to either Blaine’s or Gladstone’s, aud that
McKinley’s are not second to Blaine’s,
Harrison’s or any other man’s.”
(Ap-

plause.)

Dr. Conrad’s remarks were careful and
full of thought.
He opposed the saloon
and legalized vice mightily.
He opposed
pernicious dealings with the pensioners.
He favored woman’s suffrage, the fostering of industries, the restriction of undesirable immigration, the maintenance of
the integrity of the courts.
The three
dangers that threatened the country were
corruption, violence ami indifference. Our
working hypothesis should he “nothing
has ‘come to stay’ but God and truth.”
Dr. Lorimer invoked the benediction.
Boom
Portland
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that a womh
trouble is imminent, ami she cannot
net too promptly if she values her
future comfort and happiness.
The experience and testimony of
women
some of the most noted
of
America, go to prove beyond a question that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound will correct all such trouble
at once by removing the cause and
restoring the organs to a healthy and
normal condition. If in doubt, write
Mrs. Pinkham, at Lynn, Mass., as
thousands of women do.
Here is a lady who says:—
Let me add my name to your list
of testimonials. For years I suffered
with such a weakness of the back 1
could not stand straight. I had terrible pains in my womb. The doctor said
an operation must be performed, as
there was no other way to he cured.
I was afraid to have the operation per-

formed, and kept
trying the medi- /
cines that I yaw V

a

Nov. 11.
For more
mouth this harbor has been packed

herring, something

that has

town.

A conservative estimate

places the
1,000 barrels daily,

catch at more than
taken by traps, seines and nets, and still
the supply does not seem to diminish.
To-day what would fill between 1,200
and 1,500 barrels are lying in seine pockets
between
railroad and steamboat
wharves, waiting for customers from the
fresh fishing fleet.
Two schooners have
been loaded and sent away with the fish,
salted, and vessel load after vessel load
has been sent to Boston, fresh.
The cold
storage plants here and in Truro, of
about 4,000 barrels capacity each, are
about full.
The two canning factories here and the
one in Truro have used to cau and salt
nearly 3,000 barrels each. The hulk of
bark Gilliad and schooner J. K. Manning
of Gloucester, with freezing plants on
board, when they came here at the beginning of the catch were light.
To-day they are like a plank on the
water, and a few more barrels will complete their lading. Not only this, but
barrels upon barrels have been seined and
left upon the liats, to be carted to the
rear of the town and used as a fertilizer
on the gardens and
For a
hay lands.
continuous catch of such magnitude and
for such a length of time, the like has
never been known in this or
any other
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Vote.

McKinley lias the largest plurality of
the popular vote ever given to a candidate
for the Presidency, although the exact
figures are not yet at hand. In this connection the following table will be found
of interest:
Year.
Candidates.
Plurality.

Tac Simile Signature of

NEW

1824—Jackson over Adams.,..
44,804
1828—Jackson over Adams.
139,212
1832—Jackson over Clay.
157,313
1830—Van Buren over Harrison.
27,027
1840—Harrison over Van Buren. 145,014
1844—Polk over Clay.
38,181
1848—Taylor over Cass.
139,555
1852—Pierce over Scott. 214,(594
185(5—Buchanan over Fremont. 490,'905
I860—Lincoln over Douglas.
4*9,495
18(54—Lincoln over McClellan.
411,428
18b8—Grant over Seymour. 309,584
1872—Grant over Greeley. 7(53,007
1876—Tilden over Hayes.
252,224
1880—Garfield over Hancock.
9,404
1884—Cleveland over Blaine.
23,005
1888—Cleveland over Harrison. 100,475
1892—Cleveland over Harrison. 380,901
1896—McKinley over Brvan. 1,100,000

YORK._
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It. Jf. Osborn &

I reoommend
it
to every woman, and cannot praise It
enough, for it saved me from the surgeon’s knife.”—Mrs. Mark Buch^
Dolgeville, N. Y.

Blood Poison.
Contagious B1ood Poison has been ap-

called the curse of mankind.
It is the one disease that physicians cannot cure: their mercurial aud potash
remedies only bottle up the poison in
the system, to surely break forth in a
more virulent form, resulting in a total
wreck of the system.
Mr. Frank B. Martin, a prominent
jeweler at 926 Pensylvania Ave., Wash-

propriately

ington.I).L.,says:
I was for a long

time under treat
ment of two of
the best physicians of this city,
for a severe case
of blood poison,
but my condition
grew worse all
the while, notwithstanding the
that
fact
they
charged me three
hundred dollars.
My mouth was

Abner Coburn, J P Butnain, at Hiogo
Oct 12 for New York.
A G Hopes, David Rivers, arrived at San
Francisco Oct. 13 from New York.
A J Fuller, T P Colcord, sailed from
Delaware Breakwater Oct 30 from Philadel-

phia for Nagasaki.
Belle of Batli, C Curtis, at Houg Kong
Sept 20 for New York,
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at Zan-

zibar Oct 28 from New York.
FI Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from Nagasaki Oct 20 for Hong Kong and Baltimore.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from New York June 20 for Shanghae.
Emily Reed, D C Nichols, cleared from
New York Nov 12 for Japan.
Gov Rome, Nichols, arrived at New York
Oct 31 from Hung Kong.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Hobart Town, VDL, Sept 22 for Marseilles.
Henry B Hvdc, Pliiiieas Pendleton, arrived San Francisco Oct 31 from New York.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, at Hong Kong Sept
20 for New York.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
from New York Sept 17 for Sydney, N S W.
May Flint, E 1) PNichols,sailed from New
York July 21 for San Francisc <; spoken Sept
8, lat 22 S, Ion -II W.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, arrived at San
Francisco Nov 2 from lliogo.
Reaper, O C Young, at Anjer Oct 20 from
New York and ordered to Batavia.
R K Thomas, CG Nichols, sailed from New
York June 22 for Hong Kong.
Sachem, 11 T Lancaster, at Hong Kong
Sept 15 from Samarang.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, at Hong Kong
Sept 2'J for Shanghai.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, cleared from
Philadelphia July 30 for San Francisco.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, sailed from
New York Sept 4 for Shanghae; spoken Oct
5, lat 8, Ion 28 W.
Til lie E Starbuck. Eben Curtis, sailed
from Honolulu July 21 for New York.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from New
York Oct 31 for San Francisco.
W m H Conner, Frank 1 Pendleton, at
Hong Kong Sept 2‘J for New York.
W J Roteli, Sew all C Lancaster, at Hong
Hong Sept 10 for New York.

1’oiiTi.AXit, Mi-;., Nov. 1], lM'O. Manufacturers and prominent merchants of
I’ortland are almost unanimous in the*
statement that there has been an encouraging advance in business since the election of McKinley.
i
Manager Chenery of the Chenery Manufacturing Company says that immediately
after election day the firm's travelling
salesmen began to pour in their orders for
goods. Some of these orders were the
largest the company ever received.
At Jones, Cartland A Co.'s shoe factory
a full crew is now employed.
One order
filled with eating sores; my tongue was
for 100 cases of goods which the firm held |
almost eaten away, so that for three
>n condition of a Republican victory was
months I was unable to taste any solid
increased to 500 cases.
food. My hair was coming out rapidly,
Treasurer Cole of the E. T. Burrowes and I was in a horrible fix.
Iliad tried
Company, manufacturers of wire screens, various treatments, and was nearly disBARKS.
say tiie increase of orders within the last couraged, when a friend recommended
week lias greatly exceeded the firms exAdam W Spies, C JN Meyers, sailed from
S.S.S. After T had taken four bottles, I
(Jet 3 for New York.
pectations.
began to get better, and when I had Sourabaya
Alausou Ford, sailed from
Alice
The Hon. Edward B. Winslow, recent
finished eighteen bottles, I was cured Rosario Keed,
Sept 25 for Rio Grande.
Democratic candidate for Governor, and sound and
skin was without a
well,
my
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, sailed from
principal owner of the extensive pottery blemish, and I have had no return of Baltimore Nov for Savannah.
works at Deering, says that reports from
CP Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at New
the disease. S.S.S.saved me from a life
the company’s Boston office indicate a
of misery.” S.S.S. {guaranteed purely York Nov. 11 from Turks Island
Edward May, arrived at Honolulu Oct 21>
general and immediate improvement in vegetable) will cure any case of blood
from Boston.
business conditions.
Books on the disease
poison.
Evie
Treasurer C. F. Tobie of the Casco
Reed, A T Whittier, sailed from Bosand its
treatton Aug 4 for Montevideo.
Tanning Company says the election has ment. mailed
fji
Harvard, Coleord, sailed from Astoria
been productive of good results in that
free by Swift
Sept 7 for Santa Rosilia.
line of business, though the rise in the
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
N hdrl
Sped fic Co., k
price of raw hide has exceeded the rise in Atlanta. Ga.
from New York March 4 for San Jose, Guat;
W^-P
the manufactured product.
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 38 W.
The officials of the Maine Central railHenry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from
Could not
New York June 20 for Brunswick, Ga.
road all agree that the freight business
lolani, McClure, sailed from Honolulu
lias begun to pick up.
Nervous
Fe- Aug 20 for New York.
Mr. Carney, of the firm of Shaw, HamLucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, sailed from
male Troubles
and Hong
monds A Co., wholesale grocers, to-day
Kong June 2 for New York ; passed St
said: “Every indication points to a grand
All these Helena to Sept 25.
of
all
The
revival of business.
Mabel 1 Meyers, Wiu Meyers, sailed from
prices
succumb to Boston Sept
4 for Montevideo.
kinds of commodities are advancing, and
Matanzas,
the retail dealers are ordering goods in
Pills. from Havana.arrived at New York Oct 20
large quantities. Everybody we hear
"I was troubled with kidney disease, greatPenobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Newfrom is feeling confident and hopeful, and ly run down and so nervous that I ‘ould not
castle Sept 10 for Hong Kong.
the whole business world rejoices over sleep. I heard of linker’s Kidney Pills, and
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
procured one box which gave me immediate
McKinley’s election”
relief. It is more than you recommend for
Brunswick, Ga, Nov 5 for Rotterdam.
A member of the firm of Milliken, Tomfemale troubles and weakness.”
Rose Inuis, Melvin Coleord, sailed from
Ellsworth Falls, Me,
Mrs. Sarah F. Joy.
New York Oct 15 for Santos.
linson A Co., wholesale grocers, said:
Pills
50c.
at
the
or
mailed
for
druggist
postpaid
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Our travelling men report increased
price. Dr. K. C. Buker will give advice by letter
Sourabaya June 0 for Garontoio.
confidence all along the line.”
free. Write for our valuable book on backache.
St Lucie, Smeed, cleared from New York
“The tone of business lias been mateBuker Pill Co., Bangor, Me.
Sept 21 for Port Natal.
rially improved since McKinley’s elecThomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
tion,” said Simontoi A Randall, wholeat La Plata Oct 5 from Buenos Ayres.
Messenger’s INutiee.
sale grocers.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, sailed
from Port Elizabeth, CGIi, Oct 17 for BarBrown A Josselyn, flour dealers, said Office <>f the Siiekiff <>f Waldo (X'rvrvj
(
nty
of
Waldo
ss.
>
State
Maine,
badoes.
that retailers who had evinced timidity in
J
Belfast, Nov. y, A. I). 1800.
SCHOONERS.
buying before election are now stocking
This is to give notice that on the 7th day of
of
an
advance
their stores in anticipation
Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
November, A. I). 1800, a Warrant in Insolvency
Buenos Ayres Sept 8 for Boston.
in prices.
was issued by ('has. E. Meservey, Judge of the
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, cleared
Court of Insolvency forC<mnt\ of Knox, against
A representative ot uie wnoiesaie proF.
o!
of
JAMES
FEKXAED.
from
the estate
Belfast,
Bangor Nov (> for New York.
vision firm of Twitched, Champlin A Co.,
individually and as a member nf the f< rmer coHenry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
said: “The letters we are daily receiving partnership of Fernald A .Mudgett., in said ( min- Galveston Get t> for Apalachicola.
from our customers show a more hopeful ty ot Wahlo, adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor,
Horace G Morse, Harnman, sailed from
ot said Debtor, which petfTion was
on
S C, Nov !* for New York.
feeling. We are expecting to do a larger tiledpetition
on the 5th day of November, A. D. 1800, | Charleston,
John C Smith, Kueeland, arrived at Apabusiness than ever before.”
to which date interest on claims is to be com- I
of
to
or
Nov
7 from Havana.
debt
laehieola
that
the
any
payment
by j
The wholesale lumber firms, of whom puted.
said Debtor, a'd the transfer and delivery of any
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, cleared from
there are many in this city, tell practiforbidden
that
a
him
are
law;
by
property by
Bangor Nov 3 for New York.
cally the same story of a brighter out- meeting of the creditors of said Debtor to prove
Lucia Porter, Farrow, cleared from New
look for the men engaged in the various their debts and choose one-or more assignees of York Oct 20 for Ponce, P. R.
of
his estate will he held at a Court
Insolvency to
lumber interests throughout the State. be holden at the Probate Ottice in said
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, arrived at New
Belfast, on
Everything indicates a big increase in op- the ninth day of December, A. D. 181M5, at two York Oct, 20 from Jacksonville.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Blueerations. One prominent wholesaler gives o’clock in the afternoon.
(liven under my hand the date first above writ- fields Sept 28 from Norfolk.
it as his opinion that more lumber will be ten.
SAMl EE (J. N(>RT(>N,
R
W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at Bluecut in the Maine woods this season than in
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Courtof Insolvency
lields, Nic, Oct 7 from Brunswick.
2wl(>
any year since the close of the last Ke- for said County of Waldo.
Sal lie I’On, W H West, arrived at Newf
publican administration.
York Nov 11 from Buenos Ayres.
Tofa, A S Wilson, cleared from New York
“Hustards” and “Oilers.”
Sept 24 for Demerara.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Mr. William I. Mayo, of Cranberry
Boston Nov 5 for Brunswick, Ga.
Isles, who has been in the fish weir busiBucklen’8 Arnica Salve.
ness some fifteen
years, says that the
WITHOUT OPERATION BY
The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
present year has been the best in three 8. J. Sherman’s Method. Send 15 cents for his
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
years and that the talk about this part of book of frill information, etc. Address
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
the Maine coast beiug played out for fishS. J. SHERMAN, Hernia Specialist,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positiveing is false. He is making great catches
175 Fremont St., Boston. 3m44* ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
of “mustards” and “oilers.” The forto give perfect satisfaction or
guaranteed
mer are small herring which are packed
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box
in mustard and frequently appear on the
For sale by Kilgore & Wilson.
market surrounded with a lot of French
is hereby given tlvit Savings Bank
CASTOniA.
goods which gives one the impression that
Nos. 7270 and 7724 issued by this Bank,
they come from la belle France. The have Books
been lost, and application has been made for
which
“oilers” are the market sardines
duplicate books to be issr .d under the laws of
are packed in many places along Maine’s
JOHN H. QUIMBY, Treas.
this State.
Belfast, Nov. 5,1896.—3w45
coast.

a corjto ration,
('letncnt.

vAintkm t
Assumpsit upon an

for one hundred
cents (§ 1 C.U.l7

!

rs.

At a Probate Court held at ithe County of Wald-n .11 t!
November. A. I). 18'."''
K. SPARROW, broil
R( )W, late of .Monroe.
do. deceased, ga\ing presem,
that admit., tration ,-t the
may be granted to him.
Ordered, That the said p*
all persons interested by <•.
order to be published thro a.
the Republican .Journal, p;
they may appear at a P;< i.a?.
Belfast, within and tor '•.1
Tuesday o! J)eeember in-\:.
lore 110011, and show eau»» 1:
the praver id said petition.
ed.
CEO K )>
A true copy
Attest
Chas. p.

Atmcr I',

JOHN

account

At a Probate Court held at
•••■
the County of \\ aid
November, A. 1). I sm'..

sixty

/

Pltf.'s Writ

of

and

annexed to the writ
do.lars and seventeen

Ad damnum three hundred dollar." vS’hic.
,u,d retttrnable to ami
Writ eaten .Max T7. 1
entered at the October term. IS!'*;.
Date of real estate attachment May *J7th. at
hours and L*<» minute-; \. m.. A. D. 1 Stir,.
lMaintilf's attorm-y, Ceo. K. Jolmsoii, Belfast.
Maine.
A true copy of the Order of Court \\ itli Abstract
of the Writ.
Attest -TILLS TON WADI.IN. Clerk.
3\v4(»
___I
WALDO SS.
Term, I SO6.

Judicial Court, October

Supreme

Harrison

Haa/artf

H<

■■

nj •/.

/.

■■

V

NAKOKKN W S<
Sul'!
late

Li:

K
t

1

!

v\

><■:.

Wablo, decease-1. l:a\in_:
allowance
deceased.

out

an

-d

tin.

;

irdered, That the
all persons interested o
order to be published in
the Uej ublican .I'-nn.al.
they may appear at a ih
at Belt a At w it hie and
olid Tuesday -d he- * n
before iiinm, and show
why the juayer --t -ai
man ted.
OKu !
Atruec-pv. A lest
-ai

••

1

I'll

’'

a-

K

And now <>n s 11 jr e. e -1 ion t<> ’be t'oiirt t b.ti the defendant,.it the time "i service ot In writ, was
C--ui
At a Prnot an iuhal it ant of'this State, and li.ei no tenant.
I V'
the C
lit;acent. or attorney x\ itlnn tin- '•ante, that Ins i»ootls j
N,
ent ii:. A. I> 1 s
hi.-act ion. t hat ;
or estate have been attached in
*•T 1
M
!.
.-fit.lie ha> had no notice d said -air aid at raelnnen;.
\
\
wii .-l.d U-'i.i:
this
it is (> rite red, that notice of the poulencx
late of I nity. in sain 1
suit be jOveil to the said defendant. b> puiaisliinc
an attested e--p> of tins Order. together with an ! havinji been presenie
abstract of the plaintilfs writ, three weeks >neOrdered lliat n--tic.
i-e—i\ely in the Depublienn Journai. ti newspaper interoti d :• eau.-in
printed at Del fast, in the <\ nuts t Wahlo, the published ihree weoklast pnblicat ion to be not les- than hirtx bays lu-- liehn d
rii.11
pri o'
be Indue 11 ,u
lore the neM term of this (dun.
«
P
a
a
Del fast, within and lor the Conntx “1 Waldo. on appear
within and to- said • m
dethe first Tuesdax <-t Jannarx, 1SP7. l;at said
I 1 'eccud-er in. x t. •'
day
fendant max then and there appear, and atisvvei
w
.- a
noon, and '1
to said suit, if he shall see rau-e.
samesh--aid n--t be h ••
Attest—TILESTOX WADLIN, ( k-rk.
<. L-’d
■

■

1

fA

ltSTHAC 1' OF

i’LTF.

S

A

\\ It!

Assumpsit upon an account annex-. 1 t-> !;<■ w rit
for thirty-three dollars sdi;
Ad damnum one hundred dollars s 10>■
Writ dated July 25, 18'JD. and re-urn.due toand
entered at the Oc oner term, 18'Jtf
Date ot attachment July 25, DS'.nf
l’laintitV's attorney, (ieo. E. Johnson. Heltast.
Maine.
A True copy of the Order ot O art with \b-:i.n t
of the Writ.*
3\v46
Attest -TILESTOX WADLIN, Clerk.

1

t rue

A
( IIA>.

c«>p\.

!'

1
il

s.-v
In
"U 1 ho
H. CAUdil.l 1
SA.MCK1. KNOW LT< >N.
unity, -ieeea*cd.
t:nal aecount of admino
allowance.
• »idered. Tin
in
week" successively, i*
j
printed m Beiiast. in >.ninterested may attend .c
>t
on
tl.e
at
Belfast
held
her next. and show ran —
the said are-.mu should i,.u

'll’’Al.I'i'
>1
last.
IMu;

*•••

(,

•'

Notice of Foreclosure.

LI LIE F. HOWLS cl W inter)-■ u.
1 id *. IWHEREAS,
Waldo County. Maine, by her mortgage deed
M
A true c«>p\. Ai te-u
dated the 22d day el October. A. 1». is'.'2 ami
f'li.w P Harecorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Rook 2
Page 89, conveyed to Elizabeth D. dohnston. trus- IV ALlx > ss
tee, a certain lot of land situate in said Winterport, bounded ami described as follows, vi/ ( .•■nWILLIAM l>
mencing at a point forty-three feet mutual from tlie estate
W il l 1 \ *' I
the southvvest corner of the dwelling house f tie*
saM
in
•uiity. d*
port,
late Tisdale Dean; thence east, forty-ox feet and
his first and tina. a>-< "unt
hret*
feet:
four inches; thence south, twenty-t
said estate, tenet her wit I;
thence east, to private way between land of dames allow anee.
Haley and land of sain Dean heirs; thence northOrdered. That n-ner t'
about fifty six feet along the west side ..f
h.
Li
weeks siif-es-i' ly in
said private way ; tlience easterly, about twent;
in Belfast in .-am
jointed
nine feel, to include well in the tear of .lames interested,
a
at
attend
may
Haley’s store: thence north, to a point opposite held at Belfast. on t he se*-om.
an elm tree; thence easterly, to land of Howard
her next, and show an-e.
Grant, including a small strip or jog in the rear the said aeeount should :,•••
of the blacksmith shop on Commercial street
CKO. Ithence northerly, on the westerly line of land of j
A true eonv. Attest
Howard Grant and land of Morrill to tile southci
OtAS. 1\ 1 l A V
ly line of Dean street; thence west, on the south
line of Dean street to the east line of Main street ; j
ill (' aid
ll A LI >< > ss.
thence south, on tin* east line of Main street to
a.d !
\\ last on the
the place of beginning, together with the buildDK.MINK 'I S »{ \i >
1 RIM*.
from
this
and
excepting
ings thereon, reserving
\
KL1SH
on the estate ot
conveyance the rectangular parcel of laud known
uu'
Monty ill**, in said
as the* Carriage House lot, situated at the corner j
..uni
his
first
sented
conof Main and Dean streets; and whereas the
allow,m< e
ditions of said mortgage have been broken, and estate tor
a
tirdered, That notice
still remains broken, now therefore, 1 claim a j
sueeessi
weeks
foreclosure of said mortgage by reason or the
in Belfast, in said
breach ol the conditions thereof, and give this ; printed
a
interested, may atteno
notice for that purpose.
held at Bel fast. on t he -n
ELIZABETH D. JOHNSTON, Trustee.
cam-*
show
and
her
next,
Hy Ellkuy KowruvN, er Attorney.
the said ac mint should i.
Winterport, Maine, Nov. Dh 189t>. dw47
'•!
CK<) L
A true eopv. Attest
Ha
( ha- V.

j

•<

Sleep-Run

—

Co.,

PROBATE NOT

Court, October

Ami now on suggestion to the Court that the defendant, at the time of service of tlie writ, was
not an inhabitant ol this State, and had no tenant,
agent, or attorney within the same, that his goods
or estate have been attached in this action, that
he ha.» had no notice of said suit and attachment,
it is Ordered, that notice of the pendency of this
suit be given to the said defendant, by publishing
an attested copy of this Order, together with an
abstract of the plaintiff's writ, three weeks successively in the Republican Journal. a newspaper
printed at Belfast., in the County of Waldo, the
last publication to be not less than thirty days before the next term of this Court, to be imlden at
Belfast, wit bin and for the Count y of Waldo, on
the first Tuesday of January, 181>7, that said defendant may then and there appear, and answer
to said suit, if he shall see cause.
AttestTlLKSTON WADDIN’, Clerk.

Vessels.

SHIPS.

wo-

Down

SEE

never

been known before in the annals of the

Register

man.

Report

Herring.

..

advertised.
At V
last I tried j^ours. L
After taking three
bottles I
felt like a ^
new

of

Provincetown,
that

full of

When a woman is nervous ancl irritable, head anil hack ache, feels tired
all the time, loses sleep and appetite,
has pains in groins, bearing-down
sensation, whites

full

Provtncetown Fishermen Never Had Such Luck
In Their History,

<

erly,*

—

Weakness.
Ailments
Buker’s Kidney

<

1

1

<

rriiK subscriber hereby
1 concerned. that h> h..
and taken upon imnseil t in
t lie last w ill and testament
Lots L M AKSlI ALL.
■

1

in llie County oi Wald
request- all pei-ons y\ 11•
ase«f- estate to make mm
tho>o yy ho ha y e any di iu.n
the san e ior -et: ii iin'ii
WILLIAM

et

1

M

of

< 01 K!

WALDO HS.

In the ease of 15KNJAM N
«1 ikt*. m the < -■»11>i> "i
Maine, In->oUent in

v

no',!
;
It If: n.

lit
\fOl
a tv
[»»• tor has
I
:•

said County a petition !
all lus debts provable mei'"'
*r a <vi o
said State. and
inp upon the same i- onlribate » Mliee in Belfast, in
day. the 0th da> id 1 »r>«
o'clock in the attcrnooii.
n
may attend and show
t lie" praft er ofA he pt t itioi;,
I'll \~
Attest
De_m
2\v47
m
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J
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Rupture Cured

in

If.

[/

positive
ami
cure for Constipation
Biliousness, and a valuable
remedy in all tin common
complaint s of e It I d e u.
3.»r. at all l>run^i.-ts.
non ami umvris.

■

j

dk.j.i .Tin
a- co..
Auburn,
For Tape worms we have
a speeia ! t rentmeiit.
Write
for pamphlet.

/.HAY WIRES/.
BAILEY’S.

Belfast Savings Bank.

I will furnish

to

the farmers of Waldo

county their HAY WIRES at lowest
possible price. All sizes in stock, including! the Dedriek, No. 14 and 13.
Belfast, Maine.
qEOROE A. BAILEY,

NOTICE

3.

■

To Tax Fay*
1

shall

be

my oilier

at

Saturda) s 1 r«>m l o a n t«
All per—
until January 1
themselves of
their

n

the diseoimi

taxes must

pay
II.

b>

.dim

F JIAMI'

Belfast, Sept. 25, IBM!.

1

ship Willie Rosenfeld.

j

The

Told »*} (apt. Ounphy,
sailed from New York

v\<*nty-seveu hours out

\

upson out his throat
is a week later.
I
.une on

'•■i

deck to

see

When he first

in.

med to act nervous
mi on

two

occasions

<tmed his eyes had a
\ < immediately sewed
I asked him why he
lie informed me
keoley Institute and
eavy for two weeks,
mark he had been a
•le to his people. Ilis
n saved had he been
lie wound was almost
pen it afresh. A few
died he wished to be
utair cast a gloom over
From there to Cape
smil weather; storm to
> -Oth we encountered
•.he westward, off Cape
ip to leak. I had a
;i
the forward-house,
•d in heavy weather,
hi cak the shaft of the
id a winch secured on
i
a
messenger from
we could pump the
men out of the water
k
The ship was now
mil manner.
In a few
ik so badly that the
■use could barely keep
is impossible to work
deck as she labored
so much water that
.•<
at: the pumps.
On
-l>t. the wind shifted
increased the sea,
leak more.
It now
■ugh she would go
:t the pumps and no
■Ufa as she never did

{
I

on.

The

leasing.

of

j

■_bts and completely
II
he boats out of
.!■■_:■ around the decks.
v
completely under
now making clean
A tl is time we could
1
iii
>>r what she was
uiiu* got the
ship j
When she cleared the
j
kwe Could sound,
u w ater after _'4 hours
;
a.
We then concluded
y. Falkhiiid Island, |
Tue w in i kept S. !
up to the Islands, I
!>ailied to t .he \ \\ .,
A
then run the ship to
able to keep her free.
i.\eia ticc of the men
-the)s with arms and 1
1

■

■

head for Kio, getting
j
vent her.
The ship
feet an hour, until <
iegrees, had a short j
man of! the foreroyal
\
‘lie end of this blow
ease in her leak, and
-iii we were pumping
uir.
Water continued
the night so that we i
j' her free.
<* the
ship To and put j
ike, one gang pumping
getting boats ready. ;
the boats, putting Iii
u.g boat and 7 in each \
mamied by the officers, i
utiiien.
When all were
-ted the compasses to I
'■

j

■

j

'•tore we got into the
ais came aft together
■

j

the steps that are used i
■ats, until each one was
t be boats.
1 had never
-ether before on board
we left the vessel there
met of water in her and
men
going steadily. All
nonieter, sextant, chart,
'visions.
wen* all regulated at a
•:
the ship's side, which
three hours, and we left
h other good luck and
be land but the second
not been heard from,
win.I from 1 lie S. E. the
boat, washed a portion
a> many other tilings
j
1 **.r some hours it looked
-at would live
through;
1 have spent many a j
be ocean, but nothing I
at night.
After seven j
of misery, we arrived j
starved.
For the last j
at we had no bread and
meat. There is nothing
1

gt'<*d

to

me as a

piece

:

in that boat.
The
•m- of the strongest and
in America.
In regard
g that a rat will leave a
id to sink on the passage
iusion, as 1 saw two on
lie ship sank. To describe
bat boat during the eight
lite out of the question,
cmdoned the ship we were
and and after making the
pull bO miles along the
■

got
:<

a

place

akers.

Apple

to

land, owing

[Reporter-Jour.

Problem.

time there were two old
the market early every
•id

apples.

Each

one

had

tmi

one of the old men sold
and the other old man
• •out.
In that way the
'ifteen cents for his bas'I'ih* the second old man
so that
together they
<
feuts each day.
But
man
who sold
apple
•a as too sick to
go to tlie
asked his neighbor to take
sell them for him.
This
am very kindly consented
he got to tin: market
;skcts of apples, he said to
put all the apples into
will he easier than piekt u ii baskets.’’
So lie put
into one basket, and he
'Now. if 1 sell two apnt, and my old friend sells
nt. that is the same tiling
«) pies for two cents. Tliereve for two cents.”
When
lie sixty apples he found he
which
was
"ty-four cents,
there are twelve lives in
‘•'ice twelve are twenty-four,
slier old man had been there,
a
had sold his apples sepaA ould
have received twentyA
ow, how is that explained?
for November.
■

■

!

wenty-Fifth
"ley

President.

will be the twenty-fifth
the I'nited States.
On the
"ai v, six
days before his inhe will be lifty-two years of
”"f
age that Abraham Lincoln
was
inaugurated iu 1861.
like McKinley, was born in
1
February 12th, 1801). He was
on the 4th of
March, 1861,
after the completion of his
o ar, whereas Mr.
McKinley
rated six days after it. Like
served
as a repMcKinley
"
congress before his election

'••Kidency.

were men

chopping and cutsaw women
on

the hill-

side; and hastily dressing, I passed
through the kitchen, where the remains

-kipped fearful seas,

?

figures

ting away the rigging. 1 now
aud children sitting in a row

<

in.

The

Wreck.

Through the window at the foot of my
bed 1 had a glimpse of a long stretch of
hillside with mottled patches of sunburned grass, and gray rock, upon which blazed a peculiar orange moss that I have never
seen elsewhere.
Over this hillside filed
long lines <»£ figures black against the
and
grass
bearing rolled-up sail, kegs, and
various marine impedimenta.
Against
tlie sky and tire sea beyond appeared tiic
masts of a schooner, with black
figures at
work.
Dreamily watching, 1 awoke to
tire fact that something unusual was
going

1

meal were strewn in disorder on the
table, and made my way over the hill.
There lay a schooner of say, eighty
tons, high and dry on the rocks, with the
men
swarming over it like ants, stripping
it of every article of value.
1 made out
the figure of mine host
coming toward
with
his
arms
full
of
me,
crockery.
“Schooner came ashore larst night
after ye’d got to bed; thought ye was
fagged, or I’d ’a wakened ye. Heaow?
Oh, no; they wa' n’t any one lost his life;
all got off clear.
‘Heaow*.1
Where be they? Oh, they
cal lated ’t wa’ n’t comfortable for 'em
so
here,
they jest sot off. Heaow? Oh,
no, we don’t drive no one off, but we
just kiud o’ p’inted out the way for’ em
to get clear o’ the peenalties of coinin’
ashore ’thout bein’ arsked; and they cal’latcd ’t was more healthy for ’em over to
the main.
Hed your breakfast? No?
\\ ell, now, jest step along up to the house
’lh me, and we’ll have a bite.
Or hed
you druther stop and see ’em parsel off’
the goods? All right; stop it is.”
The men had arranged along the hillside the sails, rigging, galley stove, pots
Mild pans, two chests and several
barrels,
and the general wreckage; and mine host,
who was still dressed in yellow tarpaulins
and high boots, and the character of
whose beard suggested the idea that he
had dipped liis chin in a can of black
paint, prepared a number of straws of
unequal lengths, which he offered to one
after the oilier of the line of stolidlooking men who had arranged themselves in ;t row.
“Tong straw, first
choice.
In* announced.
er,” cried out a Mugular-looking,
squatti 1 y built individual, who seemed all
boots and hat, stepping forward and
litii-ally eying the piles of wreckage.
There wen murmurs among the men.
lake the gear, Jim,” said one. “Goar's
wuth thiitry dollars, if it's wutli a cent.”
“Don't ye, Jim,” called out another:
and then ensued a pandemonium of
suggestions, uni.il he who had offered the
straws bawled out, ‘•Can't ye luff Jim
make bees own choice?”
Jim linally,
after
litically scrutinizing each pile,
the
acknowledged
Superiority of feminine
judgment by referring tin- matter to his
who
“woman,”
promptly selected the
cooking stove, the china, and two green
chests, contents unknown. Then selection went on until all was apportioned,
and nothing was left but the hull, over
which an unfortunate dog that had been
lett by the crew ran frantically up and
down as if in protest against the looting.
The sea was rising, and long rollers began to come in, beating against the sides
of the ill-fated schooner, which trembled
and groaned with every shock.
“Heaow.’ Oh, she missed stays.
The
captain allowed he made the point, but
didn't know where he was; said the horn
wa’ n’t agoin': but 1 know better.
Made
the point, tried to come around, and she
wouldn’t mind the rudder, and the sea
just hove her up on the ledge. Launched
her boat, but the sea stove it in, and ye
can see the pieces over there in the cove.
Heaow?
oh, yes; the mate he swum
ashore with a line, and we hauled ’em all
off.
There’s her log there; ye can read it
if ye like.
B’longed down St. John’s
Heaow? Oh, no, they wnn’t no
way.
one bother her n«.»\v: we has wracks—but
hoi’ on; who be ye and what be ye?
“Painter, eh? What kind? Oh, picters! Where be ye from? Ye don’t say!
York, eh? Well, now—say, I want ye ter
paint me and Maria Liz. Kin ye do it?
And heave on plenty of rings and gold
chains and fixin’s, and, say, you need n’t
U'it on this pimpil ’side the nose; that’s
kind of aggravatin’ to Maria Liz.
Sho!
Picterman, eh ! You don’t say so! Well,
now. shouldn’t wonder if you made a
good thing of it on here!”
[George
Wharton Edwards.
a
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Pure Cider Vinegar.
lla’’e about all they
,,„Th™Plder mi,lla
ht to b(; Plenty of
“pure' cider
vinegar”™
6‘
year from
[Maine Farmer!
can

a

no"''

True, but probably it will be as difficult
then as now to obtain a first
class, pure cider vinegar.
The artificial product is so
much more cheaply made that it
ensures a
greater profit to the dealer: and then the
cider vinegar is not
always, or even generally, a first class article. The writer once
showed

dealer a sample of home-made cider
vinegar of a clear golden color, full of snap
and sparkle, and he said lie
would like to
huy a hundred barrels of such vinegar; but
it was not to be had at
any price. This was a
small lot that made
itself, but there should
be no difficulty in
a

making good vinegar.

Changing

Days.

Soon the days that hide behind
The little bedroom
window-blind,
They that come and peep within
Eyes from dreamy sleep to win,
Soon they’ll bear a different
face.
Soon they’ll wear another grace.
We shall greet them
open-eyed,
Though behind white hills they hide;
We shall find them
gone away,
Oh! so early, while we play.
But just now—“bewixt,
Grass grows yellow, grass grows
green

between,”

Spirits

Buoyant, the
Young.

Heart

comes to

and

Face
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short,

days are’.nng.
cloud-flocks closer throng:

openings,

through

one
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except for two

S. J. Sherman, Hernia Specialist, 175 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.— Dear Sir: Allow
me to thank you in what words I can find
for your splendid treatment of my double

rupture, right side, large scrotal.
Your appliance is the easiest, most comfortable thing I have ever had—15 years rup-

tured.

My fr iends want to know what I have been
doing to improve my health so much. I

simply tell them I have beeto to see you.
I wish every poor sufferer could have your
treatment.
You are

a great man, and may you live
to carry out the good work is the prayer
of yours most gratefully.

long

JAMES KILLIAN.

HOODS

PILLS

wrapper.

Rupture Treatment.

cure

IPs,
Headache.

Liver

Biliousness, Indigestion,
A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.

“Happened to see your wife on
yesterday. If I remember, I heard

clare you would never allow
“Yes, I know. But she had
trade off her pug dog for a
thought I would choose the

[Indianapolis Journal.
Old

a

wheel

you de-

her to ride.”
a
chance to
wheel and I
least evil.”

People.
Old people who require medicine to reguthe trowels and kidneys will ffnrl the
remedy in Electric Bitters. This medidoes not stimulate and contains no
whiskey nor other intoxicant, hut acts as a
tonic and alterative.
It acts mildlv on tire
stomach and bowels,
adding strength and
giving tone to the organs, thereby aiding
nature in the performance of tire functions.
Electric Bitters is an excellent
appetizer
and aids digestion. Olrl
people find them just
exactly what they need. Price fifty cents
and si per bottle at Kilgore & Wilson's Crtv
Drug Store.
late
true
cine

The Bath Independent says that Warren
Carr of that city when a hoy of l(i went to
in the shipyard of Captain Pliineas
Pendleton at Searsport. His work, plankwas
ing,
heavy for his immature muscles
and

so

he

sought

to

lighten

it.

They

were

Crimsonbeak. “I’ll give that man Windham credit for being truthful.”
Yeast. “Why?”
“He got up to speak last night, and he
said ho wouldn’t keep the audience a minute.”
\nd is

that os long ns lie kept them?”
“Yes; they all got up and left the hall.”

to call and settle, as all unsettled accounts will be left for

collection

soon.

K. II. CON VNT.
Belfast, Nov. 12, 189U.—twill

SCOTT St BOWNB, Chemista, New York.

F. C. WHITE.
Haddock’s & Plymouth
n
Delivered
and put

Stove and
m,

(in barrels)

Prices at

We Guarantee it

i

restores

$5.50

5,(if)

5.35
5.10

WOOD OF ALL KINDI

«

Coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and
delivery. Telephone
IS^^pecial attention given to delivery outside city limits.
I connection.

FOR

FARMERS AND VILLAGERS.
FOR

FATHERS AND

MOTHERS,

FOR

SONS AND

DAUGHTERS,

FOR

refreshing

Cures Impotence and restores
full vita) power.
Cures ail wasting
diseases and restores
development to all parts of the body.
NERVE-LIFE is the only" purely
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the first day’s use. It removes the cause
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
Stamps. Mention this paper.
Send 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.

ALL THE FAMILY
With the close of the Presidential campaign THE TRIBUNE
recognizes the fact that the American people are now anxious to
give their attention to home and business interests,
i o meet
this condition, politics will l ave far less space and prominence,
until another State or National occasion demands a renewal of
the fight for the principles for which THE TRIBUNE has labored

from its
tories'.

NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL C0.f

MICH?

KALAMAZOO.

E'4£ and Grate.

All

Restores perfect
health, vigor and
manhood and removes all obstacles to marriage,
/jp Restores tlie
entire
nervous
/
system and stops all
vital losses.
Removes effects of the
sins of youth and excesses o’f later years.
Removes all effects
of dissipation and repairs all waste places.1
Cures Insomnia and

sleep.

Vein

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE

1 Great RESTORER

|

Dump Carts..
Wharf,.

uUIBHhLAND COAL

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

Chestnut.

$5,75

....

in

inception

to the present

day,

and

its

won

greatest vic-

effort will be put forth, and money freelv
spent, to make the THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE pre-eminently a
NATIONAL FAHILY NEWSPAPER,
interesting, instruc-

Every possible

'New this Fall*

tive, entertaining and indispensable

I

to each member of the

family.

COME IN AND TRY

We Furnish The Republican Journal and N, Y, Weekly Tribune

Stuart Perfumes

ONE YEAR FOR ONLY $2.00,

A> D

CASH IN

VDVAXCK.

Address all orders to

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUBLISHING CO, BELFAST. MAINE.

Sachet Powders!
1

Most

I

Fragrant and
Lasting- * *

I

your name and address on
Tribune „ffioe, New Yor : City, and

Write

Delicate,!

TRIBUNE will be mai ed

I
r

0

postal card, send it to Geo. W. Best,
sample copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY

a
a

you.

Closing Out Sale-Furniture.

finest in the world
AT THE PRICE.
MANY NEW ODORS.

STORE

We sell them by the
Ounce or Bottle.

TO

LE3T.

J. C. THOMPSON & SON
Have special cuts in prices to close out their stork.
Have still It ft a fine assortment of

POOR

&

SON, Oak & Ash Chamber Sets, Extension
Tables,

DRUGGISTS.

FOLDING BEDS very low, also MATTRESSES and CHAIRS,

I—

CALL EARLY WHILE THERE IS A FINE ASSORTMENT.
-«-*—«

The

J. C.

Thompson

«£

Says:

all the remedies that
in

use

you

J
5
1

1

1

the

now

1

profession. Still

1

not cured.

boy

are

When I

my mother used
“L,

m
gi
Hitters.

One

or

to

\ari:ih!y cured.
gist* always keeps

doses

Our drug-

1

them.

Get

Mu* first
a

right

when I

come

blow -farts

but must bo

followed

squarely

by others
on

the

head

to

again.”

They cost 35 cents only. See that he
gives you the right kind, the “L F.”

<

Avoid imitations.

>WWMWWWWWWWWW<
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING

jm

BAY’S ass gollegF

SHORTHAND & TYPEWRITING

nail

1

bottle, and 1 know you’ll be

a

B

Driving Naiis,

1

1

two

Like

«

F.” Atwood’s

ii

all
1

by

are

w.:> a

39 Main St.

Advertising is

*£ «£

I have tried calomel and
1

Sen,

1

Doctor

work

using in the yard the old fashioned planking
wood-end screws. Warren got one of liis
mother’s quilting screws, with which he
made a model of an original planking screw
which he took to the foreman of the yard.
So pleased was the foreman that lie had
some made
and soon Warren’s planking
screw was used in every yard of the place.
The boy did not patent the design, the fac
simile of which is now used in the yards of
the Great Lakes.

U. H. COXANT is at the same

place, and ml parties indebted
to Conant <C Co. are
requested

BUY YOUR WINTER'S GOAL

or

BTBTf

3 Parnell St.,
Boston, Mass., Nov. t>, 1890.

bottle.

a

NERYE--LIFE

CASTOR IA

About S. J. Sherman’s

}.

en-

of

Having leased half of the store
occupied by .James F. Fernald,
•‘it Main street, I have fitted up
a first-class in irkel.
I will he
pleased to see till my old friends
and propose to sell goods
reasonable
Or tie rs
prices.
taken and goods delivered.

■

Clam.

completely

MARKET.^—

ScotB £trvulsicru

THE

The dam’s body is
shrouded in the mantle,

CONANT’S

of Cod-liver Oil with
hypophosphites, is pure cod liver in a
digested condition. So that when a person gains in weight
from taking Scott’s Emulsion, it is because of two
things :
First, the oil has acted as a fat-producing food; and, second,
it has restored to the
body a healthy condition. Such an
improvement is pennanev^ -it covies to stay.

which the j
foot cun he pushed out.
The other is
As the
for the siphon, or what is commonly
Or tin* gray cloud-curtains rise.
known as the •‘neck” of the clam.
Showing sunsets to our eyes—
In some respects the clam may be
Sunset clouds and lights that lie
better oft than weaiv. for he has a
Trailing in the western sky,
N\ hll. at dusk the wind,
little brain in his foot and also a gland
grown 1 old,
Plucks the loosened h-aws of gold.
for secreting strong libers.
With this lie
;
I PudoIj.il
Bunner in November St. Nicho- spins a byssus by which he can attach
las.
himself to whatever lie likes.
He does I
not even have to search for his
but
Neglect of the hair often destroys its waits for it to come to him. liefood,
makes a
vitality and natural hue, and causes’ it to
fall out.
Before it is too late, apply Hall’s burrow in the mud 01 sand, attaching
himself to tiie bottom by the bvssus. Then
Hair Reuewer, a sure remedy.
he thrusts his siphon up through the mud
Clara: “I wonder how Edith came to marand water until it reaches the surface.
ry that horrid Mr. Ivreesus, after having
The
is made up of two tubes, the
been waited upon by that
charming Charley watersiphon
Dudekins. Charley was so fond of music,
llowing in through one and out
and Ivreesus doesn’t know
enough about it through the other.
to turn over the leaves of music for one.”
When tlie iullowing current, laden with
Aunt Susan: “Perhaps nor.; but Mr. Kiee- minute
plants and animals, reaches the
stis can turn over the leaves of his checkgill chamber, some of these are sifted out
book beautifully.” [Boston Transcript.
ami retained for food, while the water and
His personality filled tlie place. Yet not waste matter flow out
through the other
because he was a fat man. It was bis an- tube.
He
cured it with Adamson's
noying cough.
The clam’s eggs are carried by the
Botanic Cough Balsam and sank into happimother on her gills.
When there are fish
ness and obscurity.
in the water with them tlie mother clams
Owens: “What’s in a name, anyhow?"
discharge the eggs, which soon hatch,
Dunne: “Not much in yours, old mail.
but if there are no fish they carry the
“What do you mean?" “Why, everything
until they decay.
The reason of
you’ve got is in your wife's name, isn’t it?’’ eggs
this
strange behavior is this: When the
[Brooklyn Life.
are
set
free
in
the
water
eggs
they soon
Don’t dally with rheumatism.
Purify hatch, and the little ones swim about
blood
and
cure
it
at
once by taking a
your
until they find some fish to which to atcourse of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
tach themselves.
They live for a time on
False. Miss Goldy de Rocks.
“I can the mucus of the fish and then drop off,
never marry a man who works for a livsink to the bottom, and form burrows for
ing!” D’Auber: “But 1 am an artist, dear- | themselves.
This curious semiparasitic
Miss Goldy De Rocks:
est!”
“Yes, but life is no doubt a reversion to the habit of
D’Auber: “You ■
you sell
you pictures."
some ancient ancestor.
[From Shells, by
1 never sold a picture in my I
wrong me!
life.”
Margaret W. Leighton, in Appletons’
[Puck.
Science Monthly for November.
Popular
For your Protection. Catarrh “cures”
in liquid form to be taken internally, usually
contain Mercury or Iodide of Potaasa, or
Obituary.
both, which are injurious if too long taken.
Catarrh is a local, not a blood disease, causH.
Thomas
an aged and respected
ed by cold and damp weather.
Parker,
It starts in
the nasal passages. Cold in the head, if re- citizen of Islesboro, died suddenly Nov. 1st,
at
the
of
N4
age
years and six months. He !
peatedly neglected, results in catarrh. Ely’s
Cream Balm is the acknowledged cure for leaves a large circle of friends and relatives, j
these troubles and contains no mercury nor among them 25 grandchildren and 21 greatgrandchildren. He was for many years I
any injurious drug.
deacon of the F. B. church, and in his
When Pumpkin Pie is Brown.
Minnie: “When that odious masher tried younger days held all the different town I
to smile at me 1 just looked daggers at him.” offices and was
representative to the State I
Now the president has spoken in the Mamie: “Was it a success?"
Minnie: “I legislature, and for many years was a popuJ
think
so.
1
heard
him
to
the
other
lar merchant in Islesboro, where he was
whisper
customary way and has named Nov. UO as
odious wretch who was with him that he horn and always resided.
our Thanksgiving day,
feelwas‘stuck on that girl’s looks.'”
everybody’s
[Indianing better, counting on abundant cheer, apolis Journal.
James Grindle died at his home in North I
for there’s reason for thanksgiving on the
English Spavin Liniment removes all Penobscot Oct. 22d, at the age of 75 years
part of all, this year. Everything is look- Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blem- and 7 months. He was born upon the farm
ing better; everything is on the mend. ishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs, where he died, anti was, with one or two exSoon the four long years of worry will
Splints, Sweeney,
Ring-Bone, Stifles, ceptions, the last survivor of those with
have found a brighter end.
Soon the Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc. whom he associated in his early days. He
bv use of one bottle.
Save
§50
Warranted will be remembered by all who knew him as
business skies will brighten with a radiant
the most wonderful
Blemish Cure ever a kind neighbor and an honest, industrious
glorious day, and prosperity’s bright sun- known. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug- and upright
citizen.
His wife died in June,
shine drive the gloomy clouds away.
All gists, Belfast, Me.
Iy27
1895, ami besides his son Charles W., who
the nation will feel thankful.
Smiles will
has had the care of his parents in their last
“What will it cost,” asked young Cholly’s
chase away each frown, when the turkey’s
years, he leaves two other sons, Henry of
in the oven and the pumpkin pie is brown.
father, “to give my boy an education?”
Castiue and Andrew VV. of Haverhill, Mass.
“The Lord only knows,” replied the proEach Republican is thankful, as of course
the
youth thoughtfully, “but
he ought to be, since the campaign of the fessor, eyeing
Mrs. Warren Goodrich died at her home
you can put him through college for about
party has been waged successfully. Dem- §2,000.” [Chicago Tribune.
in Burnham Oct. 29tli, aged 74 years.
She
ocrats have every reason to be very thankhad been in poor health all summer and had
You make no mistake when you buy dal- a shock the
ful, too, since their party has been rescunight before her death from
ton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and which she never recovered. The funeral
ed from repudiation’s crew.
Illinois may
dalton’s family pills. Everybody says so, services were held at the house, Rev. E. A.
feel quite thankful, since her voters did and “what
everybody says must he true.”
Read of Pittsfield officiating. The deceased
their best and put noisy Altgeld where he
“So you see, Miss Faith, none of the old leaves an aged husband, one son and one
will enjoy protracted rest. Maryland may
suit
me.
After examining them daughter.
shout hosanna, Michigan may swell the religions
all I am driven to agnosticism.” “I see.
song, California and Wisconsin add their You choose agnosticism
Two All-Maine Cabinets.
simply because you
voices deep and strong.
All may sing a don’t know any better." [Harlem Life.
loud thanksgiving that the clouds are
Cabinet
making for President McKinley is
Relief In
Six Hours.
swept away and the nation’s fame and honnow in order, and a contributor of the Portand
Bladder
diseases
Distressing
Kidney
or are unsullied still,
to-day. Let the relieved in six hours by the “New Great land Argus ventures the assertion that
flags float; let the fifes shriek “Yankee South American Kidney
Cuke.” This new Maine can furnish a whole cabinet of
great
Doodle’s come to town,” when the turremedy is a great surprise on account of its
key’s in the oven and the pumpkin pie is exceeding promptness i relieving pain in and good men and stiil have a few left. He
brown.
the bladder, kidneys, back and every part of presents the following rough draft of a cabiPut away the campaign rooster; give nil the urinary passages in male or female. It net, subject to revision later on:
quarrels of the past full forgetfulness and relieves retention of water and pain in passSecretary of State, Thomas B. Reed.
1
almost immediately.
If you want
quiet. Let us all be friends at last. Let ing it relief
Secretary of Treasury, Nelson Dingley.
cure this is your
and
quick
remedy.
the fat and toothsome turkey and the
Secretary of War, Eugene Hale.
Sold by A A. Howes A' Co., Druggists, BelSecretary of Navy, Charles A. Boutelle.
peaceful pumpkin pie crowd out every fast, Me.
1 y27
Secretary of Interior, Seth L. Mil liken.
recollection of the turmoil that’s gone by.
Mrs. Digby lias a
husband that really
Secretary of Agriculture, E.
Burieigh.
Let us all be friends and brothers under
of her.”
Attorney General, Win. P. Frye.
one llag, dear to all.
Let us settle down thinks something
Post-master General, Joseph H. Mauley.
“NYhat has he done?"
to business, which comes rather late this
Here is a suggestion of another “all-Maine”
“Why, instead of betting to win a hat for
fall.
Let us cease from campaign tactics. himself on the
election, he bet a new bonnet cabinet from the same source:
Let us stop all calling names.
Let all for bis wife.”
Secretary of State, Henry B. Cleaves.
pummelling and lighting he confined to
Secretary of Treasury, Charles M. Moses.
football games.
Now that golds’ no longSecretary of War, Charles H. Prescott.
er hoarded, let us try to pay our debts.
Secretary of Navy, Herbert M. Lord.
Let John Jones and Marcus Hanna arbiSecretary of Interior, Walter C. Emerson.
trate election bets.
Let sweet peace, the
Secretary of Agriculture, B. \V. Me.Keen.
white-winged, o’er the country settle
For Infants and Children.
Attorney General, Charles E. Littlefield.
Postmaster General, Leory S. Sanborn.
down, when the turkey’s in the oven and
the pumpkin pie is brown. [Boston Daily
is 02
Advertiser.
A Bath Mechanical Genius.

Days

are

stay

There is more than one food which will cause the
body
to increase in
weight. A free supply of sugar will do this ;
so will the
starchy foods; cream, and some other fats. But
to become
yet remain in poor health, is not what
fleshy,.and
you want.. Cod-liver oil iucreases the weight because it is a
fat-producing food. But it does far more than this. It
alters, or changes, the processes of nutrition, restoring the
normal functions of the various organs and tissues.

“I presume if we laughed more we
thould all he happier and healthier,”
\ rites Edward XV. 13ok in October Ladies’
Home Journal.
“True, we are a busy
and a very practical people. And most
< f
find more in this life to
us probably
bring the frown than the smile. But,
nevertheless, it is a pity that we do not
laugh more; that we do not bring ourselves to the laugh, if need be. For we all
is the best mediagree that a good laugh
cine in the world.
“Physicians have said that no other
feeling works so much good to the entire
As a
human body as that of merriment.
digestive, it is unexcelled; as a means of
expanding the lungs, there is nothing better.
It keeps the heart and face young.
It is the best of all tonics to the spirits.
It is, too, the most enjoyable of all sensations.
A good laugh makes us better
friends with ourselves and everybody
around us, and puts us iuto closer touch
with what is best and brightest in our lot
in life.
“It is to be regretted, then, that such a
potent agency for our personal good is
It costs nothing.
not more often used.
All other medicines are more or less exan
old doctor not
pensive. ‘Why,’ said
long ago, ‘if-people fully realized what it
meant to themselves to laugh, and laughed as they should, ninety per cent, of the
doctors would have to go out of business.
“Probably when we get a little less busy
we shall laugh more.
For, after all, the
difference between gloom and laughter is
but a step.
Aud if more of us simply
took a step aside oftener than we do, and
rested more, we would laugh more.
“By laughing T do not mean the silly
giggle indulged in by some women and so
There is no outward mark
many girls.
which demonstrates tlie woman of shallow mind so unmistakably as that of giggling. There is no sense in the giggle;
no 'benelit to be derived from it.
It makes
a fool of the
person herself, and renders
But
her
uncomfortable.
one
about
every
just as the giggle is the outcome of a
small mind, the hearty laugh is the rellection of a healthful nature.
What we
want is more good laughers in the world
—not more gigglers.”

SCHOOljL

OFFICE PRACTICE FROM THE START.

Send for Free Catalogue.
Dry Theory
L, A. GRAY & SON. Portland, M“.
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Drive It Home,

HOT WATER HEATER.
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An

advertisement
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agent for the above heater, and
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Licensed Auctioneer.
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forget
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BOSTON.
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Fairfield Si.

MASS.
Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours by appointment
only.
October, 1895.—lyr-io*

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

COUNTY

Etta Gerry is visiting friends in Ban-

Mrs.

present. A good time was enjoyed by
The supper was all one could ask for.
This society is nearly ready to hold its fair,
and among other things they have a beautiful silk quilt to be sold to any one for ten
cents, who guesses the right number. Those
who want tickets woula do well to secure
them at once as they are selling fast. The
S. B. I. S. will meet this afternoon and evening at the Grange dining room_Mrs. Geo.
Mudgett and son of Belfast are visiting Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Libby.... Mrs. James
Killman is in Winterport visiting her brother, Wm. Smith-Misses Alida B. Sliute and
Susie Cousins of Stockton Springs spent
last Sunday with Miss Sadie Killman.

Mrs. Josephine Wilson is visiting friends

were

the parsonage this,

at

Thursday,

Ida West left for Boston by Mon-

Miss M.

day's

steamer.

Mrs. Howe of Providence, B.I., is visiting
her sou, T. B. Howe.

Capt.
day* iU

F. Carver and wife spent
town last week.
C.

a

few

Sob. Mabel arrived in port Tuesday with
lumber for A. E. Trundy.
Ladies’ missionary reading at the upper
Conference room Friday, at 12 p. m.
Daniel Staples of Westboro, Mass., made
visit to his parents last week.

Islesboro.

short

P. Staples returned Saturday
trip to Boston ami vicinity.
Miss Aldie Sargent, who has been employed in Boston, is at home for a short vacation.
a

season

has been
is

Montevideo, Oct. 5.

South Montville. Prof. F. F. Phillips
West Somerville, Mass., visited in this
place last week and attended the reunion of
the scholars of ’G5 and ’70, an account of
which will be sent to The Journal for publication later.Freeman Linnikin saw a
few days ago on the road leading from
Clark’s Corner to Fogg’s Corner what is
thought to be a grey wolf-Forest Howes
is laying the cellar wall for his new house.

a

con-

mer

Henry Carr, who lias made the voyage on
hark C. P. Dixon, arrived home this week.
Sch. Georgia Gilkey, Capt. W. B. Gilkey,
arrived at N- w York Nov. 11th, from Rosario.

his cottage on the island this winter....
Sehs. Wm. Flint and B. F. Hart are moored m Seal Harbor for the winter.... E. F.
Williams is building boats as usual.

Bark C. P. Dixon, Capt. N. F. Gilkey, arrived at Niw York Nov. 11th, from Barbadoes.
The selectmen Lave moved several of the
street lights, thereby improving their situation.

Julia B. Sullivan, assistant postmistress,
id Boston and vicinity for a short vaca-

tion.

Capt. Theodore }-* Colcord, after a short
home, returned to Boston by train Saturday.
visit

Bark Lucy A. Nichols, Capt. C. M. Nichols, arrived at New York Nov. 14th, 1G4
days from Hong K mg.

1

|

L. M. Sargent, who has Veen in Boston j
fmedical treatment, returned Saturday [
and is much improved.

Nichols and wife arrived
York by train Friday evening.
Capt. Nichols' ship, the Gov. iiobie, Las been
chartered to load for Australia.

Capt.
m

Amos

New

By order

commissioners fifty
hhimoil and mm hundred and fifty trout
v. e v taken froii
Swan Luk- this week, the
i,h used ill the hatchery.
s.j
'i’ i

1

rue

fish

Starbu'-k, Cant. Eben Cur
t
:t !'!"»••;
it Nhw
York, N-*v. 14th, lid
lays nHonolulu, If. I. The ship exL

it

■

avv

I »u

w

<

at her

Oct. -1st, ami lost

sevi-ra! spars and sails.

Coiconl and a in i ly arrived
from San Francisco Saturday.
During a
visit to friends at Sui ta Clara they were invited t<
a dinner where
nineteen former
Capt.

B.

K.

Searspoit parties

were

present.

The social dame at G.
week

was

a

success,

A.

R.

hall

notwithstanding

last
the

San Fraucisco, arriving home Wednesday,
lie has accepted the position as first officer
cm ship K. D. Rice, Capt. C. F. Carver.
Mariner's Lodge F. A A. M., and Sears
Lodge, I (>. (>. F., have moved into their
new building
The building will not be
dedicated, but the t wo lodges will unite in
giv?ng a house warming the last of the
month, which will he only for the lodges in
t• -wn.
Later, invitations' will he extended
Mas.wu and Odd Feliows lodges in the
t'
t(..
visit here.
uinty

J. Mathews and Geo. E. Chapin are
netting trout and salmon in Swan Lake.
Look out for them.
W.

A. L. Mudgett of Belfast was in town last
week canvassing for a book entitled Farmers

Record and Reference.

Members of the Patrons A. F. I. Co. have
paid si.50 <<n a thousand for the eighteen
mouths past-.
A pretty good showing.

Quite a delegation of our people went to
Belfast last Thursday evening to celebrate
the election of McKinley aud Hobart. The
firing of guns and blowing of whistles were
plainly heard by people in this vicinity who
remained at home.

Oliver

Ulmer, an
passed away Nov.

old

resident

lfith. He

of

Unity,

was a

p

very suet rssful. She is a first-class
-Mr. S. B. Rollins begins a free
school

began work
They expect to

at the
work

corn

brated with the

and the people
witness the

was

were

literally painted red,
out

in

great numbers

to

Some of the decorations were very
elaborate, but where all were so good it
would be hardly fair to discriminate.
There was a fine torchlight procession headcontrast.

marriage

of

George Alfred

vailed.

Among the crowd

Populists who seemed

to

were

well

ami

RANGES

many Denioccasion

MAKE

placed

on

it in memory

of his daughter, Lizzie Nutt Brown-Mrs.
Paulina Stone has been quite ill, but is now
better.... Miss Helena Chase of Dixmont
has been spending a few days at her uncle's,
Lewis B. Harding.. .Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Call recently returned from a visit at Farm-

EAST.
(

they visited their daughter,
Mrs. Mariqn Bates-Presiding Elder W.
W. Ogier will hold services at the Union
church on Friday afternoon and evening,
ington,

WEIR STOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MASS.
in All Prominent Cities and
Towns in New England.

Agents

I

where

Nov. 20th.

We have

goods

NfcWS.

PORT OF BELFAST.
ARRIVED.

Nov. 3 5. Schs. Geo. B. Ferguson. Ferguson,
Boston; Harriet Rogers, Lynaui, Searsport; Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
Nov. 10. Schs. W. H. Davidson, Pomeroy, fish
ing; Wild Rose, Candage, Cranberry Isles; sloop
Startle, Gray. Deer Isle.
Nov. 17. Schs. Maria Webster, Turner, Vinalliaven; P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, co.
SAILED.

Nov. 13. Schs. F. C. Pendleton, Burgess, Bangor; Leona, Lane, Roekport,; Mildred A. Pope,
Irons, Bangor; Volant, Pendleton, Rockland;
Maria Webster, Turner, Vinalhaven; New Boxer,

Haskell, Bangor.

Nov. 17.
Harbor.

Sell. Harriet

Rogers, Lynaiu, Seal

AMERICAN PORTS.

j

New York, Nov. 12. Ar, soli. Rabboni, Bangor;
13, sld, ships Emily Reed, Hi* go; John McDonald,
Yokohama; ar, schs. Susie P. Oliver, Bangor; l’ochasset, Somes Sound; 14, ar. sell. Norombega,
Bangor; cld, bark Vilora H. Hopkins, Wakeiv,
Port Elizabeth, S. A.; ar, bark Lucy A. Nickels,
lloug Kong; 113, ar, ship Til 1 ie K. Stan-uck, Honolulu.
Boston, Nov. 11. Ar, sobs. Mary Farrow, Belfast: Arthur Clifford, Bucksport; Waterloo, Pros
pcct: Lillian, Bangor; 12, sell. Abbie E. WillardAtwood, Bangor; 13, cld, sobs. Mary E. Palmer,
Louisburg, C. B.; Susan N. Pickering, Haskell,
Jacksonville; 14, cld, soli. Young Brothers,Snow,
Kennebec and Washington, D. C.; 10, ar, sells.
Maggie Mulvery,
Daylight, Washington, D.
Perth Amboy for Gloucester; Win. E. Downes,
Charleston, S. C.; eld, sell. J. Manchester Haynes,
McCarty’s Flats, Me., to load for West Indies
Philadelphia, JNov. 10. Ar, sell. Pocliasset,
Somes Sound.
Baltimore, Nov. 10. Cld, bark Josephine, McClean, Bahia and Rio Janeiro; passed Cape Henry
Nov 11; 11, ar, sell. IVm, B. Palmer, Dyer, Portland.
Portland, Nov. 11. Cld, sell. Sarah E. Palmer,
Whittier, Louisburg, C. B.
Bangor, Nov. 11. Cld, Grig Katahdin, Leathers,
New York; 12, ar, sell. F. C. Pendleton, Belfast;
cld, sclis. Annie P. Chase, Ellis, New Bedford;
Flora Condon, Sellers, New York; E. L. Warren,
Tainter, do.; St. Leon and Helena, Boston; eld.
sclis. Minetta,Crockett, Boston; Hattie M. Howes,
Hodgdon, New York; 17, cld, schs. F. C. Pendleton, New York; July Fourth, Boston.
Fernandina, Nov. 11. Ar, soli. Sarah D. J. Rawson, French, Nassau.
Port Reading, Nov. 11.
Sld, sell. Post Boy,
Smith, Saco.
Brunswick, Ga., Nov. 13. Ar, schs Win. H.
Sumner, Pendleton, Perth Amboy; Levi Hart,
Pendleton, New York; ,14, ar, brig Jennie Hulburt, Philadelphia; sch. Gen. Adelbert Ames,
New York ; 10, ar, schs. Willie L. Newton, Boston;
Henry Crosby, Savannah.

don’t suit the

just received

price

will.

lot

a new

uni i fti urn in
hev are cheap at $1.25 and Si TO.
them for LIMITED TIME at
i

We prop*

$1.09 AND $1.29 RESPECTIVE!
Here

are a

DON’T

26c.
Beans—North, small pea, 81 30 ql 35; yellow
eyes, £1 4<><t 1 50; reil kidney, 81 5o«.l 65.
Hay—New. fancy, 816 OOal7 50; new, good,
815 ft 16; new. lower grades, 81 2 u 14
Bye straw, 820 1 2 a 821; oat straw, 80.00.
Potatoes—Aroostook countv Hebrons, choice. |>
45c.
Ajtples—New, p bbl, 75c u 1.75.

few don’ts for your consideration

buy a
none

DON’T

buy

SHAWL without first
better for $$.00.
a

JACKET
All

ours.

seeing

CAPE until

or

prices from $4.00

up.

DON’T look for

a better $1.00 KID GLOV I
can’t
find it. Every pair warr. ::
you
don’t suit bring them back and get

DON’T you need
DON’T you need

some

UNDERWEAR?

some

HOSIERY?

DON’T you think LADY’S WOOL HOS
t pairs for 50c. is cheap?

on

SHIP

and

monument has been

the

DON'T you want the best pair of COTTON
ETS you ever saw' for the price,
82c., according to si/e.

place where Uncle

enjoy the

■

Black Fancies, Black and White Fancies.
Bouclis, Novelties, Plain Serges-evenm,

SICK HEADACHE

nicely with candles, Chinese lanterns, etc.
Among them were the residences of Dr. M.
T. Dodge, B. F. Harding, Mrs. M. C. Parsous
and Mrs. Sarah Norton. During the evening hot coffee, doughnuts and cake were
served, first to the members of the bant,
then to the crowd. Nothing stronger than
coffee was served during the evening and
the result was orderly and gentlemanly deportment throughout the entire evening. Be-

operation.

This lot includes many of THIS FALL’S S;
in dress pattern lengths,

Market.

Bo.ston.Nov.II, 1806. The following are today's quotations of provisions, etc.:
Butter—Northern cream, choice, 20 a 21 l-2c ;
dairy, north, best, 15a 16c.
Ciieese—New. northern, choice, 10(al0 l-4c;
Western choice, 8 1-2at) l-2c.
Eggs—Hennerv, choice, 30.a32c; Eastern, 25a

Dud-

eleven
twelve o’clock they
broke up with cheers for McKinley and
Hobart. I would say, for the benefit of
those who may have felt any anxiety,
that those black bottles did create quite
a noise, but the contents were nothing but
powder, and there were no bad results following-We have some Demo’s (are they
crats or pops or what?) in town who feel
very sore over the election. One was overheard to say while dressing his feet in the
morning (when he supposed himself to be
alone) with a good deal of distressing disappointment in his tones as he fastened his
shoes, “Major McKinley, President of the
United States.”. .Although Troy went back
on her September record, we are making
melody in our hearts because it did not take
Troy to decide the election-Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Brown of Wakefield, Mass., are
visiting relatives and friends in town....
Mr. Charles Hall of Lawrence, Mass., is in
town for a few days....M. V. Nutt of LawWhile here
rence has returned to his home.
he graded his lot in the cemetery and a

From 15c. to $LOo

the historical hill above the
Tom celebrated the lirst election of Mr. Cleveland.
Then they repaired to the shop of Oscar
the

as

tween

in order to clean up our stock and get rid of sh<
You can find almost anything you want and at

Brown, ami returned home with the determination to do what we could.
It was
not long before tin* boys, led by J. O. Blake,
and Dick Merriam, had their teams at work
hauiing old stumps and other combustibles,

the managers. The houses o; the
Republicans at the Corner were illuminated
as

We have taken every short length of Dress G
shelves and marked them at the very hott

I.

them

Cheap:

our

lanterns, candles, and a few old
thrown-away torches, and transparencies,
and supplies furnished by an old friend, A.

landing
chinch,

DbIss

*

France, Denmark, Russia, Italy, Portugal, Austria,
Belgium, Spain, Hawaii, Japan. Mexico, Guantamala, Chili, Honduras. These nations with the
United States control 22,000,000 tons, or more
than five-sixths of the world's shipping.
Charters. Sch. Taiofa, Baltimore to Tampico,
coal, $1.70, coke, $2.80. Sch. E. H. Blake, Sabine
Pass to Tampico, lumber, p. t. Sch. Jas. A. Garfield, New York to St. Pierre, Mart., $1,000 and
loaded. Sch. Belle Hooper, New York to Barbadoes, $1,700 and free lighterage. Sch. Isaac Oberton, New York to New Haven, coal, 7o cents. Sell.
Maggie Mulvey, South Amboy to Gloucester, coal,
70 cents. Sch. Hattie, Hoboken to Winterport,
coal, 75 cents.

I Ho tnn,o§arsapariUa:
i Ud lull 0 ^ i

where she has been for tbe past three years.
-Mrs. Margaret Kelly was called to Boston last week on account of sickness in her
sister’s family-Mrs. Henry Snow has gone
to Portland to spend the winter with her
daughter, Mrs Maude Jose_Mrs. E. D.
Gilman and children went to Holden last
week, where they will spend the whiter
with Mrs. Gilman’s mother_Mrs. II. A.
Bulan is spending a few weeks in Boston....
In the celebration last Thursday night the
steam whistle at the power station of the
water works was heard. The works wil j

Cold Medals.

Victory.

A GllAT flPPORfUwiTY TO gUY

figging

Price._

ed

he in

Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 10. Repairs to sell.
Carrie E. Look, which was recently damaged hy
pounding over the bar, have been finished, and
the vessel will load lumber for New York.
Not since the days of ’41) has San Francisco
harbor been so crowded with ships at it is at
present. All classes of vessels are anchored in
the hay and seven out of every ten are seeking a
charter
New York, Nov. 11. Hark C. 1\ Dixon arrived
here to-day from Turk’s Island, report Nov. 0, r>0
miles E. S. E. oil Hatteras, passed sell. Frank O.
Dame, waterlogged and abandoned; spars all
standing: hull apparently in good condition (.before reported).
Gloucester, Mass., Nov. 15. Sch. Penobscot,
lying at the Atlantic Halibut company’s wharf today, parted fastenings, tore up several piles and
otherwise damaged the wharf and buildings. The
vessel's rail was broken and hull and
damaged. Loss $200,
Rockland. Me., Nov. 10. Fears are entertained
for the safety of the crew of the sch Cora H.
Hanson of Thomaston, Me., ('apt. Sinnotr. from
Rrunswiek, (la., Oct. 1, for New York, with lumber. The vessel registered 400 tons, and was built
at Thomaston in 1803. T he schooner was out in
the hurricane of October.
New York, Nov. 10. Ship Tillie E. Starbuck arrived to-day from Honolulu. Oct. 31, lat. 21.20,
Ion. 5(3.50, had a hurricane from the northwest
which shifted to the northeast, thence east, during which was partially dismasted, losing the
mizzentopmast and fore topgallant mast, with all
rigging; lost also nearly a suit of sails.
New ijondon, Nov. 14. Sch. Post Iloy of Rucks*
port, Smith, from Port Reading for Saco, Me.,*
with coal, was towed in here leaking badly and
with loss of bowsprit and all headgear, having
collided off Faulkner’s Island last night with sch.
Julia A Martha, from Calais, Me., for New Haven
with lumber. She will repair. The Julia & Martha
also suffered considerable damage. Seaman John
11 urging was lost overboard from the Post
Hoy.
The revised international rules to prevent collisions at sea, prepared|by the Washington international marine conference, will probably go into
effect on the first of next July. The following nations have agreed to adopt the rules and enforce
them after July first: Great Britain, Germany,

Thompson and fitted up the torches and
transparancies. In the meantime the peoof the village prepared to illuminate
ley and Annette Nickerson Jackson at Bos- ple
Positively cured by these
their houses, and a liner display of Mags
ton Oct.27th. They will reside at Masoonoiua
Little Pills.
Japanese
lanterns,
hunting,
transparancies,
street, Lebanon, N. H. Mrs. Dudley was a
also relieve Distress from
in nearly every house was never before
etc.,
They
Dyspepsia,
prominent and successful teacher in this
seen in Morrill.
Here the parade started,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perand adjoining towns, and has a large circle
| led by A. B. Hatch, our young merchant,
fect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiof friends in the old Pine Tree State who
as marshal, with a band of music,
ness, BadTasteinthe Mouth,Coated Tongue
wish her happiness and prosperity in her mounted,
fife and drum, and made a round of the vilTain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
new relations.... Schools
They
began last Monday
lage, cheering at every house illuminated.
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
with a good showing of experienced and
At the home of Mrs. N. L. Simmons, the
successful teachers-Misses Vina and CeSmall Pill.
Small Dose.
lady gave them a Mue speech, which was
lia Nickerson visited friends in Belfast last
Small
cheered
and
at
the
home
duly
;
unexpectedly
week. ...The families of Frank and Herbert
of the writer cheers were given for McKin♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ %••%. ♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ ♦♦♦
Cunningham left for Lowell, Mass., the first
ley and Hobart, and a speech was called for.
of the week-A. T. Nickerson came home
♦ ■
you want a Modioine ♦
Taken by surprise as I was, aud thinking
from Bucks port Saturday in order to begin
which is honestly com- 4
that talking was unnecessary, l could say 4 I ■■
his school Monday... .Albert Applin has
™
and which repre- x
but few words, and got in return three
pounded
^
gone to Concord, N. H., in the employ of
hearty cheers. Thanks for the same. After ♦ sents the advanced medical knowl- ♦
his brother Harry.... Will Ellis has left the
the parade the boys returned to the hill, 4 edge of to-day, buy
4
employ of Nickerson & Damm and gone up- and to the lire. A
♦
large pile of stave edgings, ♦
river.
given by John Vickery, son-in-law of Uncle
Troy. The Republicans of Troy held a Tom was
added, and then there was a grand
jubilation in honor of the recent victory, at illumination of the whole village, even upon
windows
of the silverites. This with a
Troy Corner, Tuesday night, Nov. 10th, and
splended show of lire-works, red tire,
A large
every one seemed to be jubilant.
♦
etc., concluded the exercises. A large crowd ♦
bonlire was in progress in front of the post of
♦
people were present and all pronounced ♦
it a grand time. No disturbance or drunkoffice all the evening and music echoed from
ss of any kind was seen or beard.
The
a number of anvils.
The Troy band played enne
people went home satisfied, and the scene
at intervals, fireworks were sent off, and
closed at 10 o’clock, p. m.
m.
horns tooted, and a good lot of hilarity pre♦
♦
vnuu
ment of the

Winter port celebrated the
recent victory last Thursday night in great
The town

McKinley

MARINE MISCELLANY'.

anese

Hobart until our patriotic citizens were
hoarse-We have received the announce-

factory Monday.

about two weeks.

WiMKiiroRT.

shape.

of

names

ant, New Y'ork.
St. Pierre, Oct. 7. Ar, sch. Isaiah Hart, Williams, New York via Gaiulaloupe.
Kingston, Ja., Oct. 28. Ar, sch. Jennie F. Willey, Wilmington, N. C.
Demerara, Nov. 10. In port, sch. Lizzie B. Willey, from New York.
Saigon, Nov. 0. Ar, bark Jennie Harkness, New
York.
Buenos Ayres, Nov. 10. Ar, sch. Olive Pecker,
Whitmore, Portland.
Nassau, N. P„ Nov. 5 Sid, sch. Sarah D. J. Rawson, French, Fernandina.
Turk s Island, Nov. 3. Ar, sch. Olive T. Whittier, from Trlnty, Mart., to sail about Nov. 10 for
New York.
lliogo, Oct. 14. Sid, ship Abner Coburn, Butnam. New York.
Hong Kong, Oct. 1, Sid, ship Josephus, New
York; 8, in port, ships Belle of Bath, S. L). Carleton, W. H. Connor and Wr. J. Roteli, for New York.
Shanghai, Oct. 1. Ar, steamer Stratlileven (Br.
from Hong Kong, with 02.000 cases kerosene, exship S. I). Carleton, from New York.

correspondent got a tip of it, and at once
started for Belfast for supplies, and after
visiting many places found a few flags, Jap-

rung, guns fired and lights in every
window of prominent Republicans twinkled
like myriads of jubilant stars. The air N i-

singing

port, sch. Nimbus, Bry-

Boston Produce

Saturday evening, Nov. 14th, the Republicans and some «'f the silverites of Morrill
met at the village and celebrated the election of McKinley and Hobart by one of the
grandest illuminations, bon tires and parade,
ever held in town.
I am not able to say
who started the thing, but think it must
have been some of our young Republicans,
who felt that such a glorious victory as we
had Nov. 3d should not go unnoticed. Your

were

teacher.

this week at the church_The label-

ers

Morrill Celebrates the Great

The Swanville Union Sunday school adjourned last Sunday to the
first Sunday in May, 18U7. The uieinhers
will meet next Sunday with Mrs. F. C.
Smart.... Miss Alice Fuss of Jackson was in
town last week canvassing for
holiday
books. .Our people did their brightest Nov.
7th to show their joy over the election. Bonfires blazed on every available hill-top, bells

Saturday evening. A goodly
eaent.
The subject was the
Histoiy of Moses, and it was very interesting... Mis. Mary Watson is gaining slowly.
•••The village schools closed Friday. The
Primary school, taught, by Miss Hunt, was
were

-School closed in district No. 3 one week
It was one of the best terms that has
been taught there for a long time.
Mr.
Woods of Knox aud his son Leroy Woods
began in the same district last Monday and
it bids fair to be another good term... Mrs.
Lizzie Acliorn, who lias been dress-making
in Belfast the past four weeks, came home
Saturday-Anuie Fenwick has been visiting in Lincolnville the pastwreek-Mrs. A.
T. Kuowlton aud family leave for Massachusetts Saturday to spend the winter. Mrs,
Robinson will accompany them.

Swanville.

S. Bimill last

number

is

ago.

C. Harding is quite sick. She
is attended by Dr. Erskine of Frankfort.

GLENWOOD
Three

expected to be present. He will
meetiug services here the
next day_An account of the Republican
celebration is published in another column.
Ogier

hold quarterly

....Mrs. W.

great sufferer with rheumatism_Good news has
been received from Mrs. Ed. Harding, who
is now at the Maine General Hospital, Portland-The Reading Club met with Mrs. E.

soon

COOKING

Fryeburg, Me., was in town several days
last week visiting from house to house and
laboring in the revival meetings-Rev. H.
I. Holt will continue the revival meetings
every evening this week as well as Saturday afternoon, at which time Rev. W. W.

home feeling well repaid for going_
Rebecca Harriman visited relatives in
Belfast last week-Mrs. Emma Luke entertained the Ladies’ Circle last Saturday
evening. Forty were present and all enjoyed a very pleasant evening-Mr. Wilkins
attended the Teachers’ Institute in Belfast
last Friday-Charles Ginn of Belfast called on relatives here last Sunday_Capt.
Evauder Harriman arrived iu the river in
sell. Elizabeth Foster Nov. 11th_Capt.
Fred Pray, iu sell. Kate L. Pray, is loading
staves at E. L, Warren’s quarry for Boston.

Warren of Plattsburg, N. Y., were the
guests ol Miss Norton last week_?4rs. H.
C. Chandler went to Waterville Nov. lGth.
-Mrs. Benj. Cook is quite sick.Mr.

Portland last week.

Morrill. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Woods of
Massachusetts spent several days in town
last week visiting relatives-Mrs. I. E.
Hatch returned from Washington, Me., last
Saturday-Mrs. L. R. Elder went to Freedom last Saturday for a visit... .Mr. Hall of

Mrs.

by the Cornet Band, a tloat with appropriate transparencies, followed by a line of
carriages and citizens on foot. There was a
good display of fireworks, bonfires, red lire,
etc., and tbe ringing of bells, blowing of
whistles and booming of cannon made
things lively. It was the most enthusiastic!
N' ‘KTH SEAR SPORT ITEMS.
demonstration Winterport has witnessed for
Cuas. O. Fernald visited in Dixmont last
many years-Mr. E. S. Young and Miss
week.
Alice Goodnow were united in marriage last
The fall term of school in town will close
Saturday afternoon. The ceremony took
this week.
at the home of the bride in tbe presplace
Wilson Dow has made 10,000 gallons of
ence of the immediate relatives,
Rev. Fr
cider this tall.
Garrity officiating. A nice supper was servH. B. Fernald left recently for Brownfield,
ed and the bride and groom were the rewhere he will spend the winter.
eeipieuts of some nice presents. They have
Misses Mae Boyd aud Susie Lindsay of
the best wishes of their many friends_
Prospect were in town last week.
Miss Clara Haley is at home for a few weeks.
E A. Mathews has gone to Liberty, where
-Rev. Mr. Maffitt of Bucksport Center
lie m employed at the fish hatchery.
filled the Methodist pulpit Sunday morning.
Ervin Black and Eugene Trip left fertile
....Mrs. M. L. Willard is in Portland visitlumbering woods of Maine last week.
ing her daughter, Mrs. Charles Howes_
Granite Grange has met with a great loss
Mrs. Heagan is visiting her daughters, Mrs.
in the death of Bro. David Kingsbury.
Tainter and Mrs. Thayer-Mrs. Thomas
Mrs. H. i Towle left last week for Boston,
where she will visit relatives for a few Dillingham of Hampden visited his sister,
Mrs. C. R. Goodwin, lastw'eek_Mr. Doane
weeks.
Dustin Cunningham of Mass., formerly of of Hampden was in town Friday_Miss
Searsport, was in this vicinity recently Millie Dorr has returned from Chicago,
visiting friends.

in

went

spectacle. Almost every
place of business and nearly all the houses
in the village were illuminated, and an
occasional dark one here amt there, only
Henry Perry, who has been first officer of
served to make the others look brighter by
ship Centennial, returned overland from

took place on Friday evening,
the ]•">!h of the month, and that there were
exactly thirteen dances on the order.
fact that it

Mrs. Walter Bessie to-day,
Thursday... .Mr. Samuel Rollins of Unity
opened a singing school at the Academy
Tuesday evening_Mr. D. W. Dodge was

and others-Misses Lena and Maud Shute
entertained a party of their young friends
at their home last Friday evening.
Dancing was the principal entertainment All

■

a

tertained by

Springs.

son, who has been

David Kane, who has been employed during the summer oil yacht Merlin, arrived !
! home last week.. .Word lias been received
koine Saturday evening.
! that Mrs. Bartlett, whose husband was aeTuttle opens liis studio and begins his
shot at. Windermere Park, would
i
photograph work Friday noon, Nov. 20th. ciuently
start for Maine Nov. L’lst to spend the win* hristnias
.res a specialty.
pi
ter with Mr. Bartlett’s folks-Mr. James
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Clement and Mrs.
Sawyer of Fairfield was in towu last week.
I’i nden-'c Joluison leave to-day, Thursday,
-Mr. Luther Mitchell is no better_The
for Dayton. F
where they will spend the
W. R. C. gave a farmer’s supper Nov. 10th at
winter.
Tabor’s Hall. It was well patronized aud
P IVndletcn, Sr. Engine Co., No. 2, will quite a little sum was realized_Mrs. Asa
guv a clam stew on Thanksgiving evening,
Stevens, the aged lady who fell some time
and have invited Penobscot Engine Co. to ago, is confined to her bed anil is in a critil»e present.
cal condition.Misses Mary aud Lucy
F. H.
weeks’ Thanksgiving recess.
Mead, principal of the high school, has been
eng-iged for the winter term.

facilities and appearance.The Ladies’
Club was entertained last week by Mrs. D.
R. McGray_The Ladies’ Circle will be en-

...

Wednesday.

Bumps-Our aged citizen,

G. Sibley, died last Saturday mornHe had been an invalid for many
ing.
years_Mr. Frank Banton has rebuilt bis
saw mill and it is very much improved in

Capt. Nathan Johnsailing the yacht Thelma
! for Boston parties, arrived home Nov. 7th,
and will remain through the winter....
Lijshmty
The work at the fish hatchery Charles Shaw of Bangor was in town for a
few days the past week-Will Staples,
go;-* bravely >n. The water at the outlet is
who has been employed in Intervale, N. II.,
so very high that it is somewhat, difficult to
catch the fish, but several tine ones have
made a short visit to his parents the past
been taken. They caught two Saturday, the week... Mr. and Mrs. Bion Sanborn of Belbiggest JS inches long aud weighing 17 1-4 fast spent several days in town the past
pounds. The other was just four pounds week.Capt. and Mrs. John Handel 1
lighter. Oue. thousand rainbow trout arriv- arrived home from New York Saturday
ed here from Green Lake Saturday... .Mrs.
night. Capt. Handel; will remain at home
L. C. Morse and daughter Yirgie left Saturthroughout the winter-Mr. John Miulgday tor Pittsfield, where they will spend the eit has spent several days in Belfast with
winter-Mrs. \Y. H. Lowell has returned his daughter, Mrs. E. M. Crocker and family.
to her home in Boston....A man named
.Mrs. Elden Shute went to Bangor MonJordan has moved into the L. A. Bowler day to visit her sister Mrs. William Ryder.
house uu River street-Charlie (hough
Misses Susie A. Cousens and Alida B.
and mother will occupy the L. C. Morse
Shute spent Sunday with Miss Sadie Killhouse this winter.... Walter West of the in- man in Prospect-The Current Events
suranee firm of Field & West, Belfast, was
club will meet with Mrs. Ralph Morse on
iu town on business Friday....J. O. JohnThursday of this week.
son, T. I’. Mathews, Joel Pierce aud A. BagProspect Ferry. A party of young folks
ley attended the Republican celebration at were highly entertained at Mrs. J. T.
Belfast Thursday night.
Shute’s Thursday evening, Nov. 12th, with
Unity. Simon Connor, who has had em- music and recitations by Mr. Mark Snow,
plovment in Lawrence, Mass., returned followed by Oliver Downs, Chalmers Clark
Stockton

and Mrs.

Mr. Win.

...

Laura E Trundy, who has been in
California for the past year, returned home
Mrs.

The schools in town close this week for

rence

|

John Davis, who has been mate of sell.
Georgia Gilkey, arrived by train Saturday.

two

Freedom.
Freedom celebrated the
National election Friday evening by a large
bonfire on Academy hill, military music and
the illumination of houses and stores with
candles, Japanese lanterns and lamps.
Among those who illuminated we noticed
Dr. Mitchell, G. Bellows, A. B. Sparrow’s
house and store, Mrs. Fannie Carter, N. A.
Wiggiu, house aud store, Mrs. Fuller, Mrs.
McGray aud Mrs. Stevenson, James Libby,
Hotel Maine, Dr. A. J. Billings, B. Benton,
E. Flye, Mrs. Wescott, Miss Perley, B. Williams, D. W. Dodge, A. Ivnowlton, M. Law-

of

In

SAIeG

-4-MARK down

FOREIGN PORTS.

of sumWaldo. School in district No. 1 closed
visitors.. .Potatoes have rotted badly Nov. 13th, after a term of eleven weeks,
and the hay crop is light, but apples are taught by Phebe Paul. The following scholabundant and hundreds of bushels wili rot | ars were not absent: Bessie Wentworth,
on
the ground ungatliered-Carpenters Kuby Emmons, Pearl Welch, Zilla Welch,
have had work all the year. Two large cot- Gertie Whitcomb, Frances French, Sadie
tages have been built at Dark Harbor, J. A. Cross, Ada Cross, Charles Miller, Ralph
Sprague lias built a dwelling for H. Board- Whitcomb. Absent only one day: Thirza
Cross, Harry Clements. Absent on account
man, F. C. Pendleton has built a house, and
Benjamin Heal is building a large barn. Mr of illness: Beatrice French, Eugene Jackson.
Whole attendance 28; average, 25.G.
Wm. Folwell will build an L 50 feet long to

short

Mrs. C. B. Deshon, who has been visiting
relatives in Boston, arrived home by steamer
1'eno bscot Satv rday.

The past

disagreeable one so far as weather
cerned, but we had our usual uumber

Mrs. Sarah

from

Saco, Me., Nov. 13. Ar, sell. Geo. B. Ferguson,
Ferguson, New York.
New Haven, Nov. 14. Sid, sch. Joel F. Sheppard, Carter, coal port; 15, ar, sch. Isaac Oberton,
Philadelphia.
Rockland, Me., Nov. 15. Sid, sch. A. W. Ellis,
Ryder, New York.

all.

Beading
evening.

last

Report

Prospect Village. The S. B. I. Society
with Mr. ami Mrs. B. M. Eames, and 44

in town.

is

U. S. Gov’t

met

gor.

a

Highest of all in Leavening Power.—Latest

CORRESPONDENCE.

!

♦

FOR

-_

BLOOD and

^

It is the

only

NERVES. *

combined

J

Nem Food—
Blood Purifier
ON THE ITARKET.

DON’T think

with tli«j

and place a reliable line of remedies within
your reach.

|P
II

YOU ARE RUN DOWN
suffering from Scrofula, Rheu-

or

matism, Humors

or

ready

nervous

has

a

record

system, 1)ALTON’S
for curing just such

cases.

WE PUBLISH
are

ly true.

not

no

testimonials

genuine

and strict-

TR Y Dalton’s Sar-

saparilla and Nerve Tonic,
Dalton's Family Pills or
Instant
R( lief
Dalton’s
Plasters,

They are Standard Remedies.
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

we

al-

advc

we

H. A. STARRET
Main

Street,

Belfast.

BORJN.
Burgess. In Cnion, Nov. 10,
Fred s. Burgess, a son.
In Waterville, Nov. 15,
Cook.

Emery Cook,

a

to

j—I

Mr. and Mrs.

to Mr

ami Mrs.

daughter,*11 pounds.

In Deer Isle, Oct. 20, to Mr. ami
Davis
Eddie W. Davis, a son.
Gray. In Blueliill, Oct. 31, to Mr. ami
Otis M. Gray, a daughter, \ iola.
Harkiman. In Deer Isle. Nov. 4. t- Mr.
Mrs. Duboru Harriman, a daughter.
Ladd. In Brooksville, Oct. 0, to Mr. ami
Joseph Ladd, a son, John (;.

Mrs.
Mm

Mrs.

But

now

Bueksport.

.'"‘eeileii
A

I

In Deer Isle, Oct, 3<>, Mr- l.ydia L.
02 years, 1 1 months and 1 day.
In Belfast, N"\ 1, Amelia S., widow .u
Cates, aged 57 yeois, 1 1 months ami 23

1

Bahisidge.

days.

In Belfast, Nov 15, Irving Levi
Roderick.
Roderick, aged 0 years ami 3 days.
Sargent. In W inter Hat bur, Oct 20. Margie
Sargent, aged 7 months ami 2.3 nays.
smith. In Brooksville, Nov. 5, George K Smith,
aged 75 years, d months and 25 days.
Toyvni:. In Seattle, Wash.. N* v. 11. Mm. Nellie
M. ToYvne, aged 35 years and 5 mouths.

Price

—

s,

Dates,
Onnii«"<l
N

ill

si,

I’ruii

.V <•.,

Fine Conl«‘<-i

Crockett. In Itoeklaml, Nov. 7, 1.m v, widow
Robert Crockett, aged ~4 years, 4 months and

Belfast

I4ni

PeiK’lies.

Babbidge, aged

15

ii

CiKs,

aged 30 years.
Cates.
Jediah C.

14 nisi

Currants,

15, Mrs. Celia Ames,

Nov.

time

Prunes,

DIED.
Or ring ton,

the

('it runs,

Hagerthy Chandler. In Bueksport, Noy.4.
l)r. George It. Hagerthy of Bar Harbor and Miss
Helen 11. Chandler of Bueksport.
Leauh-Gkini»le. In Surry, Nov. 0. Herrick s
Leach of Blueliill and Miss Margaret B. Grindle
of Orland.
Pakis-Condon. In Sedgwick. Nov. 8, John VN
Paris of Sedgwick and Miss Louise Condon, both
of Sedgwick.

In

is

iSi'W

Bridges-Higgins. In Bueksport, Nov. 2, Jeremiah Bridges and Mrs. Sadie B. Higgins, both <>f

Ames.

2-

Nov,

and

MARRIED.

CORRECTED WEEKLY

POOH BLOOD,
from any deranged condition of

which

anything

In tact, everything kepi

(irocery
COMB AM) SF.B,

Slor

I

A I

SWIFT & PAi

Current.

FOR

1’IIE JOl RNA 1..

Price pi:id Producer,
2<• aa()i I lav. p ton. I o oo„ 12 no
Apples. t> lm,
4 a
15 1 -2«4
Hides, p It,.
dried, t> lb,
f> nS
1 40 a I do Lamb, p It,,
Beans, pea,
20 a 3n
medium, 1 40 a 1 5*» Land, Skins,
> It).
1
50
4 n b
40
a
Mutton,
|
yel’weyesl
ld«2o Oats, -p lui, 32 It'. 2b a 30
Butter, C lt»,
4a o 1-2 Potatoes.
3b a 40
Beef, fc> lb,
40 a 45 Koliiul H op,
4.a 4 12
Bariev, |> bu,
io.«i2 St raw, p ton, b OOad oo
Cheese, fe> lb,
lo« 12 Turkey, p It,.
Id n 1S
ll>,
Chicken,
50 a 75 Tallow,
1 1 -2 ii 3
CalfSkins,
Id
»i« 7
14«
Yea
lb,
Ih,
p
Duck, fc>
25 U ool, unwashed, 12 </ 13
Eggs, 4> doz,
8a,lO Wood, hard, 3 bO t/b oo
Fowl, 4> lb,
14aid Wood, soft, 3 00a3 bo
lb,
<ieese,
Retail Market.
Retail Price.
Product Market.

the

because

from any disease

caused by
or

lying

days.

Squarely

public

are

to back up

DON’T FORGET THE PLACE.

ot

We Deal

we

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦'

1*0 a 1 oo
3a 3 1-2
2a3

Beef,corned, V* lt>, 7«8 Lime, p bid,
Butter, salt, 141bbag, is Oat Meal, p It,,
40 (mions, p It,,
Corn, j;) bu,
Cracked Corn,
bu, 40 Oil,kerosene, pal, 12a 14
3 1 2a4
40 Pollock, p II.,
Corn Meal, fc> bu,
7 n 8
1B «15 Pork, p It.,
lb,
Cheese,
Cotton Seed,

1 12
cwt, 1 20 Plaster, p hid,
03
Rye Meal, p 11..
70a 7b
Shorts, pewt,
1-2
bab
11.,
Snpar, p
40
Salt, T. I.. p lm,
2,a3
Sweet Potatoes,
Wheat Meal,
21-2,a3

5a 0
Codfish, dry, (•> lb
Cranberries,
qt,07a.o0
Clover Seed, i> lb, 11 a 12
Flour, bbi, 4 50a5 50
H.C.Seed, bu, 2 00 a 2 10
8(ai> 1-2
Lard, V> lb

Masonic

*

Tempi*

Horse for Sole
Hay

mare,

lbs.

Sire Day Dawn,

mare.

cash.

<» year-'

Will be sob!

Kn<iuirc

at

FRANCIS' Sll<>«
>1.» in

lw47

CARD or

THV

I wish to express my he:,
many kind friends tin tin
shown my mot her, M s. \
her last illness, ami to the t

>

Will

lielfast, Nov. 17, 18*.m;

WANTED.
W
W

14 Mich

>t‘

